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MOLD TIMIDS Milt4441:36g
THE Mullard Master Five can be
carried from house to house from room to room-from fireside to
bedside. It will give you music

wherever you go-at your house-

your friends' houses, in your car. It
is entirely self-contained - receiver,
batteries, aerial and loud -speaker all
enclosed in one attractive cabinet.
To Dept. 8, " Radio for the Million,"
63, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.2.
Please send me Simplified Plan of Assembly of The
Mullard Master Five and

Free copy of "Radio for the Million," Vol. 2 No. 4.
Name
Address
W. Con.

It gives an amazing choice of pro.
grammes with one dial tuning. It
is highly efficient on long waves as
well as on the broadcast band, an
achievement rare with portable sets.

Its tone is rich and realistic. Its
operation is of the simplest. Its
simplicity of construction eliminates
error and assures success.

Post coupon now for full details and simplified

ullard
Plan of Assembly.

MASTER RADIO
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To obtain volume with quality, you MUST have
copious emission --more than any 0'1 filament
valve can give. Marconi DEP.240, P.425 and

P.625 will carry at least twice as much grid swing as
an 0'1 amp. valve without overloading. They will

not choke on the most stirring crescendo, hut will
give you a new conception of undistorted volume.

And Instal a
Marconiphone Trickle Charger
MARCONI DEP.240.
Two -volt power valve
taking 0'4 amp. The
grid bias at 120 v. and
150 v. H.T. should be

16 v. and 20 v. respectively. Price 15/-

MARCONI P.425.

Four -volt power valve
taking 0'25 amp. The
grid bias at 120 v. and

150 v. H.T. should be
16 v. and 20 v. respec-

tively. Price 151MARCONI P.625.

Six -volt power valve
taking 6'25 amp. The
grid bias at 120 v. and

150 v. H.T. should he
12 v. and 16 v. respectively. Higher voltages
up to 250 may be used,
nt which value the grid
bias is 25 volts.

The slight extra filament consumption will not
trouble you if you have a Marconiphone Trickle
Charger, which works silently all night and keeps
your accumulator fully charged, ready for the first
transmission next day. And its upkeep cost is less
than two pence per week !
Perfectly safe and

easily connected.

Nothing to go wrong.
For 2-, 4- and 6 -volt
Two
accumulators.
models for 100-125 v.
and 200-250 v.

Price £2. 9. 6.
Write for Publications 453 and 520, mentioning

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY LTD.
(Dept. P),

210-212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.
Showrooms

Price 15/ 173

Wireless Constructor:,

210-212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1
Marconi House, Strand. London, W C.2.
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THE B.T.H. DE LUXE
EQUIPMENT

This is the last word in high-class radio equipment
and comas of Receiver and R.K. Reproducer, both
operated from the mains. Two stages of screened
grid H.F . amid fication are employed. The output
stage is coupled to the R.K. Reproducer Amplifier.
The equipment is supplied for 20250 and 1001125v.
25/30 or 401100 cyck A.C. supply or 200 250v. D.C.
supply.

There are two inning ranges, co -trolled

by a switch, coverirg 2501500m. and 1000j2000m.
Extremely long range reception is obtainable. Provision is made for employing an electrical pickup.

PRICE: £110 including valves
and royalties.

B.T. H. RADIO
1711

-*v.v.
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(11%sPe- HE instrument illustrated in the panel
will appeal to all as the very finest radio
Christmas present it is possible to give
or receive.

It is a 5 -stage completely mains operated

receiver with the world.famous R -K reproducer fitted in the cabinet.

The B.T.H. Range of radio apparatus is
illustrated on these pages. There are gifts

ranging in price from 10/6 to 110. All
are of the very finest quality and workmanship, fully up to the high standard
implied by the B.T.H. monogram.

Select your gift this Christmas from this
new and wonderful range. Such a gift is
sure to please and will reflect the sound
judgment and good sense of the donor.

The Mesita of
B. T .11. Apparatus
Bijou Crystal Receiver.
Two Stage Receiver.
Three Stage Receiver.
Five Stage Receiver.
De Luxe Equipment.
Portable Receiver.
Cone Loud Speaker.
Type C2 Horn Speaker.
R.K. Moving Coil Repro
ducer Unit.
Junior R. K. Reproducer
(A.0 SiD C.) Table Grand
and De Luxe Models.
Senior R.K. Reproducer.
5 m.a. H.T. Battery Eliminator.
10 m.a. H.T. Battery Elimi
nator.
Junior R. K. Elimi -ator
(A.C. & D C. Models).
Pick-up Amplifi-r, Scratch

Filter and Volume

Ask your dealer to -day for full particulars
of any or all of the items illustrated.

Control.
Junior R.K. Amplifier (with-

out R.K. Unit).
Pick-up and Tone Arm.
Electric Gramophone
Motor.
Two Stage Unit.
Tungar -Trickle Charger.
Power Control Switch.
Headphones.
Transformers.
R.C.C. Units.
Etc . Etc.

In addition, an extensive
range of the new Mazda

Nickel Filament valves
covering every require,
ment of the 2, 4, and 6 volt
user.

APPARATUS
The ,Uritish Thomson-ikuston Co., Ltd,. Crown [louse, Aldwych,Loncion.WC:2
175
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THIS CHRISTMAS:
GIVE
THE FAMILY
A

COSSOR

"Melody Maker"
. ... give them hours and hours of happy entertain.
went . . . . plays . . . . songs . . . . dance music
.... vaudeville .... endless amusement all through
the holidays .... and all next year too! If your local
programme does not appeal to you, at the mere turn
of a dial the Cossor Melody Maker will cut out its

overpowering transmission like magic and bring you
superb Radio music from Madrid . . . . front Paris
. . . . from Rome .... from Berlin
. practically
all Europe. Yet this amazing Receiver costs only
£7.15.0. You can assemble it yourself without
soldering a single wire .... without drilling a single
hole and you need know nothing about Wireless ....

it's as simple as Meceano. 90 minutes after you
start assembly you will he able to tune in Toulouse

Langenberg .... Vienna , .. wherever your

fancy dictates. Get full details of this wonderful
Set from your dealer or use the coupon now.

eq. Q,,

'41

price includes the three Castor Valves, the handsome cabinet
and even the simple tools-everything necessary to assemble
this amazing Receiver.

Coupon

CPC'

9

£7 -15s.

Fill in this

f64.

'

NO W

11,5
'"'r

Will give them many
happy hours this Christmas
and every day next year as well

Q

64., mi
A. C Cossor ltd., Melody Department, Highbury

Grove, London. N5

POS0141fiftatPOSIIrOWarViftr0
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THE EDITOR'S CHAT
In which Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E., the Editor of the " Wireless Constructor," discusses the
special Xmas fare presented to readers in this issue.
AHAPPY Radio Christmas and
New Year to every reader of
the WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

at home, abroad, and in the most
distant parts of the Empire. Here,
at home, we may or may not have
snow during the festive season, but
at least it will be cold ; but there are
many readers of this journal who will
spend their Christmas under a burning
sun. Some of these, notably in parts

of South Africa, will receive their

manipulation ridiculously simple, and

the loudspeaker used was one which

the quality up to a very high standard. The test report published in

is not famous for high sensitivity.
Had we cared to spread the testing
time over several hours, or two -or

this issue was compiled in the short
space of an hour merely by turning'
the one tuning dial and waiting for
identification (which takes time with
many Continental stations), no re-

three evenings, the number of stations
listed could easily have been doubled

or trebled, but as we know readers
are much more interested in knowing

action adjustments being made during
the whole tests.
Added to this, the tests were made

what they are likely to get under

with 2 -volt valves throughout, and

the best.

copies of the WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

average conditions, the form of test

report given was considered to be

PARIS RADIO EXHIBITION

in time for this Christmas holiday, but

many others in more distant parts
will receive these greetings rather
late. Yet, late or early, on behalf of
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR readers in

the home country we extend to them
all our heartiest greetings.

An Important Feature
Perhaps the most important feature

in this month's issue is the new development in connection with the
screened -grid valve, exemplified in the
New " Business Man's " Four. Here

we have a set which combines the
high sensitivity of the screened -grid
valve with the constant -reaction
scheme applied in the original
" Business Man's " Four, and which

made possible a sensitive receiver
with only one tuning condenser,
and other distinct advantages. The
new set is far more sensitive than
any receiver incorporating only a
detector and two low -frequency stages

with reaction, even when the set is
manipulated and the reaction critically adjusted by the most expert
hands.

Its selectivity is very high, the

A small delivery van built in the form of a radio receiver is the latest idea
of a prominent Paris wireless firm.

177
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The Editor's Chat-continued
Continuing our policy of providing
sound and well -tested designs for sets
working entirely from the mains,
whether alternating or direct current,

we publish this month a D.C. design
as promised in the Editor's Chat last
month. By the use 9f the " Stedipower " L.T. Unit described in previous
issues of this journal, any ordinary set
can be operated from the A.C. mains,

but to run receivers from direct current mains requires a special design.
Further D.C. designs will be published

from time to time, and before long
we shall be publishing a super-" Stedi-

power " unit designed to give much
larger current than the one ampere
which is

the maximum with the

standard " Stedipower " L.T. Unit.

television, for while the aim of the
latter is to present upon a screen an
animated image of events taking place

simultaneously at the transmitting
end, the Fultograph system receives
on a piece of white paper a replica of
a photograph,

drawing or chart,

attached to the transmitting apparatus.
Several minutes are occupied in the
reception of any one picture, which is
gradually formed on a drum to which
a sheet of prepared paper is attached.

Unlike television, which has yet to
be proved a practical proposition for
home reception, the Fultograph system is sound and practical, the results
being extremely good, while, of

course, the pictures are far more
permanent.

The Free Book
Also as promised in our last issue
we are beginning in the present
number a series of articles dealing

********************
*

THE D.X. SEASON

*

with Thirty -One More Tested Circuits,

********************

booklet ; while a practical make-up

AT is not possible completely to
I describe the thrill of first hearing

described in our last month's gift
for one of the smaller devices, the
volume and tone control unit for loud
speakers, is also published.

The exceptionally favourable

atmospheric

conditions

generally

found during the Christmas season

an American announcer speaking.

It must be experienced to be fully
appreciated. Reception of American

broadcasting on short waves is quite

a simple matter nowadays, and is
not bound up with very special coils

are described in an article entitled, " A
' D.X.' Christmas." These articles,

and wonderful skeleton receivers.
Short-wave plug-in coils which plug

together with many others, make up
a thoroughly varied Christmas menu
suitable for the tastes of all to whom
the art of wireless makes any appeal.

into ordinary coil sockets may now

We hope to publish shortly the

results of a series of tests conducted in
the WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR labora-

tory with the Fultograph method of
receiving wireless pictures. The Ful-

tograph system, it may be said at

be purchased from several manufacturers. Those who have sets
without H.F. amplification, and use
ordinary plug-in coils, should try
short-wave reception for themselves.
There is just one point to mention
a semi-aperiodic 'aerial circuit is

required, and the coil used for this

once, is distinct and different from

must be

loosely coupled to the
tuned grid coil. It should be some -

A -n -ice Aerial!

-,APN-11
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where about 4 in. away, and one end
must be connected to earth and one
to aerial.
No earth connection

should be made to the set

itself.
The object of this very loose coupling
is to reduce the damping effect of the

aerial and earth system which might
easily prevent the set from oscillating
on the very short wave -lengths. A

neutralising condenser fixed in the
aerial lead will be found useful.

Hand -Capacity Troubles
Most of us are familiar with the
trouble of hand -capacity upsetting

the tuning adjustments of the set.
When the removal of the hands
from the tuning dials alters the wavelength to which the circuits are tuned,
distant reception -becomes very difficult, if not impossible. It is obvious,
therefore, that it is desirable to avoid

the trouble of which the symptoms
are outlined above.
There is -one important thing to be
remembered when making up a set.
The moving Vanes of all variable

condensers should be connected to
the lower high -frequency potential
side of their circuit. For instance,
all grid -tuning condensers should have
their moving plates connected to

one side of L.T. ; the negative, if
possible, when negative is earthed.

Reaction Connections
In the case of a tuned -anode

circuit, the H.T. + side

has the
lower high -frequency potential.

It is advisable, when possible, to
have the variable reaction condenser
on the filament side of the reaction
coil instead of the plate side, because
if it is connected in the latter position
the moving vanes are bound to have
a certain high -frequency potential
to earth, due to the reaction coil.

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
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New
"Business
Mails Four
A remarkable new version of a famous receiver described some time ago.

By PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.
THE problem of simplification not

only in set design but in set
manipulation has always interested me. So long as there are
two dials to be manipulated simultaneously, some people will always
get better results than others, while if
a third control is brought in use the
question of real skill looms up.
Some people, it is true, seem to drop

successful long-distance receptionnot occasional, but regular-needs a

stage of high -frequency or, better
still, two stages.

Screened -Grid Advantages
Reaction in the detector circuit,
provided it is not overdone, is a very

great help both in sensitivity and

selectivity. Wonderfully good results

Now, all regular readers of the
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR know that

the actual building of sets has been
simplified by this magazine in a
multitude of ways, one of the most
prominent being the use of designs in
which the reader has wide choice of
components to suit pockets and taste,
much improved layout to avoid complicated wiring, and last, but not least,

are now obtainable using modern

the " Radian " system. Yet with
tions, the fact still remains that in

to make a quiet gear -change on a car ;

valves in a circuit using one stage of
high -frequency, a detector, and reaction on the detector. Still better

but some of us, alas, remain to our

results are obtainable with a screened -

dying day what our American cousins
call " Ham-handed Henries," not
because the level of our intelligence is
any lower than the more successful set
operators, but just because we are not

grid high -frequency valve, while, of
course, we can add one or two stages

into the habit of manipulating a
wireless set skilfully with very great
ease, just as some people soon learn

built that way."

of low -frequency as desired.

One

pentode will often take the place of
two ordinary low -frequency stages,
but the pentode has its own problems

Despite sundry exaggerated claims
put forward from time to time, really

and it is early days to decide just

what we can best do with this valve.

all these improvements and simplifica-

the majority of cases there are three
separate controls in a set using a stage
of high -frequency, a detector and
reaction on the detector; By using

special components, matched to one
another, by extremely careful-almost
micrometric-construction, and by
the careful choosing of valves, it is
possible to combine the two tuning
controls for single manipulation, but

COMPONENTS REQUIRED
Cabinet with 10 -in, baseboard (Cameo).
(Caxton, Artcraft, Kay Ray, etc.)

Panel, 21 in. x 7 in. x

136-

or l in.

(Resiston Gold Corners). (Ebonart,
Becol, Trolite, Ripault, etc.}
.0005-mfd. &um condenser (Dubilier
(Cyldon, Bowyer -Lowe.)
On -and -off switch (Magnum). (Decko,
Duco, Lotus, Benjamin, Bowyer Lowe, etc.)
Panel - mounting neutralising conK.C.).

denser (Harlie).
SPECIAL NOTE.-This condenser
must be of the screw -up-and-down

type, and must have a very small
minimum. If other than Harlie is
used, see that it does not foul coil.
Standard wave -trap (Lewcos or
Magnum).

1

Ferranti, Lissen, Hydra, Polymet,
etc.)

2 2-mfd. condensers (ditto).

and

clips

(Dubilier, Mullard,
Atlas, Lissen, etc., with grid -leak
holder,)
.0002-mfd. condenser (ditto).
1 2-megohm leak (Lissen). (T.C.C.,
Dubilier, etc.)
2 H.F. chokes (Magnum).

SPECIAL NOTE.-One of these
can be any good H.F. choke, but
the one in the H.F. stage must be
suitable for this particular circuit.
For this, Magnum, R.I.-Varley and

Wearite are specially recommended.
R.C. unit (Mareoniphone). (Dubilier,
R.I.-Varley, Mullard, etc.)
'.25-megohm grid leak (Pye).
1 " Antimobo " (R.I.-Varley). (Alternatively one 20,000 -ohm wire -wound

resistance and one additional 2-mfd.

C -pin base (Lewcos or Colvern).

4. Valve holders (Lotus). (Benjamin,
Bowyer -Lowe, W.B., Igranic, etc.)
Standard screen (Magnum). (Parex, etc.)
1 1-mfd. condenser (Dubilier, T.C.C.,

.0003-mfd. condenser

(T.C.C. S/P.).

1

condenser.)
L.F. transformer (Lissen Super).
(Ferranti, R.I.-Varley, Mullard,
Philips, Igranio, Pye, Marconi phone, etc.)
L.F. output choke (R.I.-Varley 28/14).

(Ferranti, Igranie, Pye, etc.)
12 Terminals, as marked.
179

3 Terminal strips.
2 Panel brackets.

1 Reinartz transformer for 200-600
metres.
(Long -wave coil will be
described next month.)

ONE HOUR TEST REPORT.
(Constant -Reaction Setting.)
Budapest
Milan
Daventry
Experimental
Kattowitz
*Cork

Hamburg
London
Leipzig
Gleiwitz
Bournemouth
Breslau

Dublin
Rome
Brussels
Vienna
Munich
Madrid
Toulouse
Barcelona
Munster
Stuttgart
Belfast
Cologne

*NOTE.-This station varied from
full loud -speaker strength to nothing
in a short time. It is very rarely
received at Wimbledon, and has not
been heard again since the test evening.
(Long -wave report next month.)
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The New "Business Man's" Four-continued
there still remains the reaction control,

which cannot be ganged in any but a
" freak " circuit.
For general home construction I do
not generally advocate ganging (although, if properly carried out,
excellent results are obtainable), as

This set was very success-

pleased to say that the new " Business

a

Man's " Four, described for the first

number of wireless societies but also
to the British Broadcasting Corpora-

time this month, is a very big improve-

tion.

certain features which add considerably to its appeal.
A screened -grid valve is incor-

controls.

fully demonstrated not only to

A Big Improvement
In the last year a very large number
of " Business Man's " Four receivers
have been built up, for, as our regular
readers will remember, this set enaled
anyone without previous experience

of a wireless set to turn a single

either sensitivity or selectivity has
to be sacrificed if the design has to be
made simple enough for general
assembly.

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

desians are all aimed at giving the
reader the maximum chance of success
without assuming too high a degree of

timing control and pick up a number
of stations on the loud speaker.
Naturally, the number of stations
picked up depended on local conditions, the time of the year, whether

locality for reception, what stations
are working at the time, and a whole

Constant -Reaction Results
About a year ago I published in this

than was previously obtainable in

. journal a design for the

Business

high -frequency stages was obtainable,

Man's " Four, a set with a new circuit

and a number of readers wrote to me
to ask whether it would not be
possible to bring out a new " Business

I had evolved in the laboratory in
amplification
was combined with constant reaction,
which high -frequency

to give with only one tuning condenser results which previously had
required two if not three operating

porated, it is still operated by one
control, a large number of stations
can be picked up on either the 200 to
600 or the 1,000 to 2,000 band, and I
have added a small knob, which can
be used when the reader becomes well
201/

fts.

C2

or not you are situated in a good
host of factors which are still beyond
the control of the listener.
With the arrival of a screened -grid
valve, much greater amplification

skill.

ment on the original design, with

Man's ":Four incorporating a screened -

grid valve, and experiments to this
end have been proceeding for some
time in my laboratory. T am now

02,
KAM

accustomed to the set, to add still
further to its sensitivity and selectivity. This knob, which is seen to
the left of the tuning control, can be

ignored in all early work with the
receiver, for it is adjusted when the

set is first Built, and need not be

touched until skill is acquired.

The Finishing Touch
as I am

At the same time, if,

confident will be the ca.e. t10 ,of

rou will have no difficulty in arranging the components if you study this photograph, which should be used in conjunction

with the wiring diagram.
180
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The New "Business Man's" Four-continued
a little experience in

secondary of which is connected to the
next grid circuit, the varying currents

through the high resistance and the
high-tension battery, and as the

due to the varying internal resistance
of the high -frequency valve produce
varying voltages in the secondary of
the high -frequency transformer, the

filament of the high -frequency valve is

boon, for it gives just that fine finish
to the reaction control which the more
experienced reader finds so useful.

built by many readers who have had

handling a
wireless set, this knob will prove a

joined to the filament of the next
valve, and as, moreover, the plate of
the high -frequency valve is joined
(through the condenser) to the grid of
the next valve, the grid and filament

of the second valve are obviously
joined across to the high resistance.

(You may forget the high-tension
battery for a moment as its internal
resistance is negligible compared with

the high resistance.) To follow this
better, refer to the original diagram.

"Parallel Feed"

2°
*236

'14)r

Another advantage in the new
" Business Man's " Four is that the
rather critical balancing of reaction on

the two circuits described at length
in the original article is dispensed
with, while the construction is even

simpler than that of the previous

The circuit used is slightly
different, and on the low -frequency
side additional refinements are added
-to wit, an anti -motor -boating device
design.

and an output filter so that really
efficient results are obtainable with
the very latest super -power valves and
loud speakers, as well as on all mains
units.

And now a word or two about the
circuit chosen. The new reader who
is intent only on building the set can

voltages so produced being greater
than those of the first grid circuit.

The fixed condenser, of course,
prevents the direct voltage from the
high-tension battery reaching the
second grid, but it allows radio frequency currents to pass through it
quite easily, otherwise it would be
useless. From Ohm's law we know
that as the current through the high
resistance increases, due to the fact

The Coupling Connections

that the circuit's resistance is lowered,

In the case of a resistance -coupled
high -frequency valve as used in the
original " Business Man's " Four, the.
plate of the high -frequency valve is
connected through a fixed condenser

so the voltage developed across the

to the grid of the next valve, and at
the same time current is supplied to

increase in voltage.
We now come to the point I want to

the plate of the valve through a high resistance connected to the high-

make, namely, that any variation of
voltage across the grid and filament

tension battery. If we think for a
moment, .we will see that the plate of
the high -frequency valve is joined to
the filament of the same valve,

resistance must be increased, for,
obviously, with a resistance of a given

value any increase of current through

it can only be brought about by an

of the high -frequency valve will bring
about variations of voltage across the

high resistance in the plate of the
high -frequency valve, and, as the next

skip this portion and continue his

reading where the actual construction work begins, but I know a very large
number of WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

readers like to learn the whys and
wherefores of the,set described, so to

them this portion of this article is
specially dedicated.

Voltage Variations
In an ordinary high -frequency cir-

cuit; the grid circuit is tuned and
certain signal voltages applied to the

grid and the filament of the valve.
Varying voltages on the grid of the
valve bring about a varying internal
resistance of the valve between the
plate and the filament, and the plate
is connected, of course, to the hightension supply. If in the plate circuit

of this valve we connect the primary
of a high -frequency transformer, the

Another view of the set which shows how neat is the back -of -panel appearance and

how compact the layout.

181
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The New "Business Man's" Four-continued
valve is joined across this high
resistance, amplified high -frequency

voltage changes will be imparted to
the second grid. This is how high frequency amplification is obtained

ance to radio -frequency currents, and

so we have voltages set up across it
just as we had across the high
resistance in the resistance -coupled
high -frequency circuit just explained.

cut out, or considerably reduced, for
the tuned circuit will not resonate to
them.

It will thus be seen that the selectivity of a set using a second tuned

with resistance coupling.

And now look at Fig. 1, which
shows what is known as the parallel feed method of using a screened -grid
The same
high -frequency valve.
method, of course, is equally applicable
with ,an. ordinary valve, the difference

being merely that the screened -grid
valve gives a higher amplification.

How this valve works has been
explained several times in this journal,

but briefly it may be stated that its
additional amplification is due to
special construction and to -the intro-

In fact, with an ordinary high -

ducing of a second grid. As this
second grid is joined straight to a

frequency valve it would be possible

tapping on the high-tension battery,

instead of the radio -frequency choke
a high resistance; but in many

giving 80 volts or so, it does not come
into the high -frequency circuit we are

to combine the two circuits, using

discussing, so that readers need not

circuits it is preferable to use the radio frequency choke. One advantage of

feel

this is that the high-tension battery

confused by the fact that a

screened valve is employed.

H.F. Choke Coupling
It should be noticed that in the plate
circuit of this valve a high -frequency
choke is introduced, while connected

to the next valve is a tuned circuit,
the coupling between the plate of the

screened -grid valve and this tuned

circuit being provided by a fixed

condenser, this condenser preventing
the high-tension battery being shorted

to earth through the winding of the
tuned circuit.
While the radio -frequency choke has

comparatively low direct -current resistance, it offers a very high imped-

voltage can be kept lower than would
be the case with a high resistance.

Reverting for a moment to the
circuit we have explained but not
illustrated, namely, the resistance

in the plate- of the ordinary high frequency valve and the voltages
applied to the next valve, it is obvious

that within limits all frequencies of
the broadcast band will be amplified
to approximately the same degree.

Station Separation
When, however, we use the parallel -

feed method illustrated in Fig. 1,
frequencies other than that to which
the second circuit is tuned will be

circuit (as in Fig. 1 circuit) will be
higher than one in which the second
circuit is not tuned.
There are two kinds of selectivity
we have to consider. Firstly, the
selectivity

necessary to separate
stations from one another, when the
signals from the stations to be separ-

ated are both of medium strength,
and, secondly, the type of selectivity
required to cut out a very powerful
local station which swamps everythink

over a wide band.

The selectivity of a set using reaction is generally much higher than
in one in which reaction is not used,

but many sets, while being easily
swamped by the local station, are
quite selective enough to separate
stations of medium strength In the
original " Business Man's " Four a very

high selectivity was given to the first

tuned circuit by the use of constant
reaction, while the swamping effect
to the local station was nullified by
the introduction of a wave -trap permanently adjusted to the station to
be cut out.

Reaction with S.G. Valve
Now look at Fig. 2, which shows
you the screened -grid circuit I have
adopted for the new " Business Man's "
Four. Here we have a radio -frequency

choke in the plate circuit of the
screened -grid valve, no tuned circuit
in the grid of the detector valve, but

reaction applied to the first tuned

circuit and a wave -trap incorporated

in the aerial, for getting rid of the
swamping station.

It is, I think, the first time that a
screened -grid valve has been used in a
reaction circuit like this, and the values
The New " Business Man's " Four, with valves and coil on board.
182

are naturally different from those
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The New "Business Man's" Four-continued
obtaining with an ordinary valve.
For example, taking the standard
Reinartz high -frequency transformer

on a six -pin base (not the Reinartz
aerial coil, for a reason I will explain
in a moment). With an ordinary H.F.
valve a variable condenser of at least
0001 maximum is generally required
to obtain the necessary reaction
effect.

Coil for the Aerial
Owing to the very high amplification obtainable with the screened -

grid valve, I find that a very small
neutralising condenser gives complete
control of reaction -with this coil, and,

in fact, when the set is built up as

first valve to give a
slightly more constant -reaction effect,

grid of the

but the capacity necessary for this
would have been almost incredibly
small, and therefore the chances of
error in building up this set would
have been much greater. After a
number of experiments, I have found

In this case it has not been necesof the detector valve, and by placing

the reaction control knob on the
front of the panel the more ex-

than the original design.

In the

detector and low -frequency circuit
there are few changes, the important
motor -boating device.

addition of the front panel control for

Prevention of Motor -boating
With the growing use' of mains

results obtainable with a laboratory built constant -coupling scheme.
So much, then, for the high -

tance, for many sets work splendidly
on batteries but give a great deal of
trouble on mains units. Indeed, one

of

stations on the dial, and the

the more experienced gives all the _ units this deyice is of great impor-

frequency side, which I have used

commercial set is so susceptible to
motor -boating when used with a
mains unit that at least one maker

The large choke in the fore-

of such units describe in detail how to

ground is the output choke
in series with the anode of
the last valve.

the coils used in this set are the
high -frequency

transformer coils, and are not the
standard Reinartz aerial coils, although

used in the aerial.

susceptible to slight changes in wiring

one being the addition of an anti -

of fine reaction control to get a most
wonderful selectivity and sensitivity
with the set. This circuit, too, considerably simplifies the preliminary
balancing of the set.
As it is 'very easy to get confused
about coils, and as there are so many
different standard windings for the
six -pin base, let me say clearly that
Reinartz

clean and simple, and the set is less

coupling," if one can use the term, is
quite enough to give a large number

perienced reader can use the limit

standard

screened -grid valve at present on the
market. The layout, you will see, is

that the " degree of constancy in

described the reaction remains practically constant over the whole range.
sary to add a feed -back from the plate

successfully with all the makes of

If your dealer

says to you, " Mr. Harris must
mean a Reinartz aerial coil here,

because it is used in the aerial," point
this Paragraph out to him !

The Reaction Control
The Reinartz aerial coil is a better

coil in many ordinary circuits, but
this is a special circuit in which I want

to get the tighter aerial coupling
given by the high -frequency transformer type of winding. The experienced reader who knows all about

the different connections and is pre-

pared to work out the numbers for
himself and make experiments can,
of course, try ; but if you are building

up this design as described by me,
you will need a Reinartz high frequency transformer coil.

It would, of course, .have been
possible to have introduced a feedback from the detector valve to the
183

alter the design so that this trouble
would not occur !
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The New "Business Man's" Four-continued
The causes of motor -boating are
complex and are sometimes due to
the design of the set, and in others to
the design of the mains units. Sometimes they arc due to a combination

of both. Sets including resistance coupling are always more liable to
give trouble than if two transformers

American factory -built sets are made
with two transformers !

are used. This, incidentally, is one of

ments I have conducted in the labora-

the reasons why practically all of the

k
c')

W.4
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However, the number of experi-

tory show that with the particular
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The New "Business Man's" Four-continued
arrangement of circuit I have in-

using his favourite components, or

cluded in the New " Business Man's "

some of those which he very likely has
on hand, but it is bound to bring about

Four the set will work satisfactorily
with all the reputable mains units,
while at the same time giving better
results on high-tension batteries than
if these particular devices were not
included.

It cannot be too often pointed out
that with the latest super -power
valves it is very inefficient to include
the loud speaker directly in the plate
circuit, as the comparatively high
resistance of the loud -speaker windings

will absorb a good deal of the hightension battery voltage, so that the
actual voltage supplied to the valves
will be far less than you may think. A
good output choke, such as that used
in the New " Business Man's " Four, or

one of the alternatives mentioned in
the list of components, will serve the
triple purpose of giving a minimum
drop in high-tension voltage, keeping
;the comparatively heavy direct current out of the loud -speaker windings,

considerable difficulties in the pur-

The first step should be to prepare
the panel, drilling in it the holes for
the reaction condenser, on -and -off
switch, and cutting the slot and the

chase of parts.

holes for mounting the drum con-

Component Considerations
Nothing is more annoying than to

find that one cannot get on with a
particular design because only a
special make of low -frequency transformer will fit into the space available,

whereas other transformers equally
good are available but cannot be used.

In every case in the WIRELESS

CONSTRUCTOR

where

special

com-

ponents are mentioned, and none

other will do, this fact

is clearly

indicated, but when it comes to such
devices as low -frequency transformers,
resistance -capacity couplers, valve
holders, grid condenser and leaks,
variable condensers, etc., etc., the

design is always made so that there
is a minimum of difficulty in obtaining
the parts.

denser. It will save you a good deal

of trouble if, first of all, you screw the

two supporting brackets on to the
baseboard, and then with these in
position hold the panel against the
front

edge and with some sharp

instrument mark through the 'holes
in the brackets themselves to give the

positions of the holes to take the
securing screws. It will be found
necessary to drill only one hole for

each bracket, as three holes along the

bottom front edge of the panel will
hold it against the front edge of the
baSeboard and will remove the necessity for two holes each.

Fitting the Screen
When you buy the standard screen
you will find two or three terminals
which can be fitted in slots in the base.

and last, but not least, very largely
cutting down the tendency to distortion or even motor -boating due to
battery coupling.

The Output Filter
Much distortion in the past has
arisen not only from inefficient forms
of coupling or bad transformer curves,
-but from low -frequency reaction due
to coupling in the battery. The combination of an anti -motor -boating

device, such as that shown in this

design, plus the output filter, is a, very

big step forward in improvement of
quality. Another small device of
importance in this receiver is the
inclusion of a quarter-megohm. grid
leak between the grid terminal of the
resistance -capacity coupler and the
grid to which it is joined.
We now come to the point where the

reader who is not particularly in-

The S.G. valve is placed in the valve holder shown near the screen, and the two leads

work of the receiver.

Both panel and baseboard are of
standard size and various kinds of
cabinets can be obtained according
to the taste of the purchaser. A

terested in the whys and wherefores
can once more pick up the threads of
the story, and start the constructional

To build it, we shall require the
components mentioned in the list in
this article, in which it will be seen a
number of alternative makes are
given.

The WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

is not in favour of designs which cannot be built up unless one particular
set of components is chosen, for not
only does this type of design prevent
the intelligent home constructor from

ending in tags are connected to the plate terminal of the valve.

standard Came -American type
cabinet is shown in the photographs,

The type of cabinet shown for the
" Radiano " Four, in a recent issue,
and the pedestal type illustrated with
" Big Ben," are also good alternatives.
Either a plain or a decorated panel can
be chosen, and our photographs show
a Resiston panel with gold corners.
.145

Notice where these terminals come

in the wiring diagram, and insert
them in their slots before you secure
the screen to the baseboard.
Full instructions are' given with the

Dubilier condenser with regard to
mounting, and if these are followed
this task will be considerably simplified. The square opening can either
be drilled out by making a number
of drilled holes so close to one another

that the piece will drop out, or else
(Continued on page 239.)
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BIG BEN'

STRIKES THE
RIGHT NOTE!
yogY--JuiwinsA
PERCY V.HARRIS num.
wave coil.
1

11

1)

111)

IG Ben," the striking receiver
described in our last issue, is
at the moment operating

interchangeable here. The
tuning condenser must, of course, be a
.00035

.0005.

Making the Coils

round a loft, this wire being led down
the side .of the house, into a room on
the ground floor. The set itself has
been fitted up in " all -electric "
fashion, with " Stedipower " Junior,

And now a few notes on the. home
winding of the necessary coils. As
six -pin bases are used it is necessary
to use formers on which six pins are
properly spaced. Unwound formers

25

can be obtained from a number of
firms, or the more ingenious reader

beneath the set itself, the only external

can buy six Clix split -pins fitted with
nuts for each coil and can mount these

lamp socket.

The set is turned on and off by an
ordinary electric light switch and the

results given are far better than I
expected on the aerial in question.

Full L.S. Volume

on a small piece of ebonite which in
turn can be made to carry the former
on which the coil is wound.
::11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IM

2
= Some further details concerning
the three -valve all -wave set de Severe tests
E.
= scribed last month.

tained not only from London, 5 G B,

and 5 X X, but after dark from a
number of other stations on the
Most of the time the set
is used on 5 X X, as in the particular
Continent.

=

::..-

less Constructor " laboratory, and E

E the receiver has come through
with flying colours.

F:-

=

connected to pin No. 2, and the end

of the grid winding to pin No. 1.
Thus the beginning of the grid winding

and the end of the aerial winding go
to the same pin. The beginning of
the reaction winding goes to pin No. 6,
and the end of the reaction winding to
pin No. 5. In the 200 to 600 -metre

coil the following turns are used.
Aerial, 15 turns of No. 30 D.S.C.
wire ; secondary, 65 turns of No. 30
D.S.C. ; reaction, 25 turns of No. 30
D.S.C. Wind all turns in same
direction with turns touching.
For the 1,000 to 2,000 -metre coil :
aerial, 100 turns No. 34 D.S.C. ;

have been carried out in the " Wire- :4

Full loud -speaker volume is ob-

4, and the end of the aerial

The beginning of the grid winding is

together with a small A.C. mains
high-tension unit in the cupboard
leads being for aerial and earth, and
the twin flex leading to the nearest

No.

winding to pin No. 2.

miles from 2 L 0 on an
indoor aerial consisting of a wire
some

In all cases the beginnings

and ends of the windings go to the
same pins. The beginning of the
aerial winding is connected to pin

E.,

=
=

511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ff

Generally, however, it is more

secondary, 250 turns No. 34 D.S.C. ;

reaction, 120 turns No. 34 D.S.C.
A slotted former should be used,
wound with 2 slots of 50 turns for
aerial, 5 slots of 50 turns for grid,
and 3 slots of 40 turns for reaction.

Short -Wave Coils
For the short-wave coil which will

locality this comes in far stronger
than London or 5 G B. The sensitivity of the set has caused much
favourable comment, but more has

convenient to buy a plain former
The Colvern

runs down to 20 metres or so : aerial,

been evoked by the remarkably good
quality reproduction, due, as ex-

recommend. In the following notes
the pin numbers are those correspond-

former, a space of in.,then secondary,

' plained in last month's article, not
only to the choice of high quality
components but to the careful elimination of low -frequency feed -back effects.
Full constructional details were,

of course, given in our last issue, but
one or two further points may help.
It will be noticed that a 00035
mfd. reaction condenser is used, and
some readers have asked whether a
.0003 mfd. will not do, as in the particular make they favour a .00035 size
is not made. A .0003 mfd. condenser
will give ample capacity and, in fact,
-00025 mfd. is practically large enough,

BO that we may consider the .0003 or

fitted with the six pins and make the
yourself.

windings

,

formers are among those we can
ing with the numbers on the six -pin
bases.

As

every

six -pin

base is

marked with a number against the
terminal of a particular socket, the

be most used, namely, that which

ai turns at the lower end of- the

5 turns, space -wound 12 turns to the
inch; and reaction, 6 turns close -

wound, leaving a space of s in. approximately between the end of the
secondary and the reaction coil. For

reader can easily transfer these
numbers to the pins themselves should

this coil No. 26 D.S.C. should be used
throughout. Readers who are experi-

formers.

several short-wave coils with different

they not be marked on the blank

mentally inclined may like to make

numbers of turns, and to test them

Three Windings
There are three windings on each
coil. Primary or aerial coil, secondary or grid coil, and a reaction coil.
Three coils will now be described, the

200- to 600 -metre coil, the 1,000 to
2,000 -metre coil, and an extra short 186

with the short-wave wave -meter to be

described in the next issue.
SPECIAL NOTE:: There is a slight difference be-

tween Lewcos and Colvem coils for this ',set:
Lewcos have an additional tap at (3) on the
aerial coil, whereas Colvern have not. When
using Colvern coils, or home -wound coils as described above, the lead from the switch to (3) on
the coil base nearest the panel should be taken to
(4) on the same base and (3) left vacant,
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Holidays-long evenings-plenty of stations on the ether-Christmas festivities-

and a good set, what More could a radio fan want? What a chance for real " D.X."

By R. W. HALLOWS, M.A.
Best of all, there is none of that
ether " deadness " in winter which
we associate with summer -time re-

the interference, and reception is
not marred in any way. But suppose
that we have to apply a great deal of

ception. During the lighter months,

amplification at high frequency to

even with a sensitive set one may
sometimes turn the condenser dials
through quite a number of divisions
without picking up anything except,
perhaps, some faint and , distorted
signal.

In winter the set seems to

be full of life. Stations come in all
round the dials, and a single evening's
CHRISTMAS is the one occasion when
the wireless man who is en-

search may produce a huge " bag "

thusiastic about long-distance
reception has a real chance of operating his receiving set on two or three

may look for the best quality in

consecutive days at the time when
reception conditions are at their best.
All the other holidays in the calendar
fall, unfortunately, during the lighter

months, when both signal -strength
of stations and the ranges that their
transmissions cover are distinctly
on the poor side.
Christmas coincides very nearly

with the shortest day of the year.

At this time of year, therefore, there
is almost the maximum allowance of
darkness that is so dear to the wireless man's heart and the minimum of
daylight that is his bane. Fading
is usually absent, except, possibly,

of well -received transmissions.
It is at Christmas -time that we
loud -speaker

reception

of

distant

It is not always realised
that if a signal is weak the very
finest set in the world cannot bring
it in in such a way as to give firststations.

rate loud -speaker reproduction.
The reason is this. Interference

of some kind is present practically
at all times and upon all wavelengths within the limits of the broad-

cast band.

If the wanted signal is

strong enough to drown the unwanted,

then nothing whatever is heard of

a small signal in order to bring it up

to sufficient strength to enable the
rectifier to function properly ?

Amplifying Interference
In that case we cannot help amplifying at the same time any interference that there may be, such as
tiny atmospherics (these are always
present), distant Morse signals and
mush from the harmonics of big
commercial stations. The result is
that when further low -frequency amplification has been applied the
loud speaker delivers the signal plus
the interference, and quality goes
by the board.

Further, where signals are weak
a considerable amount of use must
always be made of reaction, which
means often that the set is being

worked in a very sensitive condition,
which makes it.too selective for real
quality ; the side:bands are cut out
to a greater or less extent and music

for a short time just at dusk, and

genuine atmospherics are not very
of ten troublesome.

Statics From Snow
I say " genuine " atmospherics
because sometimes when fine snow is

being driven by the wind against
the aerial, the latter will sometimes
collect

charges whose passage to
earth through the coils produces
sounds exactly resembling atmospheric discharges of the most violent
nature. It is only on rare occasions,

however, that anything of the kind
happens, and I can remember it only

on two or three nights during the
last ten years.

The experimental station at Wippany, 3 X N, is said to be the last word in broadcasting

transmitters.
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A " DX " Christmas-continued
does not come through faithfully.
At Christmas -time we are not troubled

by these things. A single efficient
H.F. stage will often suffice to give
all the radio -frequency amplification

that is required, and no great use
need be made of reaction.

Both the old hand and the newcomer to wireless may find Christmas-

Different values of grid leak can
be tried, and often a smoother control can be obtained by regulating

_

the filament potential.
When a
transformer follows the detector valve
it is often important that the shunting
condenser should be of just the
right value. In anode -bend detectors
fierceness may be caused by incorrect

wastes a lot of time. Using it, one
hears, of course, many of the more
powerful stations, but heaps of others

are missed altogether. By far the
most satisfactory method is to spend.
a preliminary hour or two in obtaining a rough idea of the calibration of
the set.

time long-distance work simplified

grid bias, H.T. voltage or filament

Stepping Stones For Tuning,

and their results improved if they care
to make use of a few, hints, which are

voltage. If a resistance -coupled stage

It is particularly important to do so
in case of receivers which have two or

the outcome of many years' ex-

perience of listening to foreign stations
with receiving sets of all kinds.
First of all, remember that no receiving

set is of any use for long-distance
work unless its reaction control is
smooth.

Reaction Control
Should it be fierce you will find
little pleasure in listening yourself,
for there is no more annoying piece

of apparatus to use than the set

follows, as it should, the resistance
shunting
condenser of suitable capacity.

will generally require a

It should be noted that though

modern valves are very closely standardised, individuals do differ a little
from one another. If, therefore, you
have more than one valve of the
medium - impedance class generally

used for rectification it may pay you
to try different ones in the detector
holder. Some valves respond much

more smoothly than others to the
effects of reaction.

which flops into oscillation just as

One rather important point (it

signal strength is building up nicely.
Don't forget, too, that with this kind

might seem too obvious to mention,
but there are certain to be many who
will neglect it) : make sure before
Christmas comes along that your
batteries are up to the mark. Have
the accumulator charged if necessary,
and give yourself as a Christmas
present a new high-tension battery if
the old one is a,t all questionable. A

of receiver you are bound to cause
interference to other people, and that

you will probably ruin the wireless
Christmas of your friends and neighbours. In a poor set fierce or floppy

reaction is often incurable, since it
is caused by bad design.

more tuning controls, for the dials
rarely read exactly together in all
parts of the band, and unless one has
something to go by it is most difficult
to keep all the tuned circuits in
resonance whilst searching is in
progress.

The best method that I

know is to begin by tuning in certain
of the big stations which are particularly easy to find.
The wave -lengths of the stations

and the settings required are care-

fully noted, and then one uses them.
as stepping stones. We might, for
example, begin by picking up three
stations only : the first near the top of
the band, the second in the middle of
it, and
bottom.

the third down near the

Three excellent transmissions

for

the purpose are 5 G B, 2 L 0 (or
Glasgow; Manchester, Cardiff, Bourne-

mouth, Newcastle, or Belfast), and

Father " DX "mas

*S"

The reaction control in a 'good set
may sometimes not be so good as it
should be because certain points have

not received proper attention. In
such cases a little trouble taken will
generally produce an enormous imIf the rectifier is of
provement.
the grid leak and condenser type, try,
first of all, the effect of different' hightension voltages. Frequently a change
will make a world of difference.

high-tension battery that is on its
last legs is likely to lead to " battery spherics," instability, low -frequency
howling, inconstancy in reaction control, " end -of -the -evening " distortion

-and bad language.

Don't Search at Random
Don't search at random over the
whole broadcast band. This is never

a very profitable method, and it

ge

at the. bottom Nurnberg, which is
such a tremendous signal that it is
almost as easy to pick up as one's
local

station.

Nurnberg

is easily

identified, for it relays the Munich
programme and the announcer frequently gives out : " Hier; 'ist die
Deutsche Stunde in Bayern.. Mwmchen, Kaiserslautern and Nuernberg "
(pronounced approximately : "Here
iFTt
dee Doytsher Shtoonder in
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A " DX " Christmas-continued
Meenchen, Kysersloutern
oont Neernberg ").
Armed with the readings for these
three stations we are now in a position

Byern.

to work from them as

reference

points and to obtain others that will
be of the greatest use. From 5 G B's

As more and more stations are
recorded it becomes an easy business
to plot out a tuning chart for the set.

Here is a hint which will be found
extraordinarily useful. You wish to
heat, say, the Langenberg programme,

With the help of this desired transmissions can be tuned in quickly or

but find either that the station is
heterodyned or that 5 G B's wipe-out

stations that have been picked up can
be identified, often with certainty.

is

readings we move a little upwards
and will hardly fail to find Brussels,
whose new 8 -kilowatt transmitter
should be in full service by Christmastime.

A little above Brussels, Vienna is
certain to be found, whilst con-

tinuing upwards from him we shall
have no difficulty in recording Milan

and Budapest. Once the readings
for these last two stations have been
obtained a rather more careful search
between them will bring in Munich.

Thirty " Possibles"
For loud -speaker reception on the
medium band there are at the present
time about thirty," possible " stations.
By " possible " I mean stations which
in normal circumstances will supply
the required signal strength. A list of
the best should be made, with their
condenser settings.
The actual members of the list of
thirty or so will vary somewhat

according to the locality; in the

We turn next to our middle station,
whatever it may be, and cover roughly
first of all the space between its

north, for example, the Scandinavian
stations are very well received, though
they do not come through so well in
the south, whilst the south scores

settings and those of 5 G B. During
the first rather hasty trip we can rely
upon picking up Hamburg, Frankfurt
and Langenberg, for all of these are

every one of the selected number will
be good on every night.

Powerful Pointers

very powerful.
Having carefully

noted their
settings the finer work begins once

over the north in the matter of
French and Italian stations. Not

Some will be heterodyned, others
may be jammed by spark signals or

Supposing that the middle

but with a list of this kind
one can always be sure of finding

excellent little band to explore be-

first-rate loud -speaker reception is

more.

mush ;

station is 2 L 0, we have a very

rapidly several stations from which

tween 36F4 and 396.8 metres. Stutt-

possible.

gart is the first station to look for,

his settings being somewhere about
midway between those needed for
2 L 0 and Hamburg.
Having got him we shall not have

so much in evidence that you

station without
interference from the other. Langenberg actually is relayed by three
cannot hear one

stations : Aix-la-Chapelle on 400.5
metres, Cologne on 283, and Muenster
on 250 metres.

Langenberg's " Three Strings "
The first of these is useless, owing
to the 400 -metre group wave -band".

The other two, however, are both
excellent transmissions which come in
powerfully and are very seldom inter-

fered with.

For Langenberg there-

fore one has three strings to one's

bow. Similarly, Berlin, if the 483.9 metre wave -length is unsuitable, may
be received either from Koenigswusterhausen on 1,649 or Stettin on

236-5 metres.

Robust Relays

.

Breslau is often better from Gleiwitz

on 329.7 metres than from the parent.
station. Copenhagen is relayed by
Kalundborg on 1,680 metres, Ham-

Such a list comes in very

burg by Hanover on 298.2 metres,.
and Kiel on 254.6 metres, Munich
by Kaiserslautern on 2794 metres,

handily when visitors ask to hear what
the set ems. do.

and Nurnberg on 242 metres, Oslo by
Frederikstad on .1354 metres.

much 'trouble in finding Leipzig at any

time when 2 L 0 is not working, or
Madrid Union Radio rather late in
the evening. Between Stuttgart and
Hamburg,

Toulouse

will

be

dis-

covered.

Finding Smaller Stations
In the same way we explore the
areas between Hamburg and Frankfurt, Frankfurt and Langenberg and
Langenberg and 5 0 B. The bigger

stations having been tuned in and

their settings recorded it becomes a
comparatively simple business to
obtain many of the smaller ones, since
the field of search is so much narrowed
down.

In the lower part of the baud we
continue on the same lines, picking
up in our first rough traverse probably Kiel, Cologne, Breslau and
Barcelona, and then filling in the pips.

Part of the gear in use at the famous short-wave station, P C J J, in Holland.
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A " DX " Christmas-continued
The more important P T T pro-

wave -length early in the evening and
only tiny adjustments will be needed

grammes are relayed by many well received French stations, Stockholm
is relayed by Motala on 1,363.6 metres,

Gothenberg on 416'6 metres, and
Malmoe on 260.1 metres. If a main
station is not good always, see whether

there is not a relay that will do.

A Tuning Tip
A word must be said about the
short waves. There is sure to be
plenty to hear, quite apart from the

'

when you switch. on after midnight.
to bring in W G Y, if he is coming

heard at the time of writing are

6

Six -Pin Coil Indicators ;

********************
THE six -pin coils which have been

Big

stations to

look for

just now are K D K A, 2 X A F,

2 X A D, 2 X A G, W R N Y, 3 L 0,
A N H, A N E, P C J J, Vienna, Rome

4

0

PRui:

SEC:

transmissions will came as a revelation
them.

SEc:

KDKA, W B Z and W J Z.

big stations, for the amateurs are
certain to be busy over Christmastime, and the excellence of their
to those who are not familiar with

SPLIT SECONDARY

through.
Similarly, WE AF can be found by
leaving the set tuned exactly to 5 G B.
_Other Americans that have been well

standardised for H.F. circuits
are very convenient to handle,

but you may have discovered
disadvantage

which

a

they possess.

Some " enclosed " types of former

iffEraEs
'

CONDENSE/7

R2/5

with the winding arrangement drawn
on it. Suitable discs of this kind are
reproduced on this page. These are

of the correct size to fit the tops of
the formers, so that you can copy
them and cut them out, stick them

to pieces of thin card and fix them
on the formers.

You must add the wave -length
range which the particular coil is
designed to cover, and the value of
the tuning condenser required. A
IJ

liy not try for Australia ? The well-known Melbourne shorl-waver, 3 7, 0, is to be
heard very well at about 5.30 p.m. at this season.

and Berlin. Searching over the short
waves may be conducted on the lines
suggested for the medium band,

powerful stations being tuned in and
their settings used as reference points
to work from.
Lastly, do not forget if conditions
are at all favourable to try for
America on the broadcast band ;
Two of the -best received stations,
W G Y and W E A F, work exactly
on wave -lengths used by European
stations. Tune your set to Stuttgart's

have no indication on them of the
distribution of the ends of the windings to the pins. Memory is apt to be

treacherous when you are dealing
indiscriminately with split -primary
and split -secondary coils, and a
wrong connection may be disastrous.

It is true that you can refer to

published data on the subject, but
there is a better way.

On the top of

the coil former there is usually a knob.

You can use this knob to secure a
card disc to the top of the former,
190

glance at the coil will then give you
just the information you want.
A. V. D. H.
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HOW TO USE YOUR CIRCUIT BOOK

i2.

Some practical notes upon " Thirty -One More Tested Circuits,"
the Gift Book presented to all readers last month.

.1:

BY THE EDITOR.

7,,-,,

*

s7-31-0-************************

******************************-

'FRE first four circuits in " Thirty One' More Tested Circuits,"

able coil is probably in the neighbour-

issue of the WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR,

" pin -and -socket " plug-in coil having
a high -frequency resistance not more

presented free with the last

are specially designed for, those set
users who desire the high quality of
reproduction necessary to do justice
to the best moving -coil and other
speakers now available.

Circuit No. 1
In dealing with these four circuits in

a more extended form than was
possible in the book it will be conve-

nient to group them, for they have
several features in common, and by
considering them together we can
not only compare merits but see what
further combinations are possible by
using some parts of one circuit with
other parts of another.

The first circuit-a five -valve receiver with a single high -frequency
stage of push-pull output-should

really be considered in the fourvOve class, for the output valve is
really duplicated so as to enable us
to handle more power without distortion than would be possible using
a single valve of the same type. The

hood of five to seven ohms, while
there are half a dozen makes of
than half as great again. The figures
given are for coils having an inductance of 200 microhenries, correspond-

ing with that of coils used in such a
circuit as L2-C, in the circuit book.
High -frequency losses, of course, are
not confined to coils, for they exist in

condensers (although in most cases
these losses are very small), in valve

sockets (where losses between the
.grid and filament pins may be quite
appreciable),

and

in coil

bases,

whether of the " pin -and -socket" or
" six -pin " variety.

Several Advantages
advantages of using the
separate pin -and -socket plug-in coil
for L, and L2 are that we can change
the aerial coil not only in number of
turns but in spacing between Li and
L, to suit our particular experiments.
Aerial transformers on six -pin bases
including L1 and L2 are available in
The

the leading makes, and in a few cases
interchangeable primaries are avail-

able so that the aerial turns may be
varied.

Concerning Screening
A metal screen, Copper or aluminium (not iron), should be used to
separate the high -frequency stage and
its coils from the detector stage and
its coils. A vertical sheet as high as
the panel (minus the thickness of the
baseboard), and as deep as the baseboard from front to back, should be
chosen, preferably of the type which
has slots along the bottom, through
which wires can be threaded. L,,
L2, C the valve and valve holder, and
04, should be on the left of the screen,
the rest of the apparatus being on the
right. Arrange your co ponents carefully, so as to keep the leads short, and
avoid placing the coils L, and L2 too
close to the metal screen. The high frequency transformer, which is of
the split -primary" pattern, can -be
purchased ready-made in the six -pin
variety, as these are rather tricky to
wind at home unless a considerable

detector is preceded by a stage of

neutralised high -frequency so as to
give good distance -getting qualities,
while one transformer and one
resistance -coupled stage is the low frequency combination.

The H.F. Stage
Dealing first with the high -fre-

quency stage, we can use separate
plug-in coils quite efficiently for
L and L2, provided these are of good

make. With the advent of specially
wound single -layer coils some listeners

were led into believing that the old
pin -and -socket " type of plug-in
coil is hopelessly inefficient. This is
far from being the case, for, although
for the very highest efficiency
properly designed and well -made
single - layer coils are better, the

difference between the two types is
not astonishingly great. For example,
the high -frequency resistance (the
most important point) of the average
commercial single -layer interchange-

The wireless operator at work in the radio room of the " Citte di Milano," where
he received the famous S.O.S. from General Nobile. in the Polar airship " Italia."
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How to Use Your Circuit Book -continued
amount of experience has been gained
in high -frequency transformer making.

paper type of condenser be used, for
unless the insulation is of the highest

If a good deal of reception from a

quality very bad distortion may be

station very nearby is indulged in

it is not a bad plan to make the
resistance R1 variable, using .for this

purpose a 30 -ohm panel -mounting
filament resistance.

the resistance -capacity coupler.

the set has been
properly neutralised, R1 can be used
as a volume control. When a nearby
Then, after

station is being received it is pre-

ferable to operate the volume control
to,

fault turned out to be the use of
a 1VIansbridge type of condenser in

Reducing Volume

in this way rather than

set up. I recently had brought to me
a receiver which was thoroughly
unsatisfactory both in regard to
sensitivity and quality. The sole

use a

device which controls volume after
the detector stage, for particularly
when a high -frequency valve is used
the signals from a nearby station can

seriously overload the detector and
produce distortion there, and any
reduction in volume following the
detector will not in any way reduce
this distortion. On the other hand,
when the filament of the high -frequency valve is dimmed the amplifying powers of this valve are reduced.
filament is very dim,

scarcely any energy will be passed

through the high -frequency stage. In

such a case, the voltage applied to
the detector can always be kept
below the " detector distortion " point.

It will be noticed that the conventional values of .0003 mfd. and

2 megohms are given for the grid

condenser and leak. These are good
average values for home and distant

work, but if the user of this set is
situated so far from the nearest
station that there is no possibility of
proper reception without the high frequency stage, then it is a good plan
to increase the value of the leak to
four or five megohms.

An Important Point
R, the resistance in the anode
circuit of the detector valve, is given
as 100,000 ohms, although a greater
magnification can be obtained froin
an R.C. valve when a resistance of a
quarter of a megohm is used. At the
same time, however, it is held by many

that the purity of reproduction is not
so good with the higher value, particularly for local station reception.
Experiments here are illuminating,
and for low `values it is best to use
wire -wound resistances.

The condenser C5 is of first importance and on no account should the

This

must not be taken as a general condemnation of the Mansbridge type of
condenser when used in its proper
place.

These condensers, however,

are not intended for use in high
quality resistance -capacity -coupling
units, and the mica type should
always be used. Any of the leading
condenser makers will sell you good
mica condensers of a suitable value
for this position. Although the price
Iiiiiiiiiimiminiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiilliiimilim
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is higher than that of the paper type
the expenditure is well warranted.

The resistance R8, which is being
increasingly used in grid circuits

following the detector valve, is not a
grid leak in the ordinary sense of the

word, although a grid leak type of
resistance is frequently used. Its
purpose is to prevent stray high frequency current from reaching the
grid of the low -frequency valve, and
it is frequently a cure for troubles
erroneously ascribed to other causes.
This resistance is not included in all
the circuits in the book, but its
adoption can never do harm.

L. F. " Parasitics "
Following this first low -frequency
a transformer, the
secondary of which is centre:tapped
for grid -bias connections, the two

valve we find

ends of the secondary going to the
grids of the output valves. You will

notice that here, too, we have resistances in the grid leads, their
192

presence being to prevent parasitic
oscillations which can occasionally be
set up in such a circuit when the valve:
are ,not quite matched. Their func-

tion is slightly different from that of
the resistance 118.

The Output Question
There are often two schools of
thought in regard to output valves,
some stoutly maintaining that push' pull is the best and others that it is
better to' use the Valves in parallel.
Personally, I prefer the push-pull
method, although the difference in
the results (assuming the same hightension voltages in each case) between

push-pull and parallel is not very
great. A push-pull arrangement is
shown in Circuit 1, and the parallel
arrangement in Circuit 3, and either
scheme can be used in Circuit 1, and
either in Circuit 3, provided the
components

are

properly

chosen.

Some output device is, of course,
necessary with push-pull or parallel
valves, and in Figs. 1 and 3 an output
transformer is used.
Circuit No. 2 is designed purely for
local reception. It has very poor
distance -getting qualities, there being
neither high -frequency amplification
preceding the detector, nor reaction.

Circuit No. 3 is intermediate in

sensitivity between No. 2 and No. 1.

It will be noticed that two transformers are used here. Two trans,
formers of good make will give better
magnification than one resistance
stage and one transformer stage,

but there will be a greater tendency
to howling due to loW-frequency
reaction, and the transformers will

have to be chosen with care. If,

at first, transformers howl with this
arrangement, it can generally be
cured by inserting an anti -motor boating device in the leads from T1
to C5, this device consisting of a
wire -wound resistance of, say, 5,000

or 10,000 ohms, shunted to earth at
the transformer side of the resistance
by a 2-mfd. condenser.

Another Cure
A further help in eliminating howling troubles of this kind is the use of
choke output instead of transformer
output, the arrangement for this being
shown in Circuit No. 31B.
Circuit No. 4 requires little explana-

tion after the previous notes have
been perused, and it is designed
purely for gramophone reproduction.
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A D.C. mains two-valver
which takes L.T., S.T. awl
grid bias from the electric
light supply.

FOLLOWING up the writer's theo-

retical article on D.C. mains
month's
it iS now
possible to give full constructional
details of the most simple of the sets
receivers

last

in

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR,

shown therein, namely, the two -valve

det. and L.F. receiver.

Extremely Efficient
It will be remembered the circuits
were only given as being suitable for
practical experiments, but it was not
suggested that the particular arrange-

ments shown would hold for the
finished receivers, as the writer has
been able to simplify to some extent
and improve upon the two -valve set,
although the theoretical circuit given
last month made excellent material
on which to base experiments.

However, it is very gratifying to
describe a set which has surpassed

all expectations, from the point of
sensitivity, ease of control, absence
of hum, reasonable cost and versatility in the choice of valves.
Readers who are interested in this
receiver will doubtless be pleased to
learn that any combination of 2-, 4-,
or 6 -volt valves can be employed,
providing the filament current is

1 ampere (100 m/a) in each case.

Odd valves of suitable characteristics can, therefore, be found of service, since no alterations whatsoever
are necessary to the circuit wiring.
Initial adjustments to the set are
extremely simple, as you may judge
from the following. First decide the
type of rectification you require from

the detector valve, whether anode -

bend or grid rectification. If the
latter, you simply join the bottom
end of the grid leak to the positive
filament leg of the first valve holder.

The next step

is to choose valves
taking 1 -amp. filament current, the
detector valve having an impedance
of 20,000 to 30,000 ohms (a lower
impedance valve can be used with
a slight drop in amplification), and
the L.F. valve an impedance of 6,000
to 12,000 ohms. Both valves are
inserted in their respective valve

holders and the valve -maker's figures

for grid bias for the L.F. valve are
then studied.

Obtaining Grid Bias
The 400 -ohm potentiometer near
the L.F. valve holder in the set is for
obtaining grid bias and will give 40

volts if necessary. With the arm
half -way round from the side marked

" you can obtain 20 volts, and a
quarter of the distance 10 volts, and
"

so on, according to the position of the
arm.

0440
*********** ******************** 04. ******* *********** 4 ******** ***** ********* .4.44+0
4.
.40

COMPONENTS REQUIRED
04.

7 in. , 1 in. or ,1 in.
1 Panel, 14 in.
thick (Ebonart, Resiston, Becol,
Trolite, etc.).
1 Cabinet, 14 in. x 7 in. x 12 in. deep,
complete with baseboard (Caxton,
Artcraft, Cameo, etc.).
1 .0005-mfd. variable condenser, with

type

F, the two sections

of the

windings being joined in series to
make a single choke).
1 Batten mounting -type lamp holder,

.4.
G.
1

30 -ohm baseboard -type rheostat,

arranged as a potentiometer
text).

1

(see

..

(Igranic.)

1,500 -ohm resistance, to carry at
least '1 ampere (100 m(a). The

Any good make).
.
slow-motion dial (J.B. used in set.

."
..
....
,.

00

"

.00015-mfd. variable reaction condenser (Igranic, Peto-Scott, Cyldon,
Bowyer -Lowe, etc.).
1 0-300-milliammeter, moving coil
type preferably, but moving -iron
instrument can be substituted if
1

desired (That shown is a Sifam
moving -coil milliammeter, while
other good makes are Weston,

Rothermel, Hydra, Ferranti, etc.).
2

28/14 -henry
Varley).

L.F.

chokes (R.I.-

1 Output filter choke for loud -speaker
circuit (That shown is an Igranic

standard size, complete with plug to
fit, for D.C. mains input to set.

1 L.F. transformer (Lissen, Ferranti,
R.I.-Varley, Brown, Igranic, Royal,

etc.).
1 Anode resistance holder and 80,000ohm anode resistance (approximate
value). To find the value of resistance
required for your own set, read text.
(Lissen, R.I.-Varley, Ferranti, etc.)
1 H.F. choke (Lewcos, Lissen, Mag-

num, Climax, R.I.-Varley, Igranie,
Dubilier, etc.).

resistance must be wire -wound.
(Truvolt T15 is shown in set.)

1 2-meg. grid leak and holder (Du-

biller, Lissen, Mullard, etc.).
2 .001-mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier,
T.C.C., Mullard, Lissen, Atlas, etc.).
1 .0003-mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier, T.C.C., Mullard, Lissen, Atlas,
etc.).
3 Single coil holders.
8 2-mfd. Mansbridge type condensers
of reliable make (Those shown

are a combination of Lissen and
Mullard).

2 Sprung valve holders (Any good
make).
1 400 -ohm baseboard -mounting potentiometer (Igranic; to carry .1
ampere).
193

..

4 Fully -insulated terminals, markings
according to diagrams (Belling and

Lee, Igranic, etc.).
Quantity of Nos. 18 or 20 S.W.G.
tinned copper wire and thin Systoflex, or, alternatively, Glazite.

..

..
o
..
..
.4.

..
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The " Director "-continued
Naturally, one must know the H.T.

voltage applied to the anode of the
L.F. valve to decide on the grid bias
needed, and this can be calculated
by subtracting 100 volts from the
voltage of the D.C. mains, the re-

with the loud speaker, to their respective terminals and the receiver tuned
to the desired transmission. Probably a minor adjustment of the

mainder being approximately the
H.T. applied to the L.F. valve
through the L.F. filter choke.

C2

Current Regulation

that is, set to the right, away from
the 28/14 -henry L.F. choke, as this
will prevent overrunning of the filaments of the valves. Now insert the
mains plug with the valves in their
sockets, but be ready to switch off
if the milliammeter kicks in the wrong
direction, off the scale. If so, simply
reverse the plug so that it reads
correctly and adjust the Truvolt

until the needle of the milliammeter
shows 100 milliamperes.

To complete the installation, three
plug-in coils can be inserted, the
aerial and earth connected, together

o0/

+NT

/a

24,fro

VALV

4
CD,

L .S.

6.4.

AS

eL27-5
c>

26k141/

400 OHMS

A4FD

30 OHM

C7 2,11,ca

CS

C/ 24fFD

8

VA LYE

C/O

=2/14Po

11-4)

8.
MEG

28/14r -l+

244,0

OHMS

APPROX.

C>

etittE,

cil

C5

Before connecting the set to the
mains, ascertain whether the arm on
the 1,500 -ohm Truvolt on the baseboard is set to maximum resistance,

C6

than 10 minutes, if it can be assumed
everything is at hand, ready for use.
Doubtless, certain constructors

80,000

H. PC.0

00/

taken to adjust the set being less

Cy

RHEOSTAT
USED AS Poreivr-

2ridfiD

000/5

C4 2 kfF0

/,500

OHMS

725

THEORET/CAL C/RCU/T

400 -ohm potentiometer may be
necessary to vary the grid bias
slightly, but beyond this there is

little to go wrong, the actual time

x404.

would desire to make further tests, to
satisfy themselves that the filament

voltage of any one valve was not
abnormal, so that all they need is a
fairly accurate

voltmeter reading

0--8 or up to 20 volts, which can be
connected across the negative and

Compact and
Convenient.

positive filament terminals on the
valve holders, while the valves are in
position and the mains switched on.

Incidentally, this test also serves as
an indication of whether the polarity
of the mains is correct for grid biasing

purposes, because if the leads to the
milliammeter happen to be reversed
and the mains plug adjusted so that
the needle reads correctly, it does not
follow the current would be flowing
in the right direction for the positive
grid bias to become common to
negative L.T. What would happen

in this case would be for negative

grid bias (extreme end of winding) to
become joined to positive L.T.

Milliammeter Connections
Constructors can check the accuracy of the arrangement when using
a milliammeter which is not marked
for polarity by first placing the hand
voltmeter across the filament termi-

nals of any one valve holder and
noting the voltage (which, if not
quite correct, can be rectified by a
slight readjustment of the Truvolt),

and then observing whether the

positive side of the voltmeter is in
contact with the positive filament
terminal on the valve holder. If this
Three plug-in coils are used for aerial, secondary and reaction, while on the left is
seen the Trurolt current regulator, which controls the filament current.
194

is not so, after observing whether the
milliammeter is reading on the scale,
then it will be advisable to switch off,
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The " Director"
reverse the leads to the milliammeter,

reverse the mains plug, and then
switch on again.
The writer has gone to the trouble
of explaining this fully, because if a
constructor should purchase a milli ammeter which is unmarked for

continued

reference to the word " interesting,"
the writer uses it with all due caution,
although undoubtedly the results are

a pair of 'phones for some hours. Need-

worthy of such an expression, because

of which would not otherwise be heard
on the loud speaker.

one can don a pair of 'phones and
work on D.C. mains where the positive is earthed, and yet hear but the

less to add, the use of 'phones will
add to the " log " of stations, many

Results Obtained
Loud -speaker

volume

is

a

" stretched " phrase at the best of
times, so it would be as well to add to
the above facts that the loud -speaker
volume obtainable is sufficient to fill

a medium-sized room comfortably,
the number of stations giving this
volume depending on the efficiency
of the aerial and earth system. Tests

conducted at the writer's home in
North London, about four and threequarter miles from 2 L 0, show that

5 G B is easily separated from the
former station, with plenty pf free
space on the tuning dial for other
transmissions. Selectivity can be ad-

justed to suit particular localities and
The panel layout is simple and symmetrical. Note the milliammeter meter on the right.

polarity, the above notes will serve

minutest hum, using reaction at the

as an indication of what is wrong and
how to rectify it. It should be

oscillation point. The absence of hum
is, of course, a great asset, and cannot
be fully appreciated until one has worn

understood, however, that there is
little likelihood of this happening if
a milliammeter similar to the one
used on the original set is incorporated, or else one which is clearly

aerials by the simple expedient of
trying various sizes of coils, ranging
from 25 to 50, in the aerial primary
circuit. The set is extremely sensitive for its type and will give pleasure
to those who are " D.X." inclined.

marked.

Unusual Receiver
When a writer sets out to describe
a receiver, it is usual for him first to

give an idea of results, then point
out the simplicity of the tuning
arrangements, after which follows

invariably the constructional details
and operating notes. In this case,
however, the writer feels he must be
excused if he places the cart before
the horse, since it is his contention
that being a somewhat unusual receiver its details require unusual
treatment. The object in mentioning
operating details before constructional

details is to give the uninitiated constructor of mains receivers some idea
of what is expected of his abilities, so

that if he feels he can successfully
negotiate this part of the proceed ills, then the rest is but the acme of
simplicity.

Results which can be expected are

somewhat interesting and yet perfectly standard, since the output as
regards volume compares very favour-

ably with the best detector and L.F.
receivers of standard deisgn.
In

The general arrangenient of the apparatus can be seen in this photograph' which wilt
dispel any doubts concerning the wiring and baseboard layout.
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The " Director"-continued
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The " Director"-continued
Turning now to the constructional - the -resistance element and the other
details,. one or two things stand out to the arm. To convert the rheostat
beyond the others, namely, the'com- to a potentiometer the " free " end of
pactness of the receiver, the simplicity

of the lianel layout, and the small
AER AL

e.1

4

the resistance element nearest the
nut which connects to the arm must

e)i

i -8
Ad&L/AVWETER
40,-------

ri11,1\ 1,

Viwy
--1--.--,,-

7%4
...Y._
Y.

758.

e
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desire anode -bend rectification instead of the orthodox grid rectification.

I-E-

i

v
///
. ___ _,
N---'- ---

e4

®

condenser, and is used as a source
of obtaining up to 3 volts grid bias
for the detector valve, should one

Nh

\

ve

,

3., "

4

with an arm or slider arranged to
slide over the bared surface of the
rheostat. The 30 -ohm potentiometer
is screwed under the variable reaction

L .S

%)EARTH

element (both ends being connected),

vert any suitable type of baseboard

dr e ----A

,

resistance wire wound to form an

wire, he will understand how to con-

47

8

If the constructor remembers a
potentiometer consists of a length of

Easy to Wire

2

The wiring of the receiver is quite

straightforward and can be carried
out in a variety of ways, according to

m

the taste of the constructor. Bare
wire alone on no account must be

PANEL. LAYOUT.

employed, for obvious reasons. When

amount of drilling to be done. It is

be pulled out, so that the resistance

completed, carefully check the con-

true a large hole has to be made in

wire lies between this wire and a nut,
the remaining nut going to the arm.

(Continued on page 241.)

the panel for the milliammeter,
although it can either be accomplished
by means of a brace and an expanding

nections for errors and then omissions,

bit, which can be purchased for a
couple of shillings, or else by the firm

supplying the panel, if so requested.
Should the constructor undertake the

panel drilling, he is advised to cut
the large hole for the meter from both

sides of the panel, to prevent the

ebonite splintering at the edges of the
cut, Further, make the hole only
sufficiently large in diameter to admit
the meter, as sufficient ebonite must

be left to take three screws which

pass, through the flange on the meter,
through three holes in the ebonite, and
which engage with nuts at the back.

Mounting the Components
When the panel drilling is completed, the components can be fitted

to it and the whole screwed to the
baseboard, ready for the baseboard
assembly. There is nothing really
difficulty about the latter job, for it
consists of fitting the components in
approximate positions to those shown
in the photographs and then screwing them to the baseboard. The one
outstanding component which requires a little special treatment is the
30 -ohm rheostat, as this has to serve
the purpose of a low -resistance poten-

tiometer, as explained in the article
in last month's WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. On the Igranic baseboard

rheostat two nuts are provided for
connection, one going to one end of

The L.P. end of the ." Director," showing the output choke amt condenser and also :the
valves and coils in position.
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look at them all methodically. We
might first inspect the rheostats,

making sure that the filaments are
getting their correct current.
If the valve legs appear at all dirty

or greasy they ihould_ be carefully
cleaned. It is essential that all the
valve. pins should make good contacts

with the valve holder and sockets,
especially in the case of the grid pin.

Care with Contacts
If a potentiometer is used, which is
often the case with a short-wave set,
possibly the slider is not pressing
down firmly upon the turns of wire.

In this case the whole of the grid

circuit will be " in the air."
Each or any of these contacts may
have gone wrong a little while after
the set was in use, but if they are all

Some typical faults and remedies reviewed.

satisfactory the trouble might still

By P. R. BIRD.
ow that the evenings are long,
the

set - building

fever

is

raging in the land and the
soldering iron hardly ever gets cold,
the queer story of a Birmingham set
builder is well worth telling. He was
building a short-wave two-valver and
completed it late at night.
" After about three-quarters of an
hour searching," he says, " I picked
up an American station, which was

held at quite good 'phone strength
from about 11 p.m. till about 2.15
a.m. The following morning, from
11 a.m. till 1 p.m., I heard several
amateurs and numerous Morse stations. Since switching off that morning I have been unable to get a sound

on the short waves, but when the

earth lead is removed from the coil
plug, 5 G B and 5 X X can be heard
together
" Apart from this I can get nothing
at all. I have dismantled the set and
rewired it. The grid leak and the .0002-

mfd. condenser have been renewed.
The transformer has been changed

and three coils have been wound.

The moving condensers do not appear

to short when tested with a battery
and lamp, and the valves, earth and
aerial work perfectly on an ordinary

Being a new set we know it

is

extremely unlikely for a fault such as

is caused by long use to have developed in one of the components.
Another fact is that the trouble evidently has nothing to do with the
spacing or the positions of the components, because these have not been
THE TECHNICAL QUERIES
DEPARTMENT
Are you in trouble with your set P
Have you any knotty little Radio problems
requiring solution ?
The WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR Technical

Queries Department has been thoroughly
reorganised and is now in a position to give
an unrivalled service. The aim of the department is to furnish really helpful advice
in connection with any radio problem, theoretical or practical.
Full details, including the revised and, In
cases, considerably reduced scale of charges,
can be obtained direct from the Technical
Queries Department, WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR, Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,

As this reader lives just outside
Birmingham, his distance from 5 G B

is so little that almost any set, even
with a serious fault, would bring in
signals,

and the only question

is

where to look for the serious fault.
Even without seeing the set there are
two remarkable features about it that
call for comment.

and all these joints which can be
moved or adjusted, and all the wires
which go to moving parts, such as a
moving -coil holder, should receive
special attention when the tests are
carried out.
Finally, amongst the list of moving
contacts which require particular
attention, do not forget the L.T. and
H.T. leads. (Not only the flexible leads

going from the set to the L.T. battery
are liable to give trouble, but it some-

times happens that the connecting
bar of an accumulator will move
slightly, and thus prevent any current

coming to the set. This fault, of
course, would be shown up by a
voltmeter test, but it can prove very
puzzling when there is no voltmeter

London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do. 0 a receipt of this all the
necessary literature will be sent to you free
and post free, immediately. This application will place you under no obligation what-

available.)

TOR should have these details by him. A
form is supplied which will enable you to
ask your questions, so that we can deal
with? them expeditiously and with the
minimum of delay. Having this form you
will know exactly what information we require to have before us in order to solve

where it sometimes happens that one

altered since the set gave good results
and brought in America. In fact, the

A thorough search for trouble will

ever. Every reader of WIRELESS CONSTRUC-

your problems.

set."

Alterations and Adjustments

lurk in one of the flexible leads used
to connect the coil holder. A broken
lead here can cause no end of trouble,
so the good old-fashioned 'phone test
with a dry cell should be undertaken,

That Extra Efficiency

Similarly with the H.T. battery
of the plugs has moved slightly in
its socket, and although it appears to
be fixed firmly in the battery it is not
making proper contact with it.
Difficult as these faults are to find,
there is one good thing about them.

that has been altered are the various
adjustments, the fault is almost cer-

probably have smartened up some of
the contacts very considerably besides
the one in which the real fault existed.
So that generally when once a
" sulky " set can be got to go it goes

contacts.

off with a bang, and will probably
have just that little touch of extra

really important thing to notice is
that as the only thing about the set

tain to be in one of the moving

Even a simple set has several
moving contacts, and in such a case
as this one the best thing to do is to
198

efficiency which makes all the differ-

ence between a very, very good set
and a set which is quite all right."
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The practical

A combined tone
and volume control which you

01.

the

can connect to

Constructed and Described
by L. H. THOMAS.

any ordinary set.

WHEN the Editor recently asked

tion or simply that the actual volume

me to make up in practical

turned out by the

performers is

form the circuit appearing in

greater than usual. In such cases it
is often useful to have a good volume
control which works smoothly and
allows one to tone the loud speaker
down to one's own liking. The usual
method is, of course, simply to detune

the book given with last month's
issue, it took me some time to decide

in exactly what form is should be
done. I solved the problem eventually
by deciding to make the whole thing
as inexpensive, as simple and, above
all,

as small as possible, and the

little unit seen in the photographs is
the outcome of this decision.

Two Independent Controls

the set, but this has several disadvantages. In the first place de -

tuning to the correct degree requires
a little skill. In the second place,
in the present days of overcrowding

of the ether it js ten to one that

As you will know by now, the unit is

we shall land our set on top of another

a combined tone and volume control,
and it certainly performs its functions
as such very well, although there will
doubtless be those who find fault with

broadcast station, to the annoyance
of any of our near neighbours 'who
happen to be .trying to receive that

one af

:11 Mare

Tested Circuits."

station. We need not be in a state of
oscillation ourselves (or, rather, our
receivers need not be !) to cause much
worry in this way, as I know too well

I have a neighbour who
" detunes " habitually, and when I

myself.

have found just who he is I am going
to present him with the volume
control I am describing at present !
I often use a volume control myself
to counteract over -modulation.

The Actual Circuit
Referring to the circuit diagram,
the " Clarostat " R1 is the volume
control, R, being the tone control.
The L.F. choke used is an Igranic
double choke, and the two windings

the principles, and assume that the
two controls will both work in the
same manner. In actual practice,
however, there is little doubt that
the two controls are entirely independent. The " tone -control " certainly

does not affect the volume in the

slightest, and if the volume control
does change the tone, it is only to
an extent that is barely appreciable.

Fine Volume Control
There must be many receivers with
no volume control incorporated which

cause their owners much worry by
behaving themselves

during quiet

passages and suddenly making the
loud speaker chatter upon the arrival
of a crescendo. I am not for one
moment suggesting that it is a good

plan constantly to be twiddling a
volume ,control and thus reducing

the whole of a musical programme to

one level, but there are times when
one particular portion of a programme
seems to be exceptionally loud,
whether for the reason that the B.B.C.
engineers have increased the modula-

" The unit is a combined tone and volume control and it certainly performs its
functions as such very well."
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" Circuit 29 "-continued
are connected in parallel, since it is
being used as an output circuit.
The two 2-mfd. condensers, C1 and
are of Dubilier manufacture,
while the .1-mfd. condenser C3 is

" tinny " characteristics sound quite
like modern cones when this control
is put into action. Naturally, all that

C2,

it really does is to suppress the higher -

a T.C.C. No other details of the unit
need be given, since the photographs
and the small back -of -panel diagram
show every detail sufficiently clearly
for the reader to follow.

has the effect of improving the propor-

Using the Unit
The output from the receiver is
simply connected to the terminals on
the left-hand side of the unit (which,
by the way, may either be inscribed
" L.S.+" and " L.S.-" to correspond

frequencies to some extent, but this
tion of the various frequencies in the
output, so that the suppression of the
high tones gives a similar effect to an
increase in the lower tones. On speech
it is usually advisable to cut the tone
control right out, or 'the " S's " disappear and the speech sounds rather
throaty.

Safegiards Your Speaker
The advantages of using a choke

with those on the set, or " Input+"
and " Input -." Those on the output

output circuit of this kind are, of
course, too well known to need

side of the unit are simply two " L.S."
terminals (since polarity does not now

mentioning in any detail. One among

matter) and an " L.T.-." The latter

anode current of the last valve no

The L.F. choke used by the author has
four terminals instead of the more usual
two. The choke has two windings and
these can be connected either in series or
parallel.

which therefore

********************

them is the fact that the steady*

terminal need not be connected to the
L.T. supply unless a long extension
lead is in use, and even then it is not

longer has to pass through the loud-

always necessary.

increase in length of life.

FE -

speaker windings,

stand a chance of a considerable

2

'L.T.

********************
PANEL

Tr

7X3

R

R2

L.S.

L.S.

I

1'

cr)

41A9

0

AUTOMATIC
SHORTING DEVICE

C2

VERY neat back -of -panel arrange-

ment for automatically shorting
telephone sockets which are
wired in series with loud -speaker
terminals is shown in the accompanying illustration.
The shorting is carried out by means

of a strip of springy brass which is

fixed by a nut to one socket, and
makes contact with the bottom of

the other by reason of the pressure
caused by its springiness. When the
plug is inserted it pushes down the
short length of ebonite rod and thus

2MFD

X.403.
W / A' //V
The tone control, by the way, will
be of little use to you if you have a
really good loud speaker, and it is
provided rather for the listener who
has a cheap or old -pattern loud
speaker from which he does not want
to part. Some of the very old, small,
horn loud speakers which have very

D /AGRA/11.
Although we have these three

breaks the circuit between the brass

thing can be made so small and

strip and the socket, as shown at B.
This arrangement is most useful
when the loud speaker is wired to the
back of the receiver and the sockets

compact, and, as can be imagined, it
can be placed almost anywhere
between the set and loud speaker, or
even underneath the latter.

done by the aid of headphones without interfering with the loud -speaker
connections.

different purposes served by one cheap

unit, it is fortunate that the whole
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Calibratino

Short -Waver
One of the greatest problems that confronts the
newcomer to short-wave reception concerns the
question of wave -lengths. It is not an easy matter
to find out one's wave -length unless a calibrated
receiver or wave -meter is employed.

By C. P. ALLINSON, A.M.I.R.E.
short-wave receiver is placed in
circuit. Indeed, the connection of

the one below that, these having a

picking up the harmonics for reasons
which need not be explained here.

wave -length.

monic this gives us the first calibration

the fourth has been picked up, and

point, since the wave -length of this

it is therefore necessary to change the
coils in the short-wave receiver.

this, crystal receiver will assist in
ONE way of carrying out the
calibration of a short -waver can
only be performed if a number of
interchangeable coils is at hand, covering the wave -lengths from 200 metres
downwards. This method is to

employ the harmonics of the local
station.

The Best Method
It is necessary, however, to know
when changing over from one coil

to another that you are starting at
the same point as you left off, other-

wise it will be very easy to skip a

harmonic and throw your calibration
very badly out. In order, therefore,

to make sure that you start at the
right point on the new coil, it is

Having picked up the first har-

harmonic is exactly half of that of
the local transmitting station.
Now reduce the value of the tuning
condenser till the next harmonic is
picked up. Care must be taken, of
course, to make sure every time that
it is the local station harmonic you
are picking up, and not that of another

transmission, and frequent reference
to the crystal receiver may be
necessary in order to make sure that
exactly the same item is being
received.

wave -length respectively of a quarter
and one -fifth of the local station

It may be found that

no further harmonic on that particular
coil is obtainable after, we will say,

The Absorption Meter
In order to make sure that you are

starting on the next coil down st
the point at which you left off on
the first coil, bring up the absorption
circuit before changing the coil, and
rotate the condenser until the familiar
click is heard, where the absorption
circuit comes into tune with the oscillating short-wave receiver Note the
reading on the absorption condenser.

advisable to have an absorption cir-

tNT

cuit handy for this purpose. This

need not be calibrated and all that is
required is a condenser and a series
of small coils. The arrangement is
shown in theoretical form in Fig. 1.
The procedure to follow in doing
this calibration is quite simple: If
the S.W. receiver tuning condenser is a

-00025 or .0003 maximum capacity,

then we know that a 20 -turn grid
coil will tune in to the neighbourhood of 200 metres with the con-

ti

0
A6R0,90C.4.57
CRYSTRL

C>

O

¢L r

Ser.

denser at its maximum.

With this coil in the grid circuit,

-L. r

therefore, increase the reaction so that
the short-wave receiver is just oscillating. Now gradually reduce the value

of the tuning condenser till the first
harmonic of the local station is picked
up.

Checking the Transmission
This can easily be checked up by
listening on a crystal receiver con-

nected to the aerial in' which the

'e

1

"ela.,oRer/av

SNORT 1,0711,4'

RECE/VER

fia

YS78

The next harmonic will have a

Now change over the coils, on the

wave -length of .one-third of that of the
local transmission. In the same way,

short-wave receiver, and with the

the next harmonic is picked up and
201

receiver in an oscillating condition,
and the tuning condenser somewhere
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Calibrating a Short-Waver-continued
near the top of the scale, find out at

what point the absorption circuit
causes the click to be heard.

Having

noted the point, adjust the tuning
condenser on the short-wave receiver
till the click is obtained on the
absorption circuit at the same reading
as obtained with the previous coil.

Nov reduce the tuning condenser
on the short-wave receiver till the
next harmonic is picked up, keeping

count of these, and carry on this

useful in checking up the calibration
of not only the short-wave receiver
but also of a short-wave wave -meter,
whether of the heterodyne or absorption type.
SHORT-WAVE STATIONS.
CALL
WAVELOCATION.
SIGN.

LENGTH.

KDKA(T) 62.5 (?) Pittsburgh, U.S.A.
W L W (T) 52.02 Cincinnatti, U.S.A.
WIZ
42.98 New Brunswick,

Particular care must be taken not
to miss any harmonics, especially
when you get down towards the 30 and 35 -metre mark, since they become

somewhat prolific in this neighbour-

hood, and if a single harmonic is
missed then, of course, the whole
calibration is thrown out.
The owner of a heterodyne wave meter can employ another and much
simpler method of determining what

SIGN.

Sydney, Australia.
Nauen, Germany.
Pittsburg, Pa.,

U.S.A.
St. Assise, France.
Chelmsford,
England.
2 XAD(T)21.96 Schenectady,
U.S.A.
24.3
5 S W (T) 24.0

U.S.A.

AGK
AGO

ID0

Rome, Italy.

2 X A F (T) 3277 Schenectady,U.S. A.
G B K (B) 32.5 Bodmin, England.
FL
32.0 Eiffel Tower;
France.
P C J J (T) 30.2 Eindhoven,
Holland.
WRNY (T) 30.91 New York City,
U.S.A.

LOCATION.

FW

Australia.
Whitehall, London.

33.4

WAVE LENGTH.

2 F C (T) 28.5
AGB
26.3
KDKA (T) 26.0

3.L 0 (T-) 36.0
BYB
35.0

procedure as low as you can.

Another Method

CALL

PCLL

NKF

20.0
18.0
17.2
17.0

GBK (B) 16.3
PK1

AGA

2XBC

Nauen, Germany.
Kootwijk, Holland.
Nauen, Germany.
Bellvue, D.C.,
U.S.A.

Bodmin, England.

16.0 Bandoeng, Java.
14.95 Nauen, Germany.
14.09 New York, U.S.A.

(T) means " Broadcasting " station.
(B) means " Beam " station.

wave -length he is receiving on his
This is to
short-wave receiver.
employ the harmonics of his heterodyne wave -meter in the following
way:
Suppose that the short-wave receiver is tuned in to a wave -length
in the neighbourhood of 40 metres,

ne

and that you wish to

determine
exactly what wave -length it is. The
short-wave receiver should, of course,
be in an oscillating condition. Turn

on the heterodyne wave -meter and
turn the dial until a whistle is heard.

INT11E OLD DAYS WE 601 QUITE
6000 -Loom_ STATION" RESULTS
WITH THE AID OF SMALL 60 voLT.

THEN AS VALVES IMPROVED TNE
H.T. BATIER-s? BEGAN To IN @.REASE.

IN SIZE UNTIL- IT BECAME--

LL -r. BATTERJES

Extremely Simple
This will be, of course, a harmonic
of the wave -meter. Note the wavelength reading of the wave -meter,

which we will say is 295 metres.
Now continue to turn the dial till a
second whistle is heard, and this
occurs, say, at the reading of 337

- AS Bid As- IF NOT Bltha.EQ.
THAN THE S'ET ITSELF. S'TILLTNE ENTHUSIAST WAS NOT SATISFIED

PONDEROUS NtdiATENStom
AC°eUMULATORS ARgivED- A NO

likEN "ME

THESE DEMANDED SPEeln Ace omm DV tort

metres, then the wave -length to which

the short-wave receiver is tuned will
be 42 metres.

THIS

e"--- AND (UN

Care should be taken to see that the
heterodyne wave -meter is well away
from the set, so that you only get the

beat between the wave -meter har-

R.EeTtPAN4

monic and the receiver fundamental,
otherwise errors will be introduced.
As a guide to the short-wave
enthusiast I give herewith a short list
of stations transmitting on the short

waves between 45 and 15 metres,
and this will be found exceedingly

t CATION
PioN6

'NAT IRE.
MOVIN4 CONENTNUSI AST
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LoTeHE

BANK. OF
VALVES. ANV
GOODNESS KNOWS
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CHATS AT I
WORKT
Many points of practical interest to all radio
constructors are dealt with under this heading.

By R. W. HALLOWS, M.A.

Sound Soldered Joints

have been in existence for some

milled -headed terminal, for a' con-

rr HERE can be no doubt that the
soldered joint is a weak spot

considerable time.
Lately I have evolved what I believe

nection that is only finger -tight is not
a; very good one and you cannot apply

is really a perfect soldered joint for

pliers to a milled nut without rather

Fig. 1

damaging- its appearance.
The tip seen in Fig. 2 of improving

in the

wireless set,

for no

matter how well the work may be
carried out one can never tell when or

how it may come " unstuck " and
lead to a fault that may be difficult
to locate. A case in point occurred
to me a week or two ago.

I took a set by car to try out at a

friend's house. Such soldered joints
as there were had, been most carefully

made with a clean iron of the right
temperature, and every one had been
thoroughly tested before it had been
passed as sound.
The set did not come in for any kind

of bumping about, but when it was
tried out it refused to work.

Investi-

gation showed that no H.T. current
was flowing through the first note-,

use in all kinds of wireless sets.

explains how it is made.
If two wires are to be joined their

bared ends are laid together and a
binding of fine wire is put tightly
round' them, its ends being twisted
up with flat -nosed pliers. A little
flux is applied and solder is then run
in. Soldered joints break down
mainly because of the strain put upon
them by the effects of vibration.

A Better Method
In the joint under description the
fine wire binding is there to take the
strain and I have never found solder
Te/N Wee &tragic

magnifying valve in the ordinary way,

though if the cabinet were given a
sharp rap current might flow for an
instant. Clearly, a case of a loose

SoLotams
1,7oir

terminals of this type is a thoroughly
sound one. It has been adopted in
one well-known low -frequency trans-

former and I should be glad to see
other makers follow suit.

A deepish

hacksaw cut is made in the top of
each terminal nut, and the shank of
the screw on to which the nut fits is
cut off rather short.
By placing the screwdriver in the
saw -cut one can turn the screw tightly
home, and thus ensure a sound
connection. The home constructor

can treat his existing terminals in
thik manner. Very neat terminals
would result if makers would care to
standardise a terminal nut made on
the lines of the recess -headed screw
which is seen in Fig. 3.

Neat and Efficient

connection, but where ?

These screws are used a good deal

Peculiar Fault

in

coach -building work,

and, in-

cidentally, they look very neat

There were two jacks in the set,
but every joint here appeared to be
in perfect condition. It was not
until one of the connections to the
first jack was pulled quite hard that

show the slightest inclination to give

square section, into which fits the

a crack was seen in the solder.

way.

point of a square turn -screw.
Terminals made on these lines

owing to the presence of the binding.

would be excellent, but standardisation would be absolutely necessary
if they were to be successful, for no
constructor would want to keep in his
tool outfit a big selection of different

Since

the crack was quite invisible until
the lead was pulled, one would have
thought that there would have been
some kind of electrical contact, but
actually there was none.
Time and again I have had trouble

with portable and other sets in the
same kind of way. One finds, too,
that there is a distinct tendency for
soldered joints to " go " when they

7kcic J

Tact( PORE

n6./.

Q528

Even if it should crack the
joint would still be quite a good one
It is quite easy to use the same idea
for joints between leads, and the tags
of jacks or other components.

Actually, comparatively few soldered joints are used in most upreceiving sets, the great
majority being of the screw -down
order. I have never liked the ordinary

to-date

203

if

used for mounting panels and so on
of wireless sets. Instead of a nick,
the screw has in its head a hollow of

sized turn -screws.
The connections made inside a wire-

less set to components such as valve
holders,

transformers,

condensers,
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Chats at the Work-Table-continued
and the like, seldom have to

be

particularly efficient in their high-

detached (unless, of course, a breakdown takes place), until the set
is dismantled. There is, therefore,
no reason why they should be of the
easily detachable type made by the
Ordinary terminal with its milled
nut.
My own practice, as I have mentioned before, is generally to substitute hexagon for milled nuts

freq.uency. circuits ; in fact, efficiency

hexagon nuts, however, may work
loose in course of time, particularly
in apparatus that is subjected to

can be fitted in with the greatest

.

throughout the set and to tighten
down with a box spanner. Even

vibration.

An exceedingly sound job can be

made in the way shown in Fig. 4.
The nuts having been turned down,
the shanks of the screws are cut off
in. above them, and a cut
about
is made in each by means of a coping
saw or a jeweller's hacksaw.

With the help of the screwdriver,

or an old knife, these cuts can be

opened out a little. The nut is then
absolutely jammed in its place, and
cannot possibly come loose.
When it is desired to remove the
nut, this can be done by pinching the
screwed end of the shank with a pair
of flat -nosed pliers. This partly
closes the cut again, and the nut comes

off quite easily with a little gentle
persuasion.

Slab Inductances
Many constructors
family use a simple receiving set of
the foolproof kind (one friend of
mine after bitter experience says that
you can make sets foolproof, but
provide

you

can't make them

for

" damfool-

in this department is, if anything, a
disadvantage rather than an advantage in a set specially designed, as
most family sets are, for first-rate
quality of reproduction.

One can therefore make use very
often of the simple slab -wound coil,
which has many advantages from the
constructor's point of view. It is the
simplest thing in the world to make,
and it occupies so little space that it
ease.

Mounting the Coils
Quite a good way of making slab wound coils is to use empty sticking plaster reels as formers. I mean, of

course, the cardboard and not the
If your own medicine
cupboard cannot supply what you
metal reels.
want

the chemist will probably

These reels have a cardboard or
wooden centre about in. in diameter

and cardboard cheeks. The most
suitable kind is that made for sticking

plaster half an inch in width. To
make your coil, use double -cotton covered wire and wind it on in layers.

The " in " end can be secured by
making a small hole close to the

centre and tying a knot in the wire.
The " out " end is anchored in the
usual way by means of a pair of small
holes near the rim. By using stoutish
wire for the medium -wave coils and
thin wire for those intended for long wave circuits all coils can be kept to
the same dimensions.

A Simple System
coils were of the pattern just described and the circuit used incorporated one H.F. valve with single circuit tuning followed by plain
tuned -anode coupling.

Since very sharp tuning was not
aimed at there was no need for

they are designed to operate and the

Making Coils to Measure.
It is quite a straightforward business to make slab coils to tune to any
particular station with a semi -variable
condenser in parallel. For medium wave stations one with a maximum
capacity of about .0005 mfd. may be
used, whilst .001 mfd. is suitable as a
maximum for the long -wave stations.
/11701 -SAW CUTS OPENED W/THSCREWORIVEP

4

t(

fe--. liars -,,aii'.

.Nar.......-...-..... -. -w
7.7

fiat
NS30

saw the other day was made for the
reception of 5 G B and 5 X X. The

or 5 G B or both of these.
Owing to the short ranges at which

tuning was ever required.

oblige.

One very neat family set that I

proof ! ") intended for reception of
the local station and either 5 X X

either set of coils could be brought
into action. The whole thing was
absolutely easy to operate and no

neutralisation or any form of " holding
down " device. In the grid circuit

of the H.F. valve were two slab coils
on sticking -plaster formers mounted
side by side and each provided with

comparatively large amount of energy

its own condenser of the semi -variable
type.

that is therefore available, there is
no need as a rule for such sets to be

The anode tuning circuit was similarly arranged. By means of switches
204

For the combined aerial and grid
coil of a single:circuit tuner put on
about 60 turns to begin with, using
the sticking -platter reel former. A

test made with any valve set will
soon show whether you have too
many turns or too few.

Tuning Adjustments
Should you require practically the
maximum capacity of the condenser

(or be unable to tune in the station
properly with the condenser at its
maximum setting) then more turns are
needed. If, however, the station

comes in with the condenser at or

near its minimum setting, some must
be stripped off.
Try adding or stripping off half a
dozen or so as the case may be. Don't
cut the wire if you are stripping off,
but make a small bare place and see
how the coil behaves when connected
up again. Working in this way the
made -to -measure coil is easily turned
out, requiring just the right amount of
parallel capacity to give good signal
strength and reasonable selectivity.

Any bared patches may be re insulated by winding over them

strips of sticking plaster about
in.
in width. Once you have found the

number of turns needed for the

medium -wave station that you want
to be able to tune in, it is easy enough
to discover the approximate number
that will be required for 5 X X.
(Continued on page 248.)
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Fewiand/

Strasburg
Munster
Cologne

Konigsberg
Newcastle

Bournemouth

Petit Parisien
Barcelona
London

Madrid

Stuttgart
Manchester

Hamburg
Glasgow'

Frankfurt
Rome

Build a Lissen S.G.3 Receiver before Christmas, and
you can hear the Christmas Greetings from practically every important station in Europe. Because this
new receiver actually does " Span the Eastern Hemi
sphere." The stations mentioned in the column on

the left are only a very small number out of those

that have actually been logged.
Lissen have published a STEP-BY-STEP Chart which
shows you how to build the Lissen Screened Grid Receiver
in six simple steps. Every detail is explained to you, and

yet' you are not tied down to buying

a complete kit of
parts." If you already have in a previous receiver some of

the standard Lissen parts required, you can make use of
them again. for this latest development of radio. Lissen
leave it to you to select your own cabinet, merely suggesting

a handsome one of polished wood, because a tin cabinet

damps the tuning ; and you choose whatever make of valve
you like. Panel, baseboard,_aluminium screens, and all the
sundries you require for the Lissen S.G.3, are sold complete

in an envelope obtainable from any radio dealer for io/-.
buy

Ask for the FREE STEP -BY STEP Chart of the Lissen
S.G.3. Receiver.; or send the

bled. Complete in handsome wood cabinet big

factory for it.

If you prefer it, you can

Langenburg

Daventry 5GB
Brussels
Munich

Hilversum
Koenigswuster
Hansen
Moscow

Daventry 5XX

Radio Paris

To:

Lissen Limited,
26-30, Friars Lane,
Richmond, Surrey.

send me the
FREE STEP-BYSTEP Chart of the
Please

S.G.3. Receiver.

NAME

ADDRESS

PLEASE MARK ENVELOPE S.G.3 IN
TOP LEFT CORNER.
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the Lissen S.G.3
receiver already. assent-

coupon on the left direct to

enough to take batteries,
accumulators and
valves (as illustrated). Price....

This price includes every.
thing except valves, batteries, accumulator and
loud speaker.

26-30,

Friars Lane,

Richmond, Surrey

(Managing Director : Thos. N. Cole.)
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COIL IS AN
ACCEPTABLE
PRESENT

GET THIS FREE

BOOK ---" QAM " COIL

SAVE money by building your own H.T. or
L.T. Eliminators. This free T.C.C. Book
tells you how. Shows you step by step, in
simple language, with diagrams and photographs to help. It is amazingly simple. And
if you use T.C.C. Condensers, you will have
an instrument that is utterly safe and reliable.

CENTRE TAPPED
COIL
(Pat. No. 271,381)

Post the coupon below and start to build your
H.T. or L.T. Eliminator now.

iURE TO

us

CONDENSERS

Lewcos Wavetrap
Reinartz Transformer Aerial Coil

Condenser
book showing
To Telegraph N. Acton, London,
send me youror LI.

(six -pin)," R.T.5,"250-55o metres
Six -Pin Base, Ref. S.P.B.

H.F. Choke ..

Please

.... .... ......

Naine............t.o...b..u..3.1..d...r....at7--1-1T.

AdIress..............................

-.- ...........

..

Glazite Connecting Wire

.... ........

13/6
10/ -

2/9
9/-

THE LONDON

ELECTRIC
WIRE COMPANY

... ..........

.. ..........................

(Pat. No. 277,876)

Build the NEW "BUSINESS MAN'S"
FOUR with LEWCOS PARTS

Farm Rd.,
Wales
Lta.,
Co.,
W.3.

enclosshow stanap.

BINOCULAR
COIL

SHORT WAVE
COIL

3ao.

AND SMITHS

LIMITED,

Church Rd., Leyton, London, E.10

................................................................

Trade Counter and Cable Sales:
7.

Ml 6431
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What are you going to give your radio friends this
Christmas ? Why not decide to pick your choice
from the valve catalogues ?

By KEITH D. ROGERS.
FAYE you decided what you are
to give your radio
friends this Christrps ? Those
friends who are enthusiastic constructors as well as listeners, I mean
I have been thinking the problem

1 going

over quite a lot lately, and it is a

problem, isn't it ? It is so difficult to
choose something that you know will
be really acceptable. Unless you have
some fairly intimate details about the

set the particular' person employs
it seems almost impossible to pick out

anything from the huge list of radio
components and accessories. Not
everyone wants batteries, either high or low-tension ; eliminators require a

good knowledge of the conditions
under which they will be employed,
mains

voltages,

D.C.

and

A.C.,

number of valves in set, etc., etc.
while to choose a loud speaker that

will be sure to suit

is extremely

difficult.

Easy and Safe
Components may or may not be
useful, and so this year I for one am
going to fall back on my old system

of last Xmas-that of giving away
valves. It is easy, safe, and practically

perhaps be useless in many sets, and
is really only suitable for tuned -

every valve -set user appreciates a
valve.

anode or resistance H.F., or R.C.
coupled L.F. and detector stages,

The most handsome present, of
is a complete set of valves
for any particular receiver that may
be under construction at the time;

and even here it has to be used with

course,

circumspection.

These valves very easily overload,
and so it is obvious that they are not

but single valves can be most useful
and valuable gifts.

really suitable except for more or

Acceptable Gifts

In the case of power valves, these
are of more general use, but unless

Who would not be pleased with a
good H.F. valve of the L.T. voltage
used

by

the

recipient-an easy

matter to ascertain ? Such a valve,
having an impedance of about 20,000
ohms and a magnification factor of
17-20, is useful not only as an H.F.

valve but also as a detector, a first
stage L.F. where R.C. coupling is

less special circuits.

your friend has at least a three -valve

set they are hardly suitable.

You

cannot place them in front of an
L.F. transformer unless this be of
special design, or it will tend to
become saturated.

Output Valves
The super -power valve needs more

employed, or in front of an L.F.

H.T. and takes more H.T. current

transformer in an L.F. amplifier.
It is better, unless you know fairly
exact details about your friend's set,
to choose an H.F. or a general-purpose
valve rather than one of the R.C. or
power or 'super -power variety. In the

than many people can give it, and so
you do not want to give these away
indiscriminately. If your friend wants
a super -power valve, well and good,
but if he does not need one, or cannot
supply the necessary anode power,

case of the R.C. valve this would

it is rather like landing him with a

A varied assortment of valves, each of which is a potential Christmas present suitable
for the most enthusiastic :of radio set constructors. Make up your mind to include

valves among your radio Christmas presents.
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Within the Vacuum-continued
white elephant to give him a valve
with an impedance of less than
5,000 ohms.

make sure of the wishes of the man

valve notes I have received the

to whom you are giving it.
As regards the pentode, even more

following from the G.E.C. :

As a general rule then, we can
safely say that the most suitable

care is needed here, for you cannot
merely replace your output valve by

valve present is one which has the
most general appeal-in other words,
a valve having an impedance of not

a pentode and be sure of good results.

more than about 20,000 ohms and not

you need a large capacity H. T. battery.
They also need a special output high impedance -primary transformer if

less than 10,000 ohms.

More Difficult Presents
This excludes the power and super-

power valves on the lower end, and
the resistance and higher magnification H.F. valves at the other. These

can be given in cases where more
details than " fil. volts " and perhaps
" number of valves used " are known.
I have said nothing about the
screened -grid or pentode valves
because these require even more

careful choosing than do the types
I have excluded frOm my " general
present " list.

Pentode valves take from 14 to
18 milliamps 11.T. current, and so

they are to be used to their best
advantage.

They require careful biasing, and
easily overload.
Altogether, while
being excellent valves in themselves,
they are not the valves for the average
" ham " to tackle.

SIR,-We have read with interest
your report on certain of our latest
types of Osram valves given in the
article entitled, "Within the Vacuum,"
on page 113 of your December issue.

The D.E.L.610
When referring to the new Osram
D.E.L.610 valve, however, we note
that you state that its impedance of
7,500 ohms is a disadvantage and that
the older valve with an impedance of

13,000 ohms is preferable, due to
the possibility of transformer saturation with a valve of 7,500 impedance.

When a valve is correctly biased,

it would be of the order of 5 rn/a

Require Careful Treatznent

under maximum conditions, that is,

They will not do themselves justice
unless conditions are right, and unless

of 'Cases, where a lower voltage of

you know the man to whom you are

giving your present will treat his

A screened -grid valve would be
very useful to a person who wanted
one, but probably useleis to the

pentode properly, take the old advice
and don't.
There is nothing so annoying as a
Christmas present that will not give

average man.
So before you decide on one of these

With references to last month's

anode voltage 150,and,in the majority
100/120 is used, this would not exceed
3.5 m/a.

Under such conditions we should
not think that serious trouble would

be experienced in the majority of
transformers on the market, as regarde saturation, with this current
satisfaction, so be carefulthisChristmas.
passing.
There is a very considerable num-

ber of transformers of the cheaper
line in use at the present time with
moderately high ratio, and which
would "benefit exceedingly by the
use of a valve of such low impedance,

and, in conjunction with an amplification factor of 15, as given by the
Osram D.E.L.610, should give better
quality reproduction and bigger overall amplification per stage.

Higher Impedance Valve
-For those transformer, which satu-

rate the core with a very small

current, the Osram H.L.610 type has
been speCially designed, its impedance

value being 30,000 ohms and the
' amplification factor 30.

At its- maximum anode voltage of
150, the grid swing of the H.L.610
valve is about 3.

Valves requiring a negative grid
bias of 1 are very suitable for the
first L.P. or amplifying stage,, followed by a modern transformer of
high inductance primary.
Yours faithfully,
J. H. MARRIOTT.

Al complete set of valves for ' Big Ben " (shown here) makes an Meal Chistmas present,

pied costs only a moderate sum. Such a gift, or even a third of it, would be gladly
acceptable to many of the thousands of " Wireless Constructor " readers who are
building the set.

[It is of interest to know that two of
the leading transformer manufacturers
advise the limit of 3 milliamps for the
current passing through the primaries

of their L.F. transformer.-ED.].
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There's a hush of expectancy-the
sharp tap of the conductor's batonand then through the silence comes
the melody of familiar instruments.

Judge a Lissen Transformer by the intensity of
this preliminary hush ; you will not hear a sound
to break the stillness. By this alone you may
know that the Lissen Transformer brings a new
standard of purity to transformer amplification.

Test the Lissen Transformer by any other

standard-listen for the low bass notes of some
sonorous chord, or be critical of the purity of
some passage in the upper register. In every
case you will find the Lissen Transformer is
supreme and this is scientifically proved by the
laboratory curves taken with a Lissen Transformer
using ordinary standard valves ; these curves show

that a Lissen Transformer gives exceptionally

even amplification over the whole band of audible
frequericies.

TRAM S FORM ERS
THE LISSEN SUPER TRANSFORMER For GENERAL USE the 8/6
This Super LISSEN Transformer is made in TRANSFORMER IS STILL
two ratios, 31 to 1 and also 2'1/3 to 1. The SUPREME AND WILL
NEVER BREAK DOWN
31 to 1 is suitable for use in either the first
or the second stage of an L.F. amplifier, or The famous 8/6 Lissen Transform.
can be used in cascade for both stages, and er is suitable for all ordinary purwith practically any valve. The 2'1/3 to 1 poses, and its huge sale proves it
transformer is suitable for use after a high still supremevalue. It continues to

earn high praise as " the trans-

impedance rectifier valve without

fear of distortion or loss of high
notes and overtones. The price
is the same for both ratios.

LISSEN LIMITED, 26-30, Friars

former that never breaks

down." Turns ratio 3 to 1. 816
Resistance ratio 4 to 1.
Lane, Richmond, Surrey (Managing Director: THOS. N. COLE.)
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BOOKS ARE THE
BEST GIFTS

.

PLAY BOX

1929 ANNUAL

;929

Easy to Pack-Cheap to PostCertain to Please

A splendid book for boy
articles'

" How -to -Make "

lavishly illustrated.

Exploits

of

the

61 net -

famous

schoolboy characters from al

S . Jim's, Greyfriars, and u!
Rookwood Schools. Excit-' net.
ing adventure tales.

Adventure !

and articles for schoolboy,.

Titus own book.
Stories and pictures of the
famous Bruin Boys for children up to x2 years of age.
Tiger

at_

Full of amusing pictures

and stories. All the happy 61.
characters from the weekly

net.

coloured paper, PLAYTIME.

net.

and adventure, also enter- 5,
taining and usefel articles.

net.

An ideal book for boys. Thrilling
stories of school, sport, g./
mystery and adventure. kr
Entertaining articles.
net.

Stories of school life, sport,

Athletics

Splendid stories 6/.

School

is nothing that will please children better than
THERE
one of these splendid Gift Books. They are packed
with the jolliest stories, pictures, jokes, puzzles, riddles,
and games. All these Annuals are superbly illustrated
and most of them contain beautiful coloured plates and
many pages are printed in colours. They are strongly
bound in brightly -coloured covers and are cheaper than
the average toy and more durable.
Each will give
pleasure for many months to come.

net.

Pages of Pictures of Tiger

Tim and the Bruin Boys, g

also adventure stories and
fairy tales,
net.

Deals with bird and animal
life.

Hundreds of photo- 6/-

graphs from life,

net.

Charming adventure, fan v,
animal and humorous stories
and dainty verse. For boys
and girls up to 10 years of age.

net.

SCHOOL FRIEND
ANNUAL
1929

Nearly 30o pages of entertaining stories and articles. Of
Will delight every girl.

net.

Features

Bright stories and d., n t y verse about

humans and fairies, birds
and bunnies, and all those
characters children love.

the

,

amusing

pranks of the Bunty Bpys q/6

.116

from the well-known weekly .-1'
pa; er. BUBBLES.
net.

..,

net.

832 pages ot reading.

welve mag-

nificent colour plates, school1216
and
adventure stories,
and interesting articles,
net.

barknn-nn-W-707":713VV3eSV-V-VIren-NMPAMIgn-Mry-70,-X4Orile.n-V7-§7. IIINV-20-N V -normarlistanen-nri,nnt'--7ata
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PADIOGRAMOPHONICS
A monthly article for the gramophone
enthusiast.

A new pick-up tone-arm-A new soundproof reproducer.

By A. JOHNSON-RANDALL.
WE have recently received one of
the new Watmel gramophone
pick-up tone -arms for test.
The arm is constructed of aluminium,
-and presentsia neat and workmanlike
appearance. It is built up in three
portions. There is the vertical base

by which the arm is held rigidly to
the turntable mounting. To this
base the tone -arm is pivoted so as

to be free to transcribe a circular
arc over the surface of the record.

The pivots are so arranged that
friction is at its minimum, and the
arm swings round- at the slightest
touch. At the same time there is no
vertical movement at this portion of
the tone -arm, and hence no extra
weight to be carried by the needle.
At the end of this arm is a shorter
arm which is pivoted so as to permit
free vertical movement, and to this
the pick-up is attached, the " added

to the
ordinary

table
grand
model.

It will

not, howNo flexible wires have to be taker

ever, work as a gramophone, and
is intended to be an aid to perfect

into the cabinet at all; since the

electrical reproduction, the designer

necessary

having studied the weaknesses of the
various adaptations of the gramo-

connections are already
made internally via the pick-up ann.

The pick-up arm itself

has an

phone when used for pick-up, work,
and set himself out to eliminate them.

adjustable counter -balancing movement, and is tracked for central needle

The instrument is contained in a
stout, figured, oak cabinet, and its

alignment.

lid, which can be closed even when a
12 -in. record is in use, has a small

A Practical Point
The clockwork motor is a double -

spring Garrard, and will run three
10 -in. records without rewinding.
Beneath the- turntable a raised

ridge is provided to prevent needles,
etc., getting underneath and possibly

The makers supply detailed instruc-

through into the clockwork of the
motor, and .the pick-up arm has a
detachable cup at its end which an

obtain the correct track angle, and
we have no doubt that the device
will find a ready sale among those

be changed for one suitable for any,
kind of pick-up. The whole device
is extremely well -made, and seems
to be ideal for serious pick-up work.

weight " being exceedingly

small.

tions for fitting the arm so as to
who are desirous of constructing their
own gramophone attachments.

Unit Construction
.

Pick -Up Chatter

-

.

Quite recently I remarked on the

The instrument is -known as the
Beamu " drive, and the makers

leads to the pick-up through a small
hole in the side of the gramophone
cabinet lid. This, as I pointed out,
makes a neat job, and also to some
extent does away with the unpleasant

are Messrs. Beagley & Musto, of 47,
Cranbourn Street, London. I understand that while the firm are marketing the " Beamu " as a separate and
complete article, they are also retailing a radio -gramophone arrangement

desirability of passing the flexible

The " Beamu " drive is fitted with a

sound -proof lid, and is specially designed

for " chatter -free " pick-up work.

chatter which is rendered more audible
by the slightly open lid. Some people

bevelled lip, so that it is quite sound-

place the cabinet in another room,

proof.

running long leads from the pick-up
ta the amplifier ; but this scheme,
whilst being inconvenient, adds to

This sound -proof lid does away
with those chattering noises which

the chances of L.F. howling occurring.

one hears even with the best -pick-ups.
At the back of the cabinet are three

I was reminded of this troublesome

terminals. Two are for the pick-up

chattering when, the other day, I
had an opportunity of inspecting a
new instrument specially designed
for pick-up work.

The device outwardly resembles
a gramophone, and in size, is similar

consisting of units which comprise
a three or four-valve, receiver, a cone
loud speaker, a record cabinet, and a

container for batteries or a mains
unit.
Any single section can be
purchased complete or in a set of
parts for home assembly.
The
" Beamu " drive is also to be supplied

connections,

and the third is an
earthing terminal which enables both

with an electric, instead of a clockwork, motor for the benefit of those

the motor and " tone -arm " to be
earthed for stabilising purposes-

who prefer to use the mains through-

an important point with
efficiency amplifier.
211

a high -

out.

I wonder how many pick-up enthusiasts use

a milliammeter

for
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********************
RADIOGRAMOPHONICS
-continued

detecting distortion. Probably very
few. Yet one of those thirty -shilling
0-25 or 0-50 meters is a most valuable
aid to perfect quality, and well

*
*

COMMENTS FROM
CONSTRUCTORS

********************
Swiss Success
SIR,-As one of your devoted

followers in set -building and a regular

better tonal quality. The tuning of
this receiver is very sharp, and the
selectivity consequently first-class and

a considerable improvement on the
"Radiano " Three.
I tender you my congratulations
for having put before your readers a
set of universal merits embodying all

the latest improvements of the art,
and I do so most heartily since even

worth the moderate outlay. It is
so simple to connect one in circuit.
The meter will have one of its

reader of the WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR,

+ terminal on the milliammeter.

long time over the delivery of the
components, obviously owing to a

Zurich 8, 1, Dufourstr.

big rush, I only finished my set last
night. Aided by your test report, a
preliminary stroll over the scales of

SIR, -I feel I must write and give

terminals marked +, or positive.
Break the H.T. + lead to the last
valve and join the 4- side to the

Checking Quality
The other terminal goes to the

H.T. + terminal on the set. In other
words, you connect the meter bet veep the H.T. battery and the set.

I have not been able to resist the lure
of the " Radiano " Four, as described
by you in the October and November
issues of your famous periodical.
My London dealer being rather a-

You can, if you wish, join up the

the two dials brought in 21 stations on
the short and 7 on the Daventry waveband, all on the loud' speaker, and most

meter internally in the receiver,
b it then you will not have it available

volume by means of the control.

of them demanding a reduction of

my wife has pardoned me for spending
more money on wireless !
Believe me, dear sir,
Yours faithfully,
M. A. ZUEST.

The "New Family " Four
you a report of my receiver, your
" New. Family" Four. The set is
outstanding, on account of its performance in this part of England, as
we build sets that have been tested

in London, and when tested here

fail to do justice. The only modifica-

tion in my set is a Mullard R.C.

coupling, and I have added an high frequency amplifier, designed by
" Popular Wireless, "which gives me

heaps of punch and a few distant
stations. My log to date is : 5 X X,

Radio Paris, Konigswusterhausen,
Kalundborg, otala, Hilversum, and

two other stations (unidentified) on
the high wave -band on the broadcast
local (uncomfortable on three valves),
Cork, Leipzig, Bremen, Stuttgart,
Hamburg, Toulouse, 5 G B, Witzleben, Aberdeen, Manchester, and

three not identified.
The new Watmel tone -arm, which is reviewed in this article.

for

wish to make.

To make sure that no distortion

due to valve overloading, the volume control should be
is occurring

adjusted so that the needle of the
milliammeter is as steady as possible.
If it kicks violently backwards
or forwards, it is a sign that distortion is taking place, and the
remedy is to try various adjustments

of grid bias and, at the same time,
increase the H.T., if possible.

Permissible Variation
I usually permit a kick of about
10 per cent, because I do not believe
the average ear will detect any distorton until the kicks increase above
this value. In fact, with occasional
big kicks one cannot often hear any

distortion, but if the needle tends
to kick backwards and remains there

remnants of some of your best known
receivers, such as the " Transatlantic "
V, " American " Six, " Signal Box,"
" Long -Wave Special," " Radiano
Short -Wave," " Radiano " Three, with

H.F. Unit and Silencer, " Concert "
IV, the latter two made up in accord-

ance with the contents of the two

convenient envelopes, No. 1 and No. 2,
of the WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.

All I can say is that the " Radiano "
Four fully comes up to the Harris
Standard." Easy to build and equally
easy to handle it gives results which
satisfy the most exacting amongst

our clan. The outstanding feature
of this set is the convenient switching
system.

I am using Philips 4 -volt valvesA.442, A.415, A.425, and B.405-as
the 2 -volt class of this firm does not
include screened -grid valves as yet.

find that by inserting the R.C.

for a few seconds, then it is time

I

to attend to the amplifier adjustments.

valve in the third socket I get slightly
212

Thanking

Yours,

I have in my wireless den the

other measurements you may

I am using

" Cossors " right through.
you for a good circuit.

JOHN BROWN.

Liverpool.
444'
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THE EASY WAY AND
THE RIGHT WAY
There is nothing so easy-if one has a
labile pen and a good imagination --as

" colouring " facts and, without downright
lying, to convey the impression that this,
that, or the other, is better than it really
is. And by adopting this policy a paper

44

44
4+

44.4

4

44
44
44
44
44
can give-for a time-its readers a sen- 44
44
44
44 sation, or a thrill, quite often.
44
44
44 But it destroys confidence. " P. W." may 44
have a yellow cover, but its policy is 44
14

.

..

..44
4444

44
44
44
4*
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44

..

4444

.114
not yellow ; it may not provide a weekly -p.
radio " stunt " or pander to those who .04
like " thrills." But it gains this way : it -P
creates confidence, and in so doing it 44
creates a larger and larger band of radio 44

44
44
44
44
44
44
44
fidence of its readers.
44
If you are not a regular reader, become 44
44
one at once. You won't regret it, for
44
44

subscribers.

In short, it attains a position unrivalled
by any other radio journal in the world ;
largest net sales and the implicit con-

..
44 "POPULAR WIRELESS"
44

never lets you down.

44
44
44
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There is no more satisfactory solution of the H.T. problem than that
provided by the Ferranti Unit, or a
Unit constructed from Ferranti

components.

The Metal Safety Box, with its automatic
switch and fuses, eliminates all risk ; the
Ferranti Anode Feed System makes hum
and " motor -boating" impossible.

If you are on A.C. mains, state the number
of valves you employ and GET A CHART
-either from your dealer or from us direct.
--z-=

Simple to build ; safe and absolutely
reliable.

FERRANTI LTD.

HOLLINWOOD

LANCASHIRE

Are you a Mains User?

BUILD THE PEERLESS
"RESONIC 2"

"CLIX" Power Plug & Socket
Constructors and experimenters have in
these Plugs and Sockets a strong, reliable

,

fitment giving full protection from

shorts and shocks when used for Battery
Eliminators, Chargers, etc.
There are no exposed wire connections,

ilit

highly efficient insulation is assured,
and strong contact is obtained by the
application of " Clix " patented construction methods.
With " Clix " Plugs and Sockets you
are guaranteed safety and satisfaction.

POWER PLUG and SOCKET COMPLETE
including Socket Insulating Bush

Power Plug, corn-

plete with In- 91,3
sulator
4.42"
Socket Insulating Bush

Power Socket, corn.
plete with wiring slot

and one lock.nut

-

.

...4

,,_

-

_.
.

ci

-

ef.

-,,

-:-

,,,,

,.....

.:

Regd. No. 456002.

6d.

-ul

A.

A Christmas Pastime.
Anyone can build this set in 6o minutes. No drilling.

2d.

No soldering, All wires cut and bent.

JUST ASSEMBLE

and then immediately enjoy the radio entertainment
which is of splendid tone and comes in at good loud-

-

"CLIX" COIL PINS

Circuit allows use of standard valves
(I H.F. and i Power).
Blueprint and easily followed Diagram of Connections
included with every set. Cabinet and full Kit supplied
in carton.
COST
Obtainable from
()NLY E3 . 1_5 .
all dealers, or
speaker volume.

Coil Pins can be used for perfect and sure con"cti."
tact wherever standard valve sockets or ith.inch socket

are employed; such as for Coil Holders, Wall Plugs,
Multi Plugs, and connectors generally.
Ideal for
' home constructors."
Complete with two nuts.

Price 2d. each.

0

Our new Catalogue contains details and illustrations of all the" Clix " aids to
Perfect contact, eight of which can he seen in the showcase on your dealer's counter.

LECTRO LINX, LTD.,

THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & RADIO CO
22 Campbell Road, Bedford.

254, VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.1

Scottish Office :
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113 St. Vincent

LTD,,I

Street; Glasgow, C.2.
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TAwn. confess that as a rule I
have no affection for letters
bearing the Mudbury Wallow
postmark. When they have half-

penny stamps there is nearly, always
a nasty looking red label gummed to
their contents which reads : " Kindly
settle this account now much overdue." And if the stamps are three halfpenny ones the notepaper is that
of Messrs. Grabbit & Pinch, who write
me a charming little note which runs :

" Dear Sir,-Messrs. Plooper have

instructed us to apply to you for
payment of your account amounting to £12 19s. 14d. Unless payment is received within seven
days

.

, ."

Mr. Wireless Wayfarer.
Professor And Mrs. Goop
At Home
Wednesday, Dec. 26th, at 9 p.m.
Christmas Revels.
Fancy Dress.
R.S.V.P.

Now if there's anything I am jolly
good at it's revelling. Provide me
with a cardboard nose and give me a
bag of confetti and I go on simply
anyhow. There is, in fact, nothing
that I enjoy so much as a jolly old
revel, particularly at the glad season
when the Christmas spirit is abroadprovided always that the spirit is at
least ten years old.
Therefore I hastily wrote Mrs.
Goop a charming little note telling her

how delighted I was to accept her
kind invitation and promising to
evolve something striking in the way
of a costume.

A Cute Costume
Goaliburton-Crump went down
rather quickly.

Well, anyhow, you know the kind
of thing. So that when there was a

flop in my letter -box and a rat -tat
with the knocker on a recent afternoon, I eyed the missive that had
been delivered with a certain amount
of .apprehension, since like so many

of its predecessors it bore both the
penny -halfpenny stamp and the local
postmark.

The Professor's Party
I was holding the thing unopened.,

meditating whether I should write
" Dead " across it and then go and
drop it into Messrs. Grabbit & Pinch's

It is all very well to say that kind
of thing, but you have no idea until
you come to do it how hard it is to
think out a simple but original fancy
dress. I thought first of all of going
as Winston Churchill. I could manage

the little hat and the cigar all right,

or even a bricklayer's hod and a

come in useful supposing that the

revels became a trifle too revelsome,
for, believe me, there is nothing like a

monkey -wrench for dotting on the
boko any fellow who tries to shove an

ice down the back of your neck. It
is in thoughtfulness over little points
like these that the really great mind
shows itself.

When is a Door

. .

I could 'see as soon as I got to the
door of The Microfarads on the great
evening that we were in for a wonder-

ful time. When I placed my hand

on the bell -pull 1 got a shock that

made me leap into the air with a
scream.

I discovered next moment that the

professor had had the brilliant inspiration of having his front door
rehung for the occasion so that it
opened outwards.

I sprang aside

just in time as it swung majestically
open, but Goshburton-Crump, who had

just come up, received it on his left
ear and went rather quickly down the
five steps from The Microfarads into
a holly bush.

couple of bricks. But the swelled head
was a difficulty.
Douglas Pickbanks ? Cartwheels
and somersaults are a little strenuous
after dinner. I thought of going as
Mr. Hercy Parris, but those big horn -

rimmed glasses do get in the way so

towards the end of the evening if
revels really become revels and people
start throwing blanc-manges and

things about.

In the end

decided to go as

letter -box, when it occurred to me
that the envelope was squarer than

the WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.

usually contain unpleasant communications. Prompted

bury Wallow, contrived for me a

those which

I also wore a belt stuffed not with
cutlasses and pistols, but with soldering irons, screwdrivers, monkey wrenches, tommy-bars, case openers
and the like. I felt that these might

1

Mr. T.
Twontfitt, the eminent tailor of Mud -

by curiosity, I decided to open it.
Within was no little bill, no beastly
communication beginning " Dear

delightful little costume consisting of

Sir " (why " dear," I have always

coat, all covered with circuit dia-

wondered). Instead there was a
beautiful gilt-edged card, printed in
copperplate, which read :

grams and signs for 'phones and batteries and condensers and coils and

a royal blue coat, a pair of orange
trousereens and a white cotton waist-

things.
215

I got the monkey-wreneh mixed up
with my knees.
" Good -evening," I said to

the

maid who opened the door. " I
rather think that I heard someone in
your holly' bush just now. Possibly
he's trying to pinch its beautiful
foliage, though it is a little late, is it
not, to begin decorations."

Wayfarer Arrives !
On being shown into the drawing room, I strode quickly forward to

greet Mrs. Goop, got the monkey -

January, 1929
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The Ideal Gift

/pEATAVOX

The Originators of the Movingloll Speaker

And now read what others say :
The " Wireless Constructor."
The Magnavox Speaker gave a rendering of programmes which was a
sheer delight to the discriminating ear.

The " Broadcaster."
Our tests convinced us that the Magnavox is the best moving coil,
speaker sold.

The reproduction was as realistic as could be.

Mr. W. James in the " Morning Post."
Regardless of price the very best I have ever heard.

Radio Editor of a well-known Northern Newspaper.
No other speakers compare in the slightest degree with the Magnavox.
R.4.

To endeavour to publish all the testimonials which we have received
from the leading Radio Engineers and amateurs in the country would
mean our booking all the advertising space in this journal.

RealismYou can hear the bowing of the strings of the double bass and the beats
of the drums in their true tone colour. There are no jarring sounds and

the harp does not sound like a flute with Magnavox Speaker Units.
There are models for A.C. or D.C.

REMEMBER THAT ALL MAGNAVOX SPEAKER UNITS ARE
EQUIPPED WITH INPUT TRANSFORMERS, 10 -FT. INPUT
AND FIELD CORDS AND FIELD SWITCH.
TYPE R.4 6 -volt D.C., z amp.
..
£8 0 0
R.5. 100/240 -volt D.C...
£8 5 0
D.80.

D.80/1 100/120 -volt 50/60 -cycle A.C.
D.80/2 200/240 -volt 50/60 -cycle A.C.

.
.

M.7.K. Magnetic Unit ..
The Warwick with M.7.K. Unit.. ..
Belvedere Fire Screen Baffle for all Magnavox Units

£11
£11

£3
£4
£4

0
0
2
2
0

0
0
6
6
0

THE GREAT VOICE
Write for your copy of this new 32 -page booklet to -day. It tells you all about moving coil spealcers,
power amplifiers for A.C. or D.C., pick-ups and volume controls, etc. Price 3d., post free.

911

Telephone:-

Makair0578-9

ROTH
ERM E L
CORPORATION LTD.
24 -26 , MADD OX ST, LONDON .W. I.
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Telegiams:kihenvellYedolondon
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Give Radio
this Christmas
Controls That Improve Reception !

ROYALTY VARIABLE HIGH
RESISTANCES
RECOGNISED for years as the standard of accuracy and depend.

ability wherever resistances of this type are required in the
circuit. There is a Royalty for every radio purpose, II types

in all, designated A to L.
Prices 8:- and 9.'- each.

Potentiometer and other types in all sizes.

TONATROL
ROYALTY VARIABLE
RESISTANCES

A Complete Line of Volume Controls
In Electrad TONATROLS we offer the perfected and efficient means
of volume and sensitivity control. Because of the necessity of
specialised volume control in A.C. circuits, we have designed types
of Tonatrols to meet the exacting A.C. requirements, as well as for
battery power receivers.
Tonatrols, standard, or with filament switch or power switch attached.
Prices from 8'- to 15 6 each.

Truvolt All -Wire Resistances
In Truvolt Variable Resistances the contact arm slides lengthwise
over the turns of resistance wire ; hence there is practically no wear
on the resistance element. Their easy potentiometer control eliminates difficult calculation, and permits easy adjustment to valves and
line voltages. 22 stock sizes. 15:6 each.

An exclusive feature of Truvolt Fixed Resistance is that the values
can be changed and set at any point desired by the use of sliding clip
taps. Made in all resistance values and current ratings.
Write to -day for complete literature on Electrad Control
Units.

Represented by The

ROTHERMEL CORPORATION, LTD.,
24-26, Maddox Street, London, W.1.
TR U VOLT

'Phone: Mayfair 0578-9. 4285.

Telegrams: " Rothermel," Wesdo, London.

ELF,CTRAD
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In Lighter Vein-continued
wrench mixed up with my knees, and
landed face downwards on the
hearthrug.
Splendid " cried the professor.
" I see at once what he is. He's come
as the Sleeping Beauty."

that there should be fitting jollifications. Now, first of all, I propose
to show you some little tricks with

The professor had originally in-

gentlemen, and make quite sure that
the horn is empty. When you have
done so, I will mystify you by pro- clueing a rabbit from it."

tended

to

impersonate

Captain

Chuckersley, though owing, as he
explained, to a slight technical defect
there had been a breakdown in
his artangement. He had therefore

decided to dress as a Man - About
Town, his costume being, of course,
pyjamas and a bottle. Mrs. Goop
told me that she was Bebe Daniels,
so I took her word for it.

The Rest Arrive
Thick and fast the rest of the
guests began to arrive. After his
encounter with the holly bush, everyone thought that Goshburton-Crump,
who was really the Spirit of the Short
Waves, must be Television, because
he was so bared.
Miss Worple came as Gracie Fields ;

Tootle said he was a regional station,
and refused to utter a sound ;

Primpleson was a Wireless Pirate
equipped with frame aerial ; Captain
Buckett was " Wireless Afloat," complete with miniature spark transmitter ; Sir K. N. Pepper, with a

certain lack of originality, came as
Little Lord Fauntleroy ; and Lady

the wireless set. 'Here is what appears
to . be a perfectly ordinary loud

Pass it round, ladies and

speaker.

We Try Again

lonely output terminal on the receiving set. I suppose there must
have been a short in the filter circuit,
because when I, whom the professor

had asked to preside over the H.T.
battery, slipped the wander -plug into
the 500 -volt socket, people's eyes

turned inwards, and they all did a
funny little dance, exclaiming :

" I can't let go ! I can't let go !,'
And there were dozens of othe
tricks which everyone thoroughly en

We passed the horn round, looked
through it; tapped it, -and did all
the other things that an audience
is expected to do. It was returned
to the professor, who covered it up
with a cloth and proceeded to make

Finally the professor saic
that, to turn from the- ridiculous
to the sublime, he would give us z
joyed.

mystic passes with one hand, whilst
feeling in the pocket of his pyjama
jacket with the other.
The

The

gestures continued.

audience was all agog with expectation. The professor's face grew longer
and longer.
"* '
$ $ % %'? l? "he
exclaimed at length. " I left -it in the
pocket of my dressing -gown.
I
-

I

!

think that we had better go on with
the next trick.

Will

somebody

kindly lend me a watch ? Perhaps
Mr. Wayfarer will come and act as
my assistant ? "

Not a Complete Success
The only person who had a watch

was Sir K. N. Pepper, and, after
considerable

I naturally hit him with a turkei

.

persuasion from

her

Ladyship, he handed up a splendid

demonstration of rapid fault-finding.
He would go out of the room. Anyone
might
with his short-wave
set, and he would guarantee to locate
the fault in a matter of seconds.

The choice of a fault -maker fell
upon me. That is to say, I got first
to the receiving set, and kept the
others back with the' tommy-bar.
All that I did, if you will believe me,
was to remove the diaphragms from
the telephones ; but the professor was
still messing, about with minim meters and things a whole week later.

gold affair.
The professor, beaming at his

The professor pulverised the ivateh
with a sledge -hammer.

Pepper looked a little startling as

In fact, after one glance
at her, I rather hoped that we might

Miss 1929.

miss 1929

Trick No. 1
" And now that we are

audience, announced that he would
pulverise the watch with a sledgehammer and afterwards produce it
intact from Prinipleson's ear. He
and I withdrew behind a curtain for
a moment. He gave me Sir K.N.'s
watch and one of the super -Woolworth

variety, explaining just how I should
make the substitution at the critical
moment.

I think I must have misunderstood
all as-

sembled," said the professor, " let
us start this jolly evening that we
are going to spend together. On the
occasion of one's golden wedding---"

" Christmas, you idiot ! " hissed
Mrs. Goop, who doubtless felt that
Bebe Daniels and golden weddings
hardly fitted in.
" I should say Christmas," went
on the professor. " It is only right

the instructions or

got mixed up'

somehow, for we simply could not
persuade Sir K. N. Pepper that the
watch returned to him was the one

with which he had parted.

Still,

everybody enjoyed the bit with the
sledge -hammer.

We had a lively time with the
trick in which you disconnect one
lead of the loud speaker and form a
human chain between it and the
218

Things Warm Up
The evening, though, seemed to
drag a little, somehow or other, until

we went down to supper.

Then

Primpleson started arguing with me

about pentodes, so I naturally hit
him over the head with a turkey.
His shot at me with a trifle was a
bad one, so far as I was concerned,
though the missile found its billet
upon the countenance of Sir K. N.
Pepper.

He retaliated by flinging a jelly,
which hit Tootle, and next minute
we were revelling away like anything.

In fact, it was only Mrs.

Goop's

bright idea of turning the fire -hose
on to us that brought the party to a
close. If the professor gives a revel
party next year, I shall wear oilskins
and a sou'wester, and say that I
have come as " An English Summer
Day."

January, 1929
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ORMOND
SLOW MOTION DRUM DIAL

80
'1111411111111,i0H11,

ACTUAL SIZE.

This dial is of extremely attractive appearance, designed for simplicity and ease of
attachment.

It is provided with a bakelite window and a special triangular mounting bracket,

to ensure easy mounting of either Logarithmic or S.L.F. condensers.
The movement is similar to the popular Slow Motion Dual Indicator Dial, with a
reduction ratio of approximately io to r.
The drum moves in the same direction as the driving wheel.

Cat. No. R/321
Leaflets and Booklets on request.

Price 5/ sat

Trade Marti.

Registered

The ORMOND ENGINEERING COMPANY, LIMITED
199-205, PENTONVILLE ROAD, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1.
Tclegrams-" Ormondengi, Kincross."

Telephone-Clerkenwell 9344-5-6.

Factories-Whiskin Street and Hardwick Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.1.
Continental Agents-Pettigrew & Merriman, Ltd.
" Phonos House," 2 & 4, Bucknall Street, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.I.
Immomork
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INVALUABLE

Number
1. DETECTOR VALVE WITH REACTION.
2.

OUT OF PRINT.

3.
4.
5.
6.

1 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER.
CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH L.F. AMPLIFIER.
H.F. (Tuned Anode) AND CRYSTAL WITH REACTION.
H.F. AND CRYSTAL (Transformer Coupled, without
Reaction).

7.

1 -VALVE REFLEX WITH CRYSTAL DETECTOR

8.

(Tuned Anode).
1 -VALVE REFLEX
AND
CRYSTAL DETECTOR
(Employing H.F. Transformer, without Reaction).

10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20
21.
22.
23.
24.

Ttie

25.
26.
28.

Here is the unit that will get the best results
out of your set. The special screw allowing
micrometer adjustment combined with the

reproduction over the whole audio range.
Build the Blue Spot 66K into your speaker.

AN H.T. UNIT FOR DIRECT -CURRENT MAINS.
A REINARTZ ONE-VALVER.
A STANDARD TWO-VALVER (Detector and L.F.).

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

THE " SPANSPACE FOUR " (H.F., Det. and 2 L.F.).

44.

THE "ECONOMY FIVE." For long rangelo udspeaker work.

THE " CUBE SCREEN " THREE (H.F., Det. and L.F.).
A " KNIFE EDGE " CRYSTAL SET.
AN H.F. AND DETECTOR TWO-VALVER.
THE " UNIVERSAL THREE " (Det. and 2 L.F. stages

THE " LONG SHORT " CRYSTAL SET.
A TWO -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER.
THE " SYDNEY " TWO.
THE "SUPER SCREEN " THREE.
THIS YEAR'S " CHITOS " ONE-VALVER.

THE "Q AND A "THREE. A simple set (Det. and 2 L.F.)

THE " INEXPENSIVE FOUR."

SLUE PRINTS 6d. EACH

High-grade

Its polished

ANNE

STYLE

FIGURED OAK CABIN ET

har-

Height 3 ft. 3 ins. Depth I ft. 3 ins.
For Panels up to 21 ins. x 7 ins.
Baseboards up to II ins.

monise with the most taste-

\

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

QUEEN

embodying the 66K 4 -pole ad-

Price £4 - 4 - 0.

WIRELESS " 5-VALVER (H.F., Det.

All orders for these Blue Prints should be sent direct to " Popular If.reless," Fleetwau House
Farringdon Street, London, E.0 4, enclosing a stamped addressed envelope and c
Postal order for Ed. for each Blue Print Ordered.

This is Blue Spot No. 59,

be believed. Obtainable from
all leading wireless retailers.

A " MODERN

ALL "

The amazing
Speaker!

the faithfulness of its interpretation must be heard to

OUT OF PRINT.
2 -VALVE REFLEX (Employing Valve Detector).
OUT OF PRINT.
OUT OF PRINT.
H.F. (Tuned Anode), CRYSTAL DETECTOR AND L.F.
(With Switch for Last Valve).
CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH TWO L.F. AMPLIFIERS
(With Switching).
1 -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR, with
1 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER, Controlled by Switch.
OUT OF PRINT.
OUT OF PRINT.
THE 2 -VALVE LODGE " N."
" THE GUARANTEED REFLEX."
THE 1 -VALVE " CHITOS."
THE " SPANSPACE THREE." Three -Valve Receiver
employing 1 Neutralised H.F. Valve, Detector with
Non -Radiating Reaction Control, and 1 L.F. Valve.
OUT OF PRINT.

resistance -coupled).

highly sensitive 4 -pole magnet ensures perfect

fully decorated room. Like
all other Blue Spot speakers

Reaction).
DETECTOR AND L.F. (With Switch to Cut Out L.F. Valve).

and 3 L.F.).

reproduction

will

H.F. AND DETECTOR (Tuned Anode Coupling, with
Reaction on Anode).
H.F. AND DETECTOR (Transformer Coupled, with

A " STRAIGHT " 4-VALVER (H.F., Det. and 2 L.F.
27. OUT OF PRINT.
with Switching).

secret of Better

case

CONSTRUCTOR

"P.W." BLUE PRINT

9.

mahogany

&

OF TESTED CIRCUITS 6d. EACH

66K

justable unit.

AMATEUR

SLUE PRINTS

BLUE 11301-

Full directions are supplied, and the unit, complete with two padded washers, costs only 25! -

EVERY

TO

"POPULAR WIRELESS"

£5.5.O

" Ideal Blue Spot Cone Speakers
are sold under full protection of
the patents owned by Standard
Telephones and Cables and the
Hopkins and Lektophone Corporations.'

Packed Free.
Carriage Paid.

Prices of other sizes in proportion.
Manufacturer of all types of wireless

cabinets and furniture of every description.

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED,

illustrated lists free.

GILBERT,

CABINET MAKER,

204-6, Great Portland Street, London, W.1

SWINDON.

DISTRIBUTORS FOR NORTHERN ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND

NORTH WALES: H. C. Rawson (Sheffield and London) Ltd.,
zoo, London Road, Sheffield; 585, Princess Street, Manchester.

Estimates Free.
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HAPPENINGS'
AT SAVOY HUI

1.411V,,,,,,

Wiititils4mo
Wet mnintimmin
Ill it

By OUR SPECIAL COMMISSIONER
It is probable, therefore, that the

Wireless Exchanges
TN Post Office circles there is a good
deal of excitement about the
development of
- forthcoming
The comparative
" re -diffusion."

success of the pioneering efforts at
Clacton, Southsea, and Hythe has led
to the elaboration of nation-wide
schemes involving capital running to
hundreds of thousands.
It is believed that the B.B.C. tried
to get the Post Office to take on the

business as part of the telephone
service.
But the P.M.G. wasn't
" having any." So the buck was
returned to Savoy Hill, where it has

perimentally on 200 metres with a

B.B.C. will introduce temporary walls

power of one -quarter kilowatt.

and intersections in a considerable

It is believed that the B.B.C. has
decided not to have' anything to do
with any kind of television. Hence
there is no possibility of rapproche-

part of the building. It is noteworthy

that picture transmission is to be
taken into account seriously. Hence,
apparently, Captain Eckersley is
being converted by' the current

series of experiments in the transof still pictures by
Fultograph method.

mission

the,

Television War

ment or alliance. The war is assuming
bitter dimensions.

A Brilliant Woman Broadcaster
Miss Hilda Matheson, the Talks
.Director of the B.B.C., is generally

The area and intensity of hostilities
in the television war steadily increase.

acclaimed as the most promising

The Baird Company is determined

during the past three years. Coming

been gingerly examined for some

recruit to the staff at Savoy Hill

FIRST PHOTO FROM 5 X X

Meanwhile, private enterprise has been having a shot here and
there about the country. A former
B.B.C. engineer has been prominent in
one of these concerns. But it is obvious
that if the method of re -diffusion is to
be of any real value it must be experimonths.

mented with over a considerable
period in different sets of circumstances.
The Regional scheme, contemplated

by the B.B.C., by no means covers.

the whole country with " A " or
" B " service area conditions. It is
conceivable that in some of the least

favoured parts of the country the
institution of efficient wireless exchanges would be the only means of
providing accessible reception for the
majority. Apart from such cases,
however, it is doubtful whether
B.B.C. participation in, or encouragement of, wireless exchanges would be
justified, particularly as it might cause

serious damage to the wireless industry.

Savoy Hill to Langham Place

i

The B.B.C. has singularly little to

say about the move of its
quarters and main studios

headfrom

Savoy Hill to Langham Place. It is
understood, however, that the transfer
will be effected in the Spring of 1931:
The fluid state of broadcasting technique makes A extremely difficult for
the B.B.C. to decide on plans for the
new building.
The studios, for
instance, are constantly changing.

Transmitting the first Fultograph picture from Savoy Hill, whence it was " landtined "
to 5 X X and there sent by radio.

to secure a place in the broadcasting
firmament. The B.B.C. is equally

from the personal staff

of

Lady

determined not only to keep Baird
television out of the broadcasting
wave -band, but also to prevent the
Baird Company from getting any

Astor, Miss Matheson took over the
talks when they were at a deplorably
low ebb. Deservedly unpopular with
both highbrow and lowbrow, talks
seemed to be irretrievably doomed

alteration in, or extension of, its
present licence to broadcast ex -

eighteen months ago.
Through sheer personality Miss
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HAPPENINGS AT
SAVOY HILL
-continued from page 221

Matheson has transformed the whole
situation, until now she ranks among
those who most nearly approach the
status of indispensables of broadcasting. It is known that the Governors

hold Miss Matheson in the highest
regard, and there are not wanting
signs that she is already marked out
for high preferment.
Incidentally, her ambitious young
cousin, Cleghorn Thomson, the B.B.C.
chief in Scotland, ; continuing to
advance from success to success, is
now contemplating the adventure
of holy matrimony.

B.B.C. Concert Attendance.
The B.B.C. rightly claims a better

orchestra, better artists and better
conductors for its current series of
RADIO -PARIS

Harty.

The B.B.C. seems to be as
strenuous as ever in advertising its
concerts.

There are microphone

announcements almoSt ad museum,
and space is bought liberally in the
Press. What is the reason for the
falling off ?

********************
FOR

* "DX" ENTHUSIASTS

********************
AMARK scratched on the panel

I believe that the concerts are too
frequent.

serves quite well as a guide

If they were monthly

instead of fortnightly there would be
no complaint of public apathy. The
impressarios, watching the decline,
are remarking that they always prophesied the B.B.C. would ultimately
discover that the microphone would
ruin any concerts. The real testing
time is apparently only now beginning.

Broadcasting and the General
Election.
Rumbles of the coming election

to dial readings on an experi-

mental hook-up, but it does not
improve the appearance of a receiver
intended for regular use by the family.

You can make neat little indicators
with materials from your scrap -box.
For the indicator you will -need a

soldering tag and a cheese -headed
6 B.A. bolt. Choose a tag with only
one hole in it, and file its narrow'end

down to a point, as in Fig. 1.

Now

you have to solder the tag to the head

struggles are already echoed at Savoy
Hill. Each of the Big Guns " is to
have two goes at the microphone. I

would hazard a guess that the order

will be as

follows ; Mr. Baldwin,

5IC)=:43"

Mr. Macdonald, Mr. Lloyd George,
Mr. Macdonald, Mr. Lloyd George,
Mr. Baldwin. The advantage of the

(

opening and the conclusion would rest

SOLDERING 1.46

.

t68A

CREESENEAD
8car

FLED ro 4 PORVT

wittilhe representative of the largest
party in the House of Commons.
The B.B.C. is trying to arrange
some debates and discussions between

rival leaders ; these to be in addition
to the set statements of policy by the
party heads. For example, an effort
is being made to induce Mr. Churchill
and Mr. Snowden to debate national
finance before the microphone. I
sincerely hope that this plan
materialises.

There is much more entertainment

in a political dog-fight than in any
hard-boiled statement of policy, so
carefully worded as to be meaningless.

The Axe at Savoy Hill
A friend of mine who has just been
The microphone in the new large studio
of the Radio -Paris station is quite small
and is slung as shown. The door is that
of the announcer's cabin, in which he has
a special speech " mike "

symphony concerts than for any of its
predecessors.

There has been the

great new attraction of Sir Thomas
Beecham's adherence to the microphone. But, strangely enough, the
attendances at the Queen's Hall have
been lamentably thin.
Even

for the great

inaugural

invited to " retire " from the service
Of the B.B.C. tells me that he is the

victim of a severe inquisition into
staff efficiency, which has resulted in

a sudden and peremptory reduction
in all departments. This particular
victim's theory is that the Poet

of the bolt. The easiest way to do
this is to put a metal plate on the top

of the gas ring (do not use tinned
metal, or you may solder the indicator

to the plate), and turn the gas on till
the plate is not quite red-hot. Then
turn the gas low, put the tag on the
plate, and tin it with a stick of solder
and a trace of flux.
Put a little flux on the bolt head,
and place the bolt in its right position
with a pair of tweezers. Now turn
out the gas, and leave the indicator to
cool before you move it.

The bolt secures the indicator to
the panel, and you can bend the end
of the tag up or down so as to bring

it just level with the edge of the
dial.

.

tion. He regards it as the first move
towards the translation of the B.B.C.

********************
* IMPORTANT " IFS"
********************

into a full-blown Civil Service Department.

If you want to alter the grid bias
of your set, remove the H.T. plus

Office are behind the recent investiga-

11{11111111111,111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:

concert conducted by Sir Thomas

=
=
rs THE BEST RADIO WEEKLY LEI-

Beecham, not more than half the house
was sold. Sir Henry Wood's concert

Is

=

was worse attended, and there was

2-

not much improvement for the Halle
Concert conducted by Sir Hamilton

:7111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E

POPULAR WIRELESS =
F:Every
Thursday. Price 3d. F.
=

E --
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plugs first.
*

*

*

If your mains are D.C., don't forget
the condenser between the earth and
your set if you use an eliminator.
*

*

If you are in trouble with your set,
write to our Query Dept. about it.
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No longer a mystery, Six -Sixty's great new Receiver

has proved itself the very finest of the popular

Dozens of European programmes
searched out and brought in every night-no interference between them-the tpne noticeably purethe volume ample for any room. The Six -Sixty
valves are carefully matched to promote supreme
efficiency ; and remember, the extra valve
home -built sets.

makes all the difference.

Fill up this coupon and learn how to build and use this marvellous set.

So simple you can't go wrong.

SIX -SIXTY RADIO COMPANY,
122, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2.
223
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A New Volume Control
MESSRS. GAMBRELL, Who

have a

high reputation for the quality
of their products, have submitted to usthe new GambrellVoluvernier,
a very neat high -resistance potentio-

meter with a very smooth and silent
action, for use as a volume -control.
The measured value of the specimen

submitted proved to be a fraction
over 1 niegohm, and the minimum
resistance position practically zero.
This is noticeably superior to many
volume controls submitted to _us,
which have quite an appreciable

=
=
=
=

=

TESTED APPARATUS.

F..

All the radio apparatus
reviewed in this section has g
been tested in the Editor's private
=laboratory, under his own personal
E--' NOTE :
F.-

supervision.

TiIIIIIIIIIiI11111111111111i11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

piece of apparatus, fully
justifying its title of Universal.
Contained in a strong iron case
measuring 4 in. by 3 in. by 5 in. deep,
efficient

valves; the K.L. type of valve; a

combination of the K.L. and the .8
types ; and many other arrangements.
It is one task to make a transformer

which will give the voltages named
either at no load or at one particular
load, but it is by no means so easy to
design an instrument to have what is

termed " good regulation," that is
to say, will maintain its voltage within

narrow limits over a wide range of
load.

transformer will give

This

up to 2 amps. at 5 volts, up to 6

amps. at 4 volts, and up to 5 amps.
at .8 volt, and so good is the regula-

resistance at their minimum position.
A handsome bakelite knob is
fitted, and provision is made for one hole mounting on either an insulating

tion that even on open circuit the
voltages are only slightly above the
rated figure:

In view of the excellent workman-

or a metal panel when it is desired

ship and the high quality of the

to keep the metal body of the volume
control out of electrical contact
with the panel itself. The device
can certainly be recommended.

instrument, the price charged is

reasonable and the multiplicity of

uses- to which the instrument can be
put makes it most valuable for every
experimenter's and every home constructor's den.

New R.I.-Varley Products
The R.I.-Varley -universal power
transformer is illustrated herewith,
and is a very workmanlike and

operating sets using the .8 -volt A.C.

The new Amplion Loud Speaker, Model

A.C.29, is priced at £5, as against
£7 for last year's mode!, the A.C.9.

it is fitted with four ebonite blocks
with small holes into which the necessary wires can be -inserted and locked.
Projecting metal terminals are conspicuous by their absence.
One

terminal block has four tappings, so
that 200-, 220-, or 240 -volt A.C. mains
can be used ; a second block has three

terminals to give 5 volts overall, with
the centre -tap; a third is arranged for

250-0-250 volts, and the fourth for
.8 volts and for 4 volts respectively.
It will thus be seen that the trans'fqrmer can be used 'fora mains 'Unit
using a 5 -volt rectifying valve such as
Whe Gambrel! " Voluvernia," referred
to above.

the U.5, with a centre -tap, and with
250 tappings for each plate; for
224

The

Universal Power
Transformer.

11.I. -Farley
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M.P.A. DUAL INDUCTANCE
IS MOVING COIL
REPRODUCTION

WITHOUT ITS DISADVANTAGES
Entirely self -energising !

Requires neither

val yes, nor
Built on a new principle
transformers.
exclusive to M.P.A ! Hear it at your Dealers !

*- accumulators,

mains,

special

/ You cannot fail to appreciate the extraordinary superiority of the M.P.A. Dual Inductance Speaker. " IT GETS THE BEST
FROM YOUR SET " -any set, even a two

valve receiver. Its volume, clarity and mellow

beauty of tone make it the most remarkable
" loudspeaker " value obtainable.
7 guineas

Price

Other M.P.A. Models include the Popular Plaque, 29'6; De Luxe Plaque,
47/6 ; Table Grand Speaker, 5 guineas ; Table Cabinet Speaker, 94 17s 6d ;
Moving Coil Speakers from 10 guineas ; and the Octroda " 8 -Electrode
For Irish Free State
Self -Contained Stationary Set, 12 and 17 guineas.

prices write Brown Bros. (Ireland), Lower Abbey Street, Dublin, CA.
All Wireless Dealers Stock M.P.A. Products.
The M.P.A. WAY-Products to the value of £5 and over

can be obtained on Hire Purchase Terms for II down
e17.7777,

PA
jHearing ihals__,,
Almost Seeing
Dept. 9. 9 M.P.A. WIRELESS LTD.
-4°

62, Conduit St., London, W.I. Tel. Geer. 6894-8
41z.
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Christmas Gifts for Yourself and Others-continued
A second new product of this company recently received is their pushpull output transformer, which will
give both a 1 -to -1 and a 25 -to -1 ratio,

thus making the instrument suitable
for either a low -resistance moving coil speaker or the ordinary high resistance instrument. Substantially
made in a stout metal case, finished

three feet to raise it above the table,
and a small box, of the well-known
" Meta Solid Fuel."
A tablet of the solid fuel is placed

in the tray, and the soldering iron

held in the small clip attached to the
box in such a way that the copper bit

'

herewith, is a device for what may
be termed an " easy -chair " volume
control for a loud speaker.
While it is best on theoretical
grounds to use a volume control which

reduces the voltage applied to the

grids of the valves in the set, there are
many occasions when a loud speaker
is giving too loud a reproduction for

with crystallised lacquer and insulated
terminals, its appearance and per-

comfort without valves being overloaded, and it is desired temporarily

standards set by this firm.
As one output terminal is common
to either the I -to -1 or the 25 -to -1

to reduce its strength during conversation or for better appreciation of some
speech or musical passage. In such
cases the method of shunting a

formance are well up to the high

ratio it will be seen that 'a simple
change -over switch can be incor-

variable resistance across the loudspeaker terminals is useful, the very
slight alteration in tone so brought
about being tolerated in such condi-

porated in any set- using this' transformer, so that either high- or low resistance loud speaker's can be used at will. A word should also be
given to the very excellent instruc-

tions.

The Centralab Modu-plug is a very

tionalbooksissued with the components

named. A very large amount

.

of

practical information is condensed

into a very small space, and the
clear circuit diagrams are a great
help to every experimenter.

The Soldometa Pocket
Soldering Outfit
The

Soldometa

soldering

outfit

submitted to us for test and report
consists of a neat enamelled box

A neat soldering outfit.

is held just above the flame during the

heating process. As soon as the
copper bit becomes sufficiently hot
(a minute or two) it is dipped into the
Soldo compound and is at once
tinned, the Soldo being a preparation
of flux and solder in combination.
For many jobs enough liquid
solder will adhere to the iron without

further addition, but a touch with
the stick of solder will . give the
necessary quantity for a blob. For
wireless work we would yecoratuend

useful and neat method of applying
the principle. It consists, as will be
seen; of a small casing with control
knob, and long flexible leads which
are attached to the loud -speaker
terminals on the set (in addition to
the loud -speaker leads themselves).
Sitting back in a chair one can easily
vary the volume from a whisper to
the loudest the loud_ speaker was
giving before this- device - was incorporated.
A very valuable use of this device is
to reduce the strength of an unwanted
portion of the programme to a whisper

without actually cutting it out, so
that one can tell in a second whether

or not a boring speech 'or an un

desired musical item has finished.

Without some device of this kind,

that the Soldo be used only for tinning

the iron, joints being made in the
usual way with a touch of the flux
and solder.
By following the instructions given
in the box, thoroughly sound soldered

joints were made on. a wireless set
under construction, but for putting
together a multi -valve set and for
general construction work the small
size of the bit with its rapid cooling
This output transformer will give
either a 25 to I or a I to 1 ratio.
(R.I.-Varlet'.)

and the necessity for frequent reheating is rather a disadvantage.

Centralab Products

measuring 4 in. by 3 in. by / in. deep
(thus being very little bigger than a
packet of twenty cigarettes), in which
are contained a miniature soldering

Radio Laboratories, through their
agents, Messrs. Rothermel Corpora-

iron with detachable handle, a tiny
box of a compound called Soldo, a
similar size box of soldering flux, a

tion, Ltd., a number of interesting
and very useful devices for the experimenter and .home constructor.

small stick of solder, a tiny tray with

The Centralab Modu-plug, illustrated

We have received from Central

226
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Centralia, Modu-plug Volume
Control.
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DUBILIER
COMPONENTS
and

`Weston sets the
worlds static/awl

you can
count the
cost as a
NONrecurring
one

Model 506 Pin Jack Voltmeter with

High Range Stand, Measures High and
Low Tension Voltages.
The Weston free booklet " Radio
Control " explains the uses of this

99

and other Weston Radio Instruments.
Write for your copy.

Price 2 10 0

DIJR1PgR
If unobtainable from your dealer
Write to us giving his name and
address.

Model 506 Mil -Ammeter
should be placed in the H.T.
circuit of the valve to ensure
correct operation and check

Model 506 Panel Voltmeters
ensure permanent accuracy.

type.

and compact.
Prices

With a high internal resistance of 125 ohms. per volt,

they make practically no
load on the batteries. Neat

distortion. Panel mounting
Prices

1.15.0-2.15.0

1.15.0-2.15.0

cos9i E7

Regd. Trade Mark.

in tracing circuit

Model 489

Double Range
D.C. Voltmeter is a

troubles. Made in
various ranges with different sensitivities. Similar

enthusiast. It is of great use

528.

necessary portable testing
instrument for every radio

Advt. of Du6ilier Condenser Co.
(1925), Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria
Road, N. Acton, W.3.

instrument for A.C. Model

Prices £4.0.0-7.15.0

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. LTD.
15

200
227

GT. SAFFRON HILL. LONnnN

F.C.1
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circuit of a receiver, which was de-

CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR
YOURSELF AND OTHERS
-continued from page 226

without reduCing the sensitivity of

liberately made up to be flat in
tuning and which gave the local
station over a wide band of the

the receiver to other wave -lengths.

While this is quite an excellent
wave -trap and functions perfectly

satisfactorily as such, we do not
agree with the maker's advertisement
that it " increases volume from
foreign stations," for which claim there
is no technical justification. The

tuning scale. When adjusted accord -

one must either listen to the unwanted
item at full strength for fear of

missing a subsequent item it is desired to hear, or else switch off the

Harlie Wave Selector is certainly a
good wave -trap, and as such can be

set and switch it on again periodically

in order to find whether the desired
programme has begun, unless, of

recommended.

Mains Unit for D.C. or A.C.

course, detuning is used.
The Centralab Modu-plug removes

Messrs. E. K. Cole, Ltd., of Leigh on -Sea, one of the very earlies't firms

all this trouble, and should be welcomed in a large number of homes.

to market mains units, have submitted to us two of their latest

Other products of this company sub-

mitted for test and approved are

products for review.

their quarter-megohm modulator for
panel mounting, and certain power
resistances of different values capable

arranged for 200 and 250 volts D.C.
input, and an output of twenty

of carrying much heavier currents

milliamperes.

than usual.

Two output voltages are available,
one at 120 volts fixed, and the other

The Harlie Wave Selector

adjustable from 0 to 120 volts by
means of .a knob attached to the

This piece of apparatus, which is
really a wave -trap, consists of a
single -layer

coil tapped at various

points, together with a small variable
condenser of '0005 mfd. capacity, the

whole being put up in a neat and
convenient form. Our test consisted
in connecting this device in the aerial

The first is the.

Ekco H.T. unit for D.C. mains,

front of the instrument. The finish
and general appearance of the unit

A test with this instrument is described
on this page.

are excellent, a metal case with a
brown crystallised
adopted.

ing to the maker's instructions we
succeeded in cutting out the local
over all except a very narrow band

L.T. FROM A.C. MAINS

finish

being

Tested on D.C. mains which were
(Continued on page 230.)

BUILD THE

MAGNUM

NEW

"BUSINESS MAN'S" FOUR

" UNIVERSAL
" THREE
15-2,000 metres.

as described in this issue.
P

The " Stedipower " L.T. Unit
Ready wired and tested. Suitable for 2-,
4- or 6 -volt valves, the total consumption
of which does not exceed r ampere.

£9: 10 : 0
or complete kit of parts £8 : 17 : 0
" Stedipower " Junior

Full particulars on request.

MAGNUM STANDARD
SCREEN

-

I.

1 Mahogany Cabinet, with baseboard ... ... ... 1 13 0
1 Resiston Panel, 21" x 7", with gold corners ... 10 9
2 Magnum H.F. Chokes, as specified ............15 0
26
1 Magnum Standard. Screen, as specified ... ...
26
2 Magnum Panel Brackets, as specified ... ...
1
c
1 Magnum Push -Pull Switch, as specified ..
1 Magnum Wavetrap
15 0
80
4 Magnum Vibro Valve Holders ... ... ... ...
2
0
1 Magnum 6 -pin Base ... ... .._... ... ... ..
1
1 Magnum Fixed Condenser, 0002 ... ... ...
6
15 6
1 Dubilier 00135 Drum Control Condenser ...
26
1 Dubilier 1 mfd. Fixed Condenser:.. ... ... ...
1 Dubilier 2 meg. Grid Leak _. ... ... ... ..
1 R.I.-Varley Anti -hobo
92 66
1 R.I.-Varley 28114 Choke
1 1 0
.1 Harlie Neutralising Condenser ... ... ... ...
1
Reinartz Transformer .....................631 10
69
1 T.C.C. -0001 Fixed Condenser and Clips _.
2 Hydra Fixed Condensers, 2 mid. ... ... .. ...
70
1 Lissen Super Transformer
...
.
.. ... ... ...
.1 9 0
10
1 Pye Grid Leak, 25 nteg.
8
0
I Marconlphone R.C.C. Unit, as described ... ...
12 Belling -Lee Indicating Terminals
6
0
.
...
I Terminal Strips, ready drilled ... ...
.
...
2,
2 20
Glazite, Rubber Flex ... .. ... ...
.. ...

£10 0 0
Any Of the above parts supplied separately if required.

110 ABOVE RECEIVER, ready wired and tested,

eluding Royalty, £12 12 0.

A remarkable 3 -valve Universal Receiver giving 5 valve results. Employs latest S.G. and Pentode
valves, metal cabinet, crystalline finish.
Price, including 4 " Twintuna " Coils, 15-2,000

metres, 3 valves and Royalty, g 18 : 0 : 0
Free demonstration in your own home within 5o
miles radius from London. Pull particulars on
request.
The most perfect Receiver for overseas reception.

MAGNUM H.F. CHOKE

in -

New Catalogue and lists on application.

PATOZNig===.7,M4lliWt",:Wag-al.reMia

BURNEJONES
HOUSE

MAG H UM

TELEPHONE: HOP 6257-8

Spdecmanified

an

for New "Businessrn Man's "Four

y other mode

Receivers

Price 2/6

296,

H HI
BOROUGGH
LONDON. S. E.1
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ST,

Specified

for New "Business Man's "

Four and many other modern Receivers.
Price 7/6
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FER ANTI

?.._.

Circuits for simple 2 -Valve
and 3 -Valve Receivers

FERRANTI
SIMPLE
THREE -VALVE

Full-sized charts are now available and may

E.--

=_

SET

be obtained from your dealer or from us

For local and other

on request.

Stations

including SICX
and
certain Con

No Radio knowledge required
No soldering necessary

0

Performance: These receivers are capable of giving good
reproduction from the local station and Daventry 5 X X.

Other stations may be received

at various strengths,

according to the situation of the listener.

FERRANTI LTD.

HOLLINWOOD

LANCASHIRE

THE

ta
BUILD and OPERATE in

ONE EVENING*

Obtain a Broadsheet from your

dealer and read why you should-

Send post card for FREE FULL-SIZE
LAYOUT PLAN and wiring instructions.

Completely Screen the Grid

Crown Works, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, N.W.?

THE FORMO CO.

Posassinsmosims

CABINETS

A wonderful Cone Unit
for the Constructor

FOR

ALL POPULAR CIRCUITS,

A new and remarkable Cone

Unit marketed in response
to a popular demand. Is
entirely British made and

incorporates a Vickers Armstrong Cobalt Steel
magnet.
Price, complete with 2
Belling -Lee insulated terminals, 18;'6.

WHITELEY,

BONEHAM & CO., LTD.,

NOTTINGHAM ROAD, MANSFIELD, NOTTS.

SPEAKERS, etc.

NEW

LIST

NOW
READY
Send this coupon
now for free copy
to :

Carrington Mfg. Co.,
Ltd., Cameo Works,
Sanderstead Road,
South Croydon. Tel.:
Croydon 0623 (2
lines).

To Carrington Mfg. Co., Ltd., Camco Works,
Sanderstead Road, South Croydon.
Please send me your NEW LIST.
Nance

Address
W.C.
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CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR
YOURSELF AND OTHERS
-continued front page 223.

known to be rather " noisy," the unit
gave perfectly silent operation of a
set and proved quite satisfactory in

ticular mains voltage on which it is
to be used. On test it was found that
full 120 volts could not be obtained
with a 20 -milliampere load, but in
fairness it should be said that this is

the larger models of which the makers
of this unit have considerable variety.

not claimed in the instructions issued
with the instrument, the makers

have notified us that the statement
made in " What's New " in the

The Philips' L.F. Transformer
The makers of the above component

stating that 120 volts is obtainable

October issue (page 419), regarding the

all the tests to which it was submitted. The unit can certainly be
recommended to set users where D.C.

mains are available, and who do not
require

more than

20

milliamps

output at the voltages named. The
D.C. model reviewed is known a s
type 1VA20, but a number of others
are made to suit different requirements.

From the same company we have
also received their H.T. unit model
1VA20, for A.C. mains, this having, as

in the case of the D.C. model, one
variable and one fixed tapping with
the same voltages, namely, 0 -to 120
variable and 120 fixed. The instrument is larger than the-D.C. model as
a rectifying unit is incorporated.
By removing a small. Metal plate
access is obtained to a compartment
into which the single wave rectifying

The H.T. unit for A.C, mains referred to above. (E. K. Cole, Ltd. )

at approximately 16 milliamps, which
corresponds to the results of our
test. Those readers who wish to buy

use of " Permalloy " for the core of

one or two sockets, so that the instru-.

a unit for use with a super -power

ment can be adjusted for the par-

valve are advised to invest in one of

formed of a special high -permeability
iron which confers similar benefits.

bulb is inserted, and in this compartment will be found a plug and

this transformer, is incorrect. " Perm -

alloy " is not used, but the core is

BUILD YOUR ELIMINATORS
THE ALL -METAL WAY
WITH

WESTINGHOUSE

METAL RECTIFIERS
Which are
Type H.T.1.

con-

structed through-

Type G.B.1.

out of rigidly fixed

For
grid
bias
battery eliminator.

metal. There are
wearing or
moving parts, nor
valves or elec-

17/6

no

trolyte requiring

periodical
newal.

re-

For L.T. battery eliminator, battery
charger, or for feeding pot -magnet
of moving coil loud speakers. Output 9 volts, I amp.

Price 23/6

Type A.4.

volts, 100 m.a. output.

39/6

84/. The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.,

H.T.2. 350 volts,100 m.a., £8 8s.

82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.
230

our 24 -page
book "THE ALL of

Similar to above, but

output 9 volts, 2 amps.

For use in
H.T. eliminator or charger, 200

A 1d. stamp will
bring you a copy
METAL W AY,"
with instructions
how to build H.T.
and L.T. elimina-

tors or chargers.
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ENGINEERING
PRECISION
Accuracy is the beginning

and the end of engineering.
In constructing wireless instruments, no less than in
constructing

giant

battle

cruisers, not a slip must be
made-either in design or
execution. Absolute precision
is a feature of J.B. instruments, their workmanship is
exact in every detail

and

consequently they do exactly
what they are designed to do,
no more, no less.

The Drum Dial illustrated

here is startlingly novel in
design. It enables the Control

Knob to be placed immedi-

ately below the scale, thus the

scale may be brought flush
with the panel and may be
read with ease.

A powerful
and positive friction drive

prevents backlash and slip.
Vernier ratio, 16-i.

Price of J.B. Drum
Dial, without condensers, but corn
'pletevithattractive
paneltcl

Pure toned reception free from dis-

tortion can only be
expected if your
L.F. transformer

killne. 1 0/6

is

up to

its job.

Igranic "J " type
gives the efficient

service you need.
iO

:1
6:1

PRICE

Fit one and hear

1 7/6

it makes.

the difference

There is an Igranic Transformer for every
purpose. Send to -day for illustrated list.

PRIECISION INSTRUMENTS

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
149, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C.4
Have you read " Radio, How It Works and How To Get The
Best From It " ? Price 6d. Send this coupon with your name and
address and get YOUR copy FREE !

Name. ...... ...........
Address

Add. of Jackson Brothers, 72, St. Thomas' SI., London, S.E.
231
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Some of the More Interesting Happenings
in the Radio World this Month.

Squire recently suggested that those
artistic concerns requiring financial
aid, such as opera, orchestral music,
the national theatre, etc., might
possibly be helped out of a fund, the
nucleus of which would be formed by
the surplus licence money. If the

******************************************
Television Tests-

for further facilities. This applica-

Postmaster-General's View
IN a written reply to Lieut.-Commander

adopted such a procedure
the Board of Governors would become
more or less a Ministry of Fine Arts.
B.B.C.

Kenworthy,

Sir W.
Mitchell -Thomson (Postmaster General) says : " I know of no

system which is at present capable
.of transmitting moving pictures of
actual events for satisfactory reception by wireless listeners.

I have not
refused permission for the use of the
British Broadcasting Corporation's
stations for television tests. The
Governors of the Corporation decided,
in the exercise of the discretion vested

in them, after a demonstration by the
Baird Company, who hold an experi-

mental licence, that the system did
not at present fulfil the conditions
which would justify a public trial
-,hrough one of their stations.
" I have recently received an
application from the Baird Company

tion is at present under consideration,
and I am not yet in a position to say

anything further."

A 'Frank Opinion
Dr. Alfred Gradenwitz

was in

London a few days, ago investigating

That Surplus Money
The B.B.C. cannot, however, do'anything in this matter, because it is
part of their Charter that they do not
ask for more money until it expires
1936. Furthermore, it is extremely unlikely that the Post Office

in

television systems on behalf of a

will hand over the surplus licence
money, although it could not be
better expended than on the improvement of British broadcasting

ing

very closely ,the apparatus in
vented by Mihaly and Karolus for

programmer

the Telefunken Company, and, in his
opinion, both systems merely transmit lantern slides. These transmissions were only shadowgraphs.

There was quite a hullabaloo the
.other day when it was 'announced
that the B.B.C. is likely to be faced

well-known

German concern. Dr.
Gradenwitz said M. an interview that
he had had an opportunity of examin-

Aid for Art !
A suggestion which has some origin-

ality has been made for the disposal

of the surplus licence money now
held by the Post Office. Mr. J. C.

Radio Rivalry ?

with the prospect of real and:effective
competition. It seems there is a

possibility of a competitive broadcasting system being started in

February, either from Holland or from
the Radio -Paris or Eiffel Tower
(Continued on page 234.)
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What
About
Your
Future?
ARE you content

THE MOST
EFFICIENT

with the position
you occupy now-with
the money you are
earning, or do you wish
for something better

SOLDERING

and something more ?

Ask yourself these questions ; then consider for a moment what you
ought to do. Don't for a moment imagine that integrity, punctuality
and length of service will of themselves carry you far. The one

IRON

IN THE WORLD

thing more than any other that enables a man to rise above his
fellows and win a way into the better -paid jobs is a sound and

Guaranteed for One Year

practical technical training. He cannot possibly get such a training
in the course of his everyday work.

The I.C.S. originated spare -time technical training by post 36 years ago, and is by
far the largest institution of its kind in the world. It has teaching centres in eleven
countries and students in fifty.

\\Trite to -day for full information as to how the I.C.S. can help you
in your chosen vocation. There are 36o Standard Courses, of which

the following arc the most important groups :-

Wireless Telegraphy (Elementary and Advanced)
Draughtsmanship
Accountancy
Salesmanship
Scientific Management
Engineering (all
Advertising
Showcard Writing
Architecture
branches)
French and Spanish
Textiles
Building
General Education
Window Dressing
Commercial Art
Professional Exams.
Woodworking
Commercial Training

There is a special booklet for each group, which will be

Ask your dealer.

K.N.

sent free on request.

If any difficulty write to:

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS LTD.

87 Wardour Street, London, W.1.

Tell us the one you would like to sec.

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.
172, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

'Phone : Regent 4632

*,

SAFETY
FIT THE
SUPER

FIRST/

SHROUDEDFAMOUS

TRANSFORMER

and be sure of

Satisfaction
fiip

18'6
The iciest transformer for all modern
Designed

circuits.
on sound lines,
made from the best
of materials and
excellently finished.

The World's Best Battery

Tested and recommended by leading

designers

ex perts.

The new 10/6 60 -volt Columbia brings the world's
most famous battery into your home.
Columbia is defin;tely the world's test H.T. Battery
and every discriminating Radio enthusiast uses them

and

Guaranteed against
faults for is
months. Gives pur .
and

distortiouless

reproduction

throughout its long
life.

Two

ratios

and 3:r

PRICE:

5

r

XS, 6

BRITISH GENERAL
MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
London, S.E.4
Brockley Works,

RADIO BATTERIES

NIIIMMISIMMINIKEtafffalailallial.111111111111

J. R. MORRIS, Imperial House,Kingswou, London, IV .0 .2
SCOTLAND: J. T .Cartwright, 3, Cadogan Street,Glasgoto
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the Baird Television system does
cause interference owing to a wide

OUR NEWS BULLETIN

Effkieney

Enterpriise'
The idea is, I suppose, that
the organisers of this competitive

stations.

fin. wireless, _it is -probable that the
death -roll of the " Vestris " would
have been even greater than it was.

Anyway, the " Daily Express "
seems to have summed up the situation

B.B.C. would get their money back
by ether advertising. Or, at least,
they think they would. As a matter
of fact, ether advertising is a tricky

and as 95

of the " Vestris
again illustrates the incalculable
',value of wireless. Had it - not been

frequency wave -band.

-continued from page 232

business,

Trigedy of the `Veitris".,
The tragedy

pretty well when it refers to the
as " a system which has proved

itself under men of high ability.

It

the total number of lives saved thrmigh

--==

Aris " was a Marconi *kilowatt
installation with emergency apparatus.

the agency of wireless to over 8;000
in sea disasters in times of peace.

per cent of

listeners purchase sets which only

The apparatus fitted to the " Ves-

A SPECIAL

cover B.B.C. wave -lengths, and as it
is obvious this rival concern will have

to use an outside wave -length, the
audience would probably not be so

=
E

selection of constructional and
other articles is provided in the

=

Xmas Number

big as the advertiser might like.

An Opportunity to Judge
There is also a suggestion that

=

this concern,

Full of good things and now on sale.

broadcasts will be transmitted. In

public, if they take the trouble and
spend the money, will at least have
the opportunity of realising how
exaggerated have been the reports

out communication over distancei- up

WIRELESS

Obtainable Everywhere:

a sense, this is all to the good, for the

transmitter for special
service, and a valve receiver, plus a
spark " standby " set. The main
apparatus enabled the ship to carry
long -wave

OF

MODERN

teleVision

The set consisted of a continuous

'

Mr. Baird might be associated with

and that

At least two hundred lives were
saved from the ship, thus bringing

Price 1/6

-.L]

--7E-

to 1,500 miles, and up to 500 miles
with the main spark transmitter::
Reports from New York indicate
that the operator was able to carry
on communication for three hours on

:.1i111111111111111i111111111111iIIIIIIii1111111111111111111111111111110

his main set, and then to continue
is a well -organised Corporation, with

a range of enterprise, efficiency and
interest that is rapidly widening. To
allow a private concern in a foreign

published from time to time concern-

ing the amusement and interest of
television.
Furthermore, it -would be a practical

land to set up an opposing service
would be wholly bad from every

experiment for ascertaining whether

point of view."

communication with his emergency
set until the ship sank.

A Proud Tridition
And once again the heroism of wire-

less operators has been demonstrated
(Continued on page 236.)

The Art of Tuning
Is More Than Just
Turning a Dial
reception of a
radio signal is not
enough. It has ceased
to be, " How many

Mere

stations did you get ? "
The thing of importance
to -day is, " How well
did you get them ? "

ANSFORMERS
Ratios

3-I.

5-1 and
Shrouded

and with detachable led. Entirely
British and obtainable
where.

every.

Incorporate TELSEN
Transformers
L.F.
and you will notice a
marked improvement
at once,
RADIOGRAND 12/6

Cord

Type
Modu

Plug.
10/6.

operations in tuning a
set : locating the station

-and modulating it 'so
as

'to obtain the best

quality of tone.

The Centralab Modu Plug is the perfect volume and
modulation control. With it, all the true beauty of tone
and naturalness of speech reproduction can be obtained:
It is attached to any set in a moment without additional
wiring or complicated connections. Equally as adaptable
for volume control on phonograph pick-ups and speakers
remote from the set.,
An interesting book full of picture and wiring diagrams,

8/6

ACE

There are two major

The " ACE" is specially designed for Portable Sets.

showing the use of Centralab Volume Controls and

Manufactured by the

Resistors, is yours for the asking.

TELSEN ELECTRIC
CO., LTD.,

207, Aston Road,
Birmingham.

'Phone:
'Grams

Central 5265.
Escort Birmingham.

ROTHERMEL CORPORATION, LTD.,

a
234

24-26, MADDOX ST.,
LONDON, W.1.
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Technical experts have long adopted CELESTION
as their standard. The Technical Press leaves no

doubt as to the merits of Celestion (vide the

" Wireless World "-` The embodiment of all that
is good in Loudspeaker design,' etc.). Eminent
musicians are unanimously in favour of Celestion.
All the leading national set manufacturers incorporate Celestion in all their models. Many,
many thousands of satisfied users attest to its
extraordinary realistic response.
EXCELLENT REASONS why

you should consider Celestion
as a most acceptable gift.

Your dealer will demonstrate without obligation.

Or, call at our showrooms, one minute from
Victoria Station, where you can also hear the
finest sets.

Celestion is British throughout. Models

range from £5-10-0. Write for new

Booklet, and particulars of the CelestionWoodroffe Gramophone Pick -Up, price

£4-4-0.

SHOWROOMS :

106,

VICTORIA

STREET,

LONDON,

S.W.1

Write to :

Dept. L, Celestion Radio Co., Kingston -on -Thames.

FIRST 0

MUM-

DERIONSTRATOON

Model C424

Model C.12
Made. under

Cealit.
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bravery

the

of

the

chief

operator of the " Vestris," Michael
Joseph O'Loughlin,

and

by the

devotion shown by James Taylor
Forbes

and

MacDonald

Charles

MacDonald

Xmas Radio Fare
Every

E-

HAVE YOU SEEN

=

were

tr
are now running in

three months' service, proved himself

a worthy recruit to the traditions of
the wireless profession at sea.

that the

offer the best value for money in

-=

radio journalism.

This Xmas number

of the WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR is a

-a

good example of how well the radio
=

man is catered for these days. If

=

of radio fare for Christmas, add to

7....1

you want to have a really good feast
your Christmas Number of the WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR the Christmas
Number of " Modern Wireless," which
will contain, among many first-

POPULAR WIRELESS ?

=

knows

" Popular
Wireless," and " Modern Wireless "
Xmas Numbers are numbers which

the new features of great

value . and interest to
home construcos whihc

experienced men, with eleven and
thirteen years' service respectively,
while Verchere, although with only

reader

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR,

-L'11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.111111111111111111111111BP

Verchere, the two junior operators.
O'Loughlin and

Marconi type.

It is interesting to note that wireless was introduced into the British
Merchant Service in 1901, when the
Marconi Company first fitted up a
set on the Beaver Line Steamship
" Lake Champlain." From 1901 until

-continued from page 234

by

equipped with wireless sets of the

Then and Now

OUR NEWS BULLETIN

These entirely novel
items will soon be
known all over the
world. They are styled

O'Loughlin was thirty years of age
and joined the staff of the. Marconi
International Marine Communication
Company during the war, on September 11th, 1917. His bravery on the

WHITE PRINTS

class technical articles, special contributions by Sir Oliver Lodge, Dr.

and each is a complete
constructional chart for
a fine radio set. There

famous woman explorer, who writes
on " Wireless in the Desert,") and an

topic during the last few weeks, and

SECURE YOURS NOW.

Se t Standing Sideways

J. A. Fleming, Rosita Forbes, (the

is one in the current

excellent article by Mr.

issue of " P W."

" Vestris " has been a world-wide

every reader of the WIRELESS CON-

his set when the ship had canted

Broadcasting."

"Modern Wireless" Attrictions

the present day no fewer than 6,000

The " Modern Wireless " Christmas
Number is now on sale at all
Among
booksellers, price 1/6.
the many sets described you

British merchant ships have been
fitted with Marconi apparatus, and
at the present moment over 15,000

over to an abnormal degree, and how
he was almost standing on one " wall"

of the cabin sending out the S.O.S.
until the very last moment.

Beverley

Nichols, who writes on " Brighter

TI11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

STRUCTOR knows now how he stood by

throughout the world are

ships

-

(Continued on page 238.)

x
AMAZING
TRIBUTE
TO THE WONDERFUL.
lAt 1E I 14 0

Trtik1STSFORNIER.
Again and again we receive positive proof of the immense superiority
of Weilo Transformers. When tested alongside the highest priced
instruments on the market. they have given a cast-iron efficiency of

Performance worthy of the highest standards of transformer value. In
many cases the experts have been amazed that such unusual efficiency
and high quality could be marketed at such a low price.
A. J. B. writes
.
.
have tested this against several
well-known transformers at double the
price
. find
they do everything
1,1011 claim
Purifies reception . . .
.

.

.

.

.

equal to another valve

Push -Pull

.

.

.

Oct. 7th, 1928.

Type Illustrated.

J.D. writes :
surprised with the performance
.
.
.
.

.

.

fills my house with majestic volume

. am informing my radio friends"The man with the small pocket"-that
at the price he will have to go a long
.

way to beat

Weilo

.

.

Sept. 1st, 1928.

EIKELLESCEIDESIGN

Send now for our latest catalogue,
one of the most complete and in-

teresting in Radio, giving details

Look at the base of the Vibrolder ;
study its design from behind the
scenes. Note the one-piece springs
whose coils term the sockets for the

of the complete range of Weilo and
N.S.F. quality components. You

can obtain direct or from most
good -class

Harrods.

dealers.

Stocked

by

valve leg-the self -aligning contacts ;

GUARANTEED TWO YEARS
Power Type

Heavy 1 vpe

1116

816

the

Power Type has been specified for the
Manchester Evening Chronicle" circuit
Distance Two by Redid..

celluloid

" window

which

excludes all dirt and dust ; the ready
tinned soldering tags.

PRICE

Next time say " V ibrolder " and
be sure of the best.

116

1,500.000 Benjamin valve holders are already in use

Full details from

S. W. LEWIS & CO., LTD.,
Dept. W.C.,

39, Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.
Indian

Bombay Radio Co.,
Bombay and Calcutta.

Agents :

ELECTRIC LIMITED
Erantwood Works, Tottenham,
London, N 17.
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WIRELESS brings
YOU

Pictures NOW
-and you can receive

them with any set
working a loudspeaker

Pictures, perfectly defined . . . reproductions which
have a real interest . . . topical news pictures with a
world-wide appeal, cartoons, fashion plates, etc., are
being broadcast daily in this country and from various
Continental Stations. They can be received by anyone
with a Fultograph connected to their set in place of
the loudspeaker.
Working

a

Fultograph
simpler

neither fixing nor developing are necessary.
And the price is so reasonable as to bring this latest
addition to Wireless enter-

could not be a

operation-it has only to

be substituted for the loudspeaker of any ordinary set.

After that, it works itself,

automatically starting
when picture transmission

tainments within reach of

ping when the picture is
complete. Then it can be
removed and retained-

models have actually

everyone.

starts, automatically stop-

Deliveries

of

Fultograph

started, and will continue
in

increasing

quantities.

WIRELESS PICTURES (1928) LTD.
Dorland House, 14/16, Regent St., LONDON.

futtorapb

Price of complete installation (excluding Valve).
In Mahogany £24 15s. Od.
In Oak £22 15s. Od.
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THERE IS A BELLING -LEE

.

TERMINAL FOR

OUR NEWS BULLETIN

ACCLAIMED -THE BEST!

EVERY REQUIREMENT

-continued from page 236

" The HALL MARK by which your
Set is judged and admired."

will

find the " S.G.P." Three, one

which will greatly interest you. There
is also the " Shortradyne," a first-class
short-wave receiver, and the " Three -

Band " Two, a two-valver ' you will
simply have to make when you read
about it.

Rome's Radio

.

FOR

AT

FINEST
DRAWING
zY

ROOM

TOO!

SETS.

It is reported in the " Times "
that a new high -power broadcasting
station of 50 kilowatts is to be built in
Rome, and is likely to be ready by
October, 1929. It is also proposed
to -erect' by the same time a shortwave station for transmitting Italian
programmes to America and the
Italian colonies.

MAKERS'
PRICES,

For

',Cm,

.Scz

"RADIOLA" de luxe
THE CABINET USED FOR " BIG BEN "

BY PERCY W. HARRIS.
NEW MODEL from 75/- De Luxe £6 : 8 : 0
Other Models up to £25

The "Pirate " Position
It was stated in the - House of
Commons the other day by Viscount
Wolmer; the Assistant Postmaster General, that his department does its

SNUG. TROUBLE -FREE. STYLISH.
THE LUXURY OF £50 to £100 RECEIVERS.
Over 3,000 delighted clients have bought Pickett's

Cabinets THROUGH THE POST.
complete satisfaction.

A Useful Present for Xmas

best to ensure that any person who
owns a wireless set of any kind shall

LET US HELP YOU.

Send for lists

actual makers:-

pay a licence fee. The number of

-

licences now in force is over two and a
half million. Viscount Wollner stated

that he did not think there was any
widespread evasion of paying the

I 9)

Near London.

[-SOLVE ALL
obligations than other members of the H.T. TROUBLES
JABS (Waxed)

BELLING -LEE
TERMINALS
Send for catalogue to Belling & Lee, Ltd.,
Queensway
Works,
Ponders End,
"Middlesex.

Recently Berlin took courage and
broadcast part of Mr. Bernard Shaw's

Back to Methuselah." On other
evenings, excerpts from the author's
" Oandida " and " St. Joan " will be
broadcast.

If any of our readers hear

these broadcasts, I should like to
know what they think of them.
-
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"".."

SELF

Sample doz. (18 volts), complete

let free.

Bargain list free.
3 -VALVE SET £5
C. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Rd.,
Stockwell, London.

AMPLIFIERS 301-

MICROFU

Saves Valves

Put one in your Set!

21- complete
Refills

be induced to play bears on the hearth -

Back To Methuselah

TAYIEX

with bands and electrolyte, 4/3,
post Sd.
Sample unit, 6d. Illustrated book-

are ; and once upon a time the B.B.C.
used to skylark with the best of them.

Their heads cannot come of},
be lost, or interchanged.

1/3

.11d.

LONC LIFE : SILENT :, ECONOMICAL

was the eternal child playing with
children-as the great-hearted public

rug, it is thinking all the while of the
crease in its trousers.
That's not bad, you know ; and
there's a lot of truth in the crease in
the trousers suggestion I

...

W E T_
BATTERIES

GENERATI

journal, pointed out that Dickens

" Now, children ! " and if ever it can

Doz.

sq.

21/

ZINGS, new typo

Writing in one of the newspapers
the other day, Mr. A. Corbett Smith,
who is well known to readers of this

But to -day Mr. Corbett Smith finds
the B.B C. a trifle corpulent. It
wags an admonitory finger with a

J

Fij ICAllrflri TS

sets are more prone to evade their

The Crease in the Trousers

to

ALBION ROAD, BEXLEYHEATH.

licence fee, nor had he any reason to
suppose that the owners of portable
community.

Every

Cabinet is sent ON APPROVAL. Guaranteed

1/6 lqicrofuses embody an entirely

new principle in , fuse construction. This is a gold
fuse-not wit-. Absolutely
reliable. 100 per cent.British.

MICROBUSES. LTD.,

3, Finsbury So., London, E.0 2

(
SCREENS

3AREX'

COILS

Untarnishable Copper Screens, specified for
" Business Man's 4"
4(6
Standard Screening Box, 6-1 x 61X 6 12,6

From your dealer or direct from

E. PAROUSSI

10, Featherstone Bldgs.,
HIGH HOLBORN, W.0.1.

PLEASE be sure to mention
"Wireless Constructor"
when communicating with
Advertisers.

THANKS!

CI
CI
CI
CI

-"lanuary, 1.929

,T13E WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

.11-1E NEW "BUSINESS-

MAN'S " FOUR
-continued from page 185

Nu\
by drilling four holes at the corner of
the rectangular marking and using a

$11PrA

fretsaw, the method I always adopt

SLIP

myself.

p

en kr

v04

Px

The front panel should now be held
temporarily in position with a couple
of screws through the bracket holes,

and the metal screen, and the other
components arranged as shown in the
wiring diagram. It is as well to place
a coil in the six -pin base and to turn
the condenser vanes backwards and

forwards to see first of all that the

a coil does not foul the reaction condenser, and that the moving vanes of
the variable condenser are quite
clear of everything else, including the
valve when placed in the valve holder.
Be careful to place the other components so that the illustrated wiring
can be made conveniently, and before
screwing the screen in place finally
mark the position of the lead which
will go from the top terminal, or plate,
of the screened -grid valve, through
the screen. Then drill this hole, giving

latest
These
two remarkable valves
are unique in that they

ALSO

Radio -Micro's

0.P.
AND

and greatest.

5,6

are the only valves
satisfactorily fulfilling
the public demand for

adequate clearance for the rubber -

a super -amplification

covered wire.

and economical H.F.
valve.

Component Positions Important
It is a little difficult to get at the
terminal on the underside of the
variable condenser, and you will find
it most convenient to attach a solder-

ing lug at right angles to the wire

NOTE THESE

to slip the soldering lug over .the

CHARACTERISTICS

which goes to this terminal and then

terminal shank before running the
terminal over the thread.
When wiring -up, follow as closely
as possible the wiring diagram shown,
for the positions of the various parts '

have been carefully worked out in
order to keep the wiring simple.
In the case of the screened -grid
valve, where the amplification is very

high, stray capacity and other effects

loom much larger than in the case
of ordinary valves, and unsuitable

OUTSTANDING
of the Super H.F.
Impedance, 25,000 ohms.
Co -efficient of amplification, 25.
Slope or Mutual conduct-

ance - 1 milliamp per

volt.
Astonishingly

successful

wiring may give you, for example, too

peneral Purpose,

high a minimum capacity in your
reaction circuit.

The photographs

and wiring diagrams should, however,

R.C.C.,05

am

enable you to make a good job of it
with very iittle difficulty.
You will notice that there are three
terminals, R1, 112, and Its, on the top

down to 10 metres (limit
of present experiments).
R.C. Coupling Super Amplifier on lower stages of
R.C.C. using 200,000
ohms as anode resistance.
lar .?n r a l
amp.

amp.5/

- --5/6

L S uper-ppr
.er,

results on short waves,

7/6

S1,1,,trp- .P.0 w r

WRITE FOR NEW LITERATURE.

of the anti-mobo device, 112 only being

(Dept. L), IMPEX ELECTRICAL, LTD.,

used in this case. The reader may,
however, care to try R1 or R3, the

Irish Free State Agents : Burzeoods o/ Cork.

538, High Road, Leytonstone, E.11.

8101

connections to these terminals varying
(Continued on page 240.)
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THE NEW "BUSINESS
MAN'S" FOUR

READY RADIO
SUPPLY COMPANY,

-continued from page 239

159, BOROUGH HIGH ST.,
LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1.
Tube Stations.

the amount of resistance in circuit,

HOP 5555 (Private Exchange),

as shown in ,the theoretical diagram.
The standard wave -trap has three
sockets and two Clix terminals. The
wire which goes from the second terminal to the six -pin base is so secured
in this Clix that it is possible to plug

READY HOP 5555, LONDON.

DEMONSTRATIONS
DURING BROADCAST HOURS.

HEAR BEFORE YOU BUY!

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH
of ALL the CORRECT parts for these
Receivers.

Write, Wire or 'Phone Your Orders
NEW "BUSINESS MAN'S" FOUR
1 Ebonite Panel, 21" by 7"
1 Ready Radio Solid Oak or Mahogany
Cabinet, with Baseboard ... _

£
1

1 Dubilier R.C. 0005 mfd. Drum Con 1 On -Off Switch
1 Panel Mounting Neutralising- Condenser

a.

d.

93

7 6
15 6
1

3 9
13 6
2
7 O
2

1 Standard `gravetrap ilewcos
1 Six -pin Coil Base (Lewcos)
4 Valve Holders (Lotus) ...
..
_
1 Standard Screen ...
1 Dubilier. Fixed Condenser, 1 Mfd.
_.
2 Dubilier Fixed Condensers, 2 mid.
1 Fixed Condenser with Clips, .0003 mid.
...
1 Dubilier Fixed Condenser, ;0002
1 Grid Leak, 2 megohm (Lissen)
2 Magnum H.F. Chokes ..
1 Ma rconiphone R.C. Unit

2
7 0

2
2 6
1 O
15 O
8 O
1 0
15 O
.. 19 0

1 Grid Leak, 25 meg. (Pye)
.-V
1 Anti-mobo
(R.Iarley)
...
Transformer (Lissen Super)
1 L.F. Output Choke (R.I.-Varley, 28/14)

1

1

12 Marked Terminals (Belling-Lee).........61
.
2 Panel Brackets . 1 Reinartz Transformer for 209-560 metres
4 Valves, as sieciied (incluSfing S.G. and
...
Super Power Valve) ...

O
O

0

1

10 6

2 18 6

TOTAL (including valves) £13 4 7

the other Clix from the aerial terminal into the top of the first one
when it is required to cut the wave trap out of circuit.

The valves used in this receiver

are : in the first socket a screened -grid

valve of the four -pin type, in the
detector circuit a resistance -capacity coupling valve, in the first note -

magnifying circuit one of the valves

known as the H.F. type, and in the
output circuit a good power or super-

power valve according to the hightension supply available. Suitable
valves in all the well-known makes
are available for each socket.

1 Ebonite Panel, 14" by 7"
1 Ready Radio Cabinet, in Solid Oak or
Mahogany
1 Variable Condenser, .660.5. rod., with
slow-motion Dial (J.B.)
1 Variable Reaction Condenser, 000I5
mfd. (Igranic)

£ a. d.

1 0-300 Milliammeter Moving Coil (Sifami
2 L.F. Chokes, 28/14 henries .(R.I.-VarleY)
1 Output Filter Choke (Igraine, type F)
1 Batten Mounting Type Lampholder, with
1 L.F.

ResistanceTransFomei

82

10

2 6

1 400 -ohm

10 0
0
15 O

22

(Lisseh)

Holder and 80,000-ohm
Resistance (Mullard)
_
1 H.F. Choke (Lewcos)
.2 Sprung Valve Holders (Lotus)
a

1 Anode

1

19
5

9

B a seboard Potentiometer

O
O

1
1 8

1 30 -ohm Baseboard Iii;eoslat. (fgranic.).

1 1,500 -ohm Resistance to carry 1 ampeie
1 1-megohni Leak and Holder
2 .001 mfd. Fixed Condensers (Dubilier)
1 .0003 mfd. Fixed Condenser (Dubilier)
...
3 Single Coil Holders (Lotus) ...

15
3
6
2
2
1
8
82mfd. Mansbridge Type Condensers .(Lissen)...
2
4 Insulgted Terminals (Belling -Lee)
2
30 ft. Glazite for wiring ...
... 1 2
Valves as specified .,.
TOTAL (Including valves)

0

14

of course, either 2, 4,

or 6 volts,

according to the type of valves used,
or alternatively a " Stedipower " unit.
(The larger "Stedipower, ' not " Stedipower Junior," as the latter will not

give quite enough current for the

Business Man's " Four.) H.T.
positive 1 is connected only to the

"Big Ben"

-

0

All orders post free.

Consignments carefully packed

length on your tuning dial, as will be
the case if you are fairly close to it,

tune to the maximum strength in

the local station, and then plug the
flexible lead from the aerial terminal
into the upper left-hand socket looking from the back of the set. Next,
with a screwdriver or some suitable

shaped instrument, turn the knob

of the small adjustable condenser on
the wave -trap slowly in one direction
or the other until you reach a point
=f IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIL

You Can't Go Wrong

to 150 volts, anything much less than
120 will not work satisfactorily with

Grid bias
screened -grid valve.
negative 1 will require from 12 to 3
volts, and G.B.2 the particular
a

grid bias specified by the maker of the

MODERN WIRELESS
for your information.
All
designs
are thoroughly tested, and
=
all Sets Guaranteed.

==.=

E---

= Special Enlarged Xmas Number

NOW ON SALE
Price 1 /6

IIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIG

where the local station is at a minimum. You will easily go past this
point if you are not careful to make
one or two adjustments until you are
sure you are at the minimum sound
position.

Sharp Tuning
Having found this position, you can

terminal into the bottom socket of

will be able to tune in a number of
others near it without any interfer-

6
0
O
6

OVERSEAS:
insured.

and

screened -grid valve you are using.
H.T. positive 2 should be from 120

For preliminary test's, plug the
flexible lea,d going- from the aerial
the wave -trap. Set the reaction con-

dens,er on the front of the panel at

now tuned very sharply, and you
ence from the powerful local station.
On any good night you will now be

its minimum poSition (with the knob

able to pick up a large number of

will go),

stations on the loud speaker provided

you are using an average aerial,

while on the smallest indoor aerial

. denser at zero.

- £15 15

Cutting Out the Local
If you find that the local station
covers quite a wide band of wave-

revert to the tuning condenser, and
you will find that the local station is

COME TO US FIRST!
INLAND:

mended by the maker of the particular

switch on, and set- the tuning con-

. £14 8

addition.

used.

Price, including Royalties,

-

do is to turn the tuning dial and you
will soon pick up your nearest
station, and at night many others in

output valve for the H.T. voltage

COMPLETE WITH VALVES

The "Director "

screening grid, and the voltage applied to this should be that recom-

screwed out as far as it
0
0

will stop it. Then all you have to

O

8

READY BUILT SETS
5

oscillation on other parts of the
scale. If the set should oscillate any-

a

£11 18 0

New "Business Man's" Four £17

to stop oscillating, and then try for

"Stedipower" Suitable
The low-tension terminals will have,

new

THE "DIRECTOR"

action knob back again just sUfficient

where else, a slight turn of the screw

3 Minutes from London Bridge Southern Rly. and
Telephone:
Telegrams:

Immediately screw the re-

click.

Now slowly turn the knob of the

reaction condenser until you hear
-the set oscillating by a faint plop or

rustling noise in the loud speaker.
Listen very carefully for this as the
set goes very smoothly into oscillation, and not with any pronounced
240

you should hear at least three or
four on the lower band.

'

Tuning on a small indoor aerial
will be so sharp, however, that you
will probably not need to use the
wave -trap at all, but here experience

will guide you.
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THE " DIRECTOR "
-continued from page 197

because although the wiring is not
complicated it is quite abundant,
and leads to condensers or potentiometers can

be easily overlooked.

Do not omit to earth the cases of the
28/14 -henry L.F. chokes, as this is
a means of reducing the hum.
We can assume the set is now ready

for operation, and after the initial
adjustments have been carried out, as

explained in the first part of this
article, we can turn our attention
to the choice of suitable coils. The
writer carried out his first experiments with " D.X." coils Nos. 35, 75

PEARL AND PEARL
65, HOUNDSDITCH, LONDON, E.1(Ave2:7/38)
Wish to announce that, owing to a large increase in their business activities,
they are now in a position to advertise and give immediate deliveries of all
standard and special components. Hitherto the business conducted by the
main stores and numerous branches has been sufficient to deplete the stocks
every few days. We therefore take this opportunity of reminding the public
that in future all components and accessories of outstanding merit, either
in price or design, will be offered periodically through these pages and will
be immediately available.

SOME OF THE BARGAINS OFFERED
THIS MONTH.

and 50 in the primary, secondary

BUILD THIS CONE
LOUD SPEAKER

and reaction coil sockets respectively,,

HEAR IT AT OUR STORES !

but, of course, other suitable makes
will occur to the constructor, if he
does not already possess a complete

The cone which is very nearly
as good as the best moving coil
loud speaker.
Aluminium cradle framework, complete with front

range. The' primary coils can be any

size between 25 and 50 for the B.B.C.

wave -band, depending on the selectivity required and length of aerial.
Remember the smaller the primary

wood board, as
illustrated

aerial coil, the sharper the tuning and

choice will naturally fall on the coil
which compromises between these
two, unless one only desires the local
station, in which case the 50 coil will

in series with the aerial lead inside
the set.
When positive main is
earthed, the aerial becomes " alive "
and can deliver a nasty shock. This
condenser therefore overcomes this
trouble, but should the negative

-

1216
25f -

With every Blue Spot Unit
sold we will supply FREE
OF CHARGE a complete
kit of parts for the cone

be chosen.

primary, secondary and reaction.
In reference to sensitivity, a word of
explanation might be made regarding
the -001-mfd. fixed condenser shown

-

Blue Spot adjustable unit - - - -

the fainter the signals, so that the

The Series Condenser
For the higher wave -band, coils
150, 250 and 200 can be tried for

-

diaphragm.

CONNOISSEUR'S CONE LOUD
SPEAKER
The loud speaker which everyone is making.

We sell over a gross of frames in one store every
week. Aluminium frame, as illustrated, on right,
fully machined, 8/6, or 9;'- post free. Free
diaphragm parts with every REED UNIT
Non-adjustable Blue Spot Unit, 21;.
sold.

main be earthed, then it can be
omitted, as slightly greater signal
strength is obtainable without it,

PHILIPS TRICKLE
CHARGER

and without the attendant danger.
Finally, in regard to the Truvolt,
it will be found that when the set is

as

illu'strated,

c5,,,

complete with valve 4.
Charges a 2 v. cell at '19

first connected to the mains, and
adjusted correctly, the resistance

ampere, 4 v. at '17 ampere,
and 6 v. at -15 ampere.

element will begin to smoke, as the
resistance wire is wound on an asbestos -copper core, which, being chemically treated, gives off fumes for the
first few hours of its use. Readers
should therefore prepare for this
event and ventilate their wireless

SPECIAL OFFER
We will accept 30/- down
and the balance at 2/6 per
week. No references re-

quired. We pay carriage on
all Country orders.

rooms accordingly at the time of
making initial tests.
(Continued on page 242.)
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K. RAYMOND

THE, "DIRECTOR"
-continued from page 241

27&28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2
Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.

This address is ' at the back of Daly's

Theatre. Phones : Gerrard 4637 and 2821

All orders executed in
Send ORDER with
C.O.D. rotation.
instructions and pay Postman.
C.O.D. APPLIES TO UNITED KINGDOM ONLY.

WE ARE OPEN

Ebonite

cut while

Notes on Accessories Required
Two valves : 2, 4 or 6 volts (a
combination of any two voltages

cos'ENS4

can be chosen), one being of the H.F.

The Ze nith of Quallty

type, 20,000 to 30,000 ohms impedance, and the other being a small

you

wait' at IL square inch

ALL DAY SATURDAY also + in. at Id. Only the
Drilled
ALL DAY THURSDAY best supplied,
ALL DAY EVERY DAY Panels for all Circuits,

both valves must each
only consume .1 ampere filament
current. Plug-in coils : for B.B.C.
wave -band, 35, 50, 75 coils are suitable,

MULLARD MASTER 3*

This new and wonderful set must appeal to

and for 5 X X, etc., 150, 200, 250
(coils shown in set are " D.X.").

MULLARDS SPECIFIED COMPONENTS
Beware Substitutes.
Leaflet Free.
Every component is available at short notice.
This list is strictly to Mullard
specification.
1/3. Colvern Combined

Loud speaker : any sensitive horn or
cone type. Although the receiver
gives excellent quality, yet it is not
sufficiently powerful to operate a

young andinold,
amateur or exerimenterfact. EVERYBODY!

Valve Holders. Lotus, at
Wave Coll, 17/6. Permaeore Transformer, 25/. Climax
Climax H.F. Choice,' 7/6.
". Lye " Transformer,' 25
Benjamin Battery Switch, 113. J.B. 0005 Log. 11/6;
-00035. 1016. Bollard .0003 and 2 meg, 5!-. Magnum
Panel Brackets, 2/6. Mullard 0001 Fixed. 216.
3

Total £5 : 12 : 6 cagl:"

Please add 3/6 to
above price (total
£5116/0) and I will
include: 2 Handsome S.M.
Dials,

Set

of- Connecting

Links, 8 Plugs, 2 Spades,

Engraved Terminals. 2
Ebonite Strips, Twin Flex,

.4

Sillendid Aluminium Panel.
18 x 7, drilled ready for
use, 9 -volt Grid Bias; Base -

KULLARD VALVES.
2 at 10/6. 1 at 12/6. board. Carriage Paid.
(Super Power, 15/-).
We stock Igranic; Climax, Ever -Ready,
Hellesen, Siemens, Formo, Ferranti, Wearite,
Ormond, J.B., Benjamin, Lotus, Mullard.
Dubilier, Lissen, Lewcos, Utility, Magnum,
Poto-Scott, Peerless, Burndept, Pye, Marconi,
McMichael, Cosmos, Carborundum, R./. 'Varies,. Gambrel', Brown's, Sterling, Amplions

BALANCED
ARMATURE

ogV/

The 11- allowed off 101- order.

BIG BEN

********************
: TRADE JOTTINGS

Do not accept a silver grey condenser without
the Hydra label. Others are imitations and
we are not responsible in case of breakdown.

trade catalogues and literature.

lines

are the new Benjamin vibro

holder, an
'

post free.

34,

KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2

anti-microphonic valve

See page 239.

Outfits made by Baker's Selhurst Radio, 89, Selhurst
Road, S.E.25, are unexcelled. Send for FREE 36 -page
Booklet, "A New 'Hobby," and learn how to be certain of

PERFECT REPRODUCTION

holder which retails at ls. 6d., and
the new Benjamin earthing device.

cLARosarAT

A " Posh" Affair
The new Met -Vick wireless cataa really " posh " affair,
arranged in sections-A, B, C, and D.
Section
valves.

write plainly.

LOUIS HOLZMAN

MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKER

COUPODT Jan. W. Cork.

Please

In case of difficulty. write

on and off with a snap and retails
at the low price of ls. 3d., or ls.
without terminals.
Nearly threequarters of a million of this switch

Carr. Paid (U.K.), £6 : 0 : 0

DON'T worry, if it's Wireless WE HAVE IT
Quotations for Sets of
Squire Cradle Frame
Parts over 20/- in value.
12/6
Customers are requested
to make out List (If for a
Cone Kit 2/6
particular circuit please
give title, date, and
Free plywood damping
name of paper). Lowest
possible estimate given.
washer with 15/- kit,

Of all radio dealers.

of the make -and -break type that goes

logue is

Make out LIST for keen quotation.

Tested at 500 volts A.C.
Work voltage 240 A.C. at 50 M.A.

Keep on Saying
DARIO for Radio

have already been sold. Other cheap

2 Panel Brackets; 1 Variable Condenser, -0005 mfd.;

KITS of parts for all Circuits.

To amateur con-

structors of Mains Units Hydra Condensers make

2 mfd., 4f- 1 mfd., 3/ -

attractive folder from the
Benjamin Electric, Ltd., deals
with some of their new lines,
including the new Benjamin switch

OUR
NEW CATALOGUE 1/ LATEST UP-TO-DATE SETS & COMPONENTS.

Nickel Terminals. Battery Switch. Indoor Aerial.
60X Coil. 0003 and 2 meg. 12 yds. Lead-in. H.F.
Choke. 9 -volt Grid Bias. 6 -pin Coil Base. Fuse
Bulb and Holder. Pair Panel Brackets. 12 yds.
Twin Flex. Loud Speaker Cord.
ONE OF ABOVE, 3d. WITH 25/. ORDER.

in the smoothing circuit.

AN

12/6

THE:

to be sold under guarantee of a test at
500 volts. It is still the most popular condenser
that manufacturers of Mains Units use exclusively

are advised to confine their choice to
the types mentioned above.

014*****************4

Screens for all Circuits.

ONLYONE COOPONON ANYONE ORDER
IF YOU SPEND 25/- OR MORE YOU CAN
BUY FOR THE FOLLOWING (ONLY) OF
S.M. Dial. Permanent Detector. 100 ft. 7/22. 12

HYDRA was the first commercial condenser

all the difference between success and failureensuring trouble -free Mains supply for all time.
PRICES:

A brief review of recent issues of

SCREENING BOXES

COMPONENTS AS SPECIFIED.
1 Variable Condenser, 0003 mfd.; 2 Push -Pull On -and Off Switches; 1 Double -Pole Double -Throw Lever Switch;
2 Vernier Dials; 2 Bases for 6 -pin Coils; 1 6 -pin Coil.
for 200-600 Metre Band; 1 6 -pin Coil for 1,000.2,000
Metre Band; 1 Lewcoa A.N.S.4 Short-wave Coil; 3
Valve Holders; 1 Fixed. Condenser, 0002; '1 Fixed
Condenser, 0003. with Clips; 2 Fixed Condensers,
2 mfd.; 2 Fixed Condensers, 1 mfd.; 1 Grid -Leak, 4
megohms; 1 R.C.C. Unit (R.I.-Varley, Type BI; 1 High
Quality -L.F. Transformer (Igranic Type J 3-1) ; 1 Output Choke of good quality (20 -henry); 1 Wire -wound
Resistance, with Holder (value not critical, but 20,000
ohms is quite satisfactory; 1 Terminal Strip, 12" long.
with 12 Terminals; H.F Choke (Lewcos); Best Grade
A Panel, 16" x 8'.

for all Mains Units

moving -coil loud speaker satisfactorily, so that prospective users

"m

-in fact, everything it is possible to stock.
BLUE SPOT A.W. P.W. & M.W.

66K (101)

CONDENSER

impedance ;

Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. C.O.D. orders must
be over 5/
Sunday morning 11-1

(With Hit of Parts).

HYDRA
the

power valve of 6,000 to 12,000 ohms

Hours 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

LATEST MODEL
AMERICAN TYPE
OAK CABINETS,
MAGNIFICENT
laQUALITY,
a 7 a 10,
16111. carr. 11-.

HYDRA

A-

It

deals with Cosmos
deals not only with

the ordinary types of battery -operated valves, but also with the A.C.
types (indirectly -heated cathodes)
and rectifying valves for A.C. eliminators. The characteristics are given,

and, in addition, circuits, operational
details, etc., make this an extremely
valuable work of reference. Section
B gives full details of three-, four-,
and five -valve wireless receivers for
operating from A.C. and D.C. mains

or batteries, while Section C deals
not with complete sets for mains
(Continued on page 243.)
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VARIABLE

,PFIC,

LAROST__

RESISTANCES
;OR VOLUME ,TONE,
DISTANT CONTROL,
ELIMINATORS ETC..,

As Frequently specified by -The Experts:

*HIGH QUALITY LOW PRICE.
New 20 Page Brocure free on request-.

Many unique circuits.

CLAUDE LYONS LTD.
76,OLDHALL ST.,L1VER POOL

p

T
.9 gi N

fit,EST.

VALU

THE ARTCRAII COMPANY
156,CHEREY ORCHARD ratOYDON
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operation, but with eliminators which

oLT-A Nip

supply L.T.,
and grid bias
for the operation of receivers from
A.C. or D.C. supply. Finally, there is
Section D, which deals with accessories and components, resistance
units, aerial equipment, accumulators,
H.T. batteries, A.N.P. coils, etc.

For Afiltomps use sae liromoi.

0 Volts fil4cli los, I ls Anal.,
our

All the sections are profusely illustrated with practical diagrams and
stacks of practical information, the
whole catalogue being helpfully and

2U0

1

Pelf I (6,1

5000

sensibly arranged, in a way that
speaks volumes for the technical
efficiency behind Cosmos products.

Details of the Amplion Trickle
Charger

DOMINATING

Details of the Amplion trickle

charger that have been received in
leaflet form show that this unit is
suitable for charging 2, 4, or 6 -volt
accumulators, and the charging rate
is adjusted automatically, thus eliminating any danger of overcharging.

Where A.C. mains are fitted only
small accumulators are required in
conjunction with the Amplion trickle
charger, no matter how many valves
are incorporated in the receiver.
The operation is simplicity itself,
the charger is left permanently con-

nected to the accumulator, and the
set only requires switching on and off.

The price is 52s. 6d., and as there is
nothing to wear out and there is no
fear of earthing the mains, the charger
is a noiseless, reliable solution of the
problem of the low-tension supply.

THE RADIO WORLD

THE METER THAT DOES THE WORK OF THREE !

THIS wonderful meter has provided conclusive proof of its amazing efficiency
and range of usefulness. It is now selling as never before, and is the one essential possession of every radio user. It gives the three essential readings direct from
one clearly engraved dial. Without it perfect set control is impossible. The Wates
Meter does all you want. It has caused a complete revision of all existing standards
of meter value. Ask your dealer to supply, or you can obtain direct. Complete
with interesting descriptive leaflet.

Stocked by Hatford's Stores, Curry's Stores, and all Radio dealers.

THE STANDARD WET BATTERY CO. (Dept. W.C.),

184-188, Shaftesbury Avenue (near New Oxford Street end), London, W.C.2.

AT JE

READINGS :

0-150 volts.
0-6 volts.
0-30 milli -

PRICE

VOLT
-AMP
RADIO TEST METER.

amps.

5,000 ohms
Res.

816
Dead -beat move-

ment,crystallised
black finish.

New Output Valve
Interesting details of a new loudspeaker valve have just been received
in leaflet form from Aneloy Products.
This valve is called the L.F.680, and

these figures indicate that it

is a

6-volter, with a filament current of
.8 amperes. Designed to deliver an
output to moving -coil loud speakers
or to large types of cone speaker, it
is a valve which requires a maximum
plate voltage of only 200 volts.
The makers claim that on an H.T.

voltage of from 100 to 200 volts it
has a power output three times as

Q

0

PLEASE be sure to mention
"Wireless Constructor"
when communicating with
Advertisers.
THANKS!

Wigan
a Price:

Make

The DAILY SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper

mairrompokion

.irailaralaraliallraa-

7i 6

BRITISH MADE.
Moving Coil
Reproduction for
any set.

THE LATEST SCIENTIFIC
DISCOVERY IN
CONE UNITS

The Lassophone Triangle Double Reed Fork
Cone Unit is a triumph of British inventive

genius and workmanship. Reproduces all frequencies equal to a Moving Coil Speaker. Guaranteed not to overload on the most powerful set,
and sensitive enough to work on a two valve set.
It your dealer cannot supply send P.O. for 17 6
direct and we will forward by return.

great as the usual loud -speaker type

of valve, operating on double that
H.T. voltage. Its A.C. resistance is

The

LLASSOPHONE

the low figure of only
1,000 ohms, and the " mutual con-

Triangle Double Reed Cone Unit

ductance " (which is a figure of merit
that provides a very convenient

H. H. LASSMAN, F.R.A., A.M.I.R.E.
429, Barking Road, East Ham, E.6

given as

(Continued on page 244.)
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A HIGH MAST IS
EQUAL TO TWO
EXTRA
VALVES
Everybody knows that to have a high aerial is to
get extra powerful signals.

The difficulty of fixing

up a high aerial is banished if you fit a
PAT ERN;

MAST

P.R.

DAMP PROOF
ROT PROOF I I
GALE PROOF I I I

26

'eecets

on ofi rI}V.

Steel tube tapering
to 1 in. Carriage,

lands, 2(6; elsewhere, 3/6. Weight 24 lbs.
Two masts for 28/6.

in4 01,6

The new Edison -Swan valve catalogue is a handsome 50 -page affair,
worthy of acting as a model of what
a valve catalogue should be. Well

London, 2/6;

remarks as to the suitability of the

Mast.

) 42 fieg.29f6
In 5 sections of
heavy 11 in.

Steel

tube

gain. Carriage,

ground

pegs,

various types for different stages, etc.
In this section the values of grid leak,
etc., are discussed in a practical and
helpful manner.
Over and above it all there are the
curves-real big map -like curves set
out with incomparable clearness and
free from all those eye -straining irritations which are associated with so
many small leaflets and squeezed -in

vanised
flexible

steel

specifications.

Midlands, 3/6;
elsewhere, 4/6.

Weight 46 lbs.
Two masts for
55/-.

P.R. MASTS
made

of

British Steel in
9

ft.

from

lengths,
11 in.,

tapering to : in.

and are supplied
with cast-iron

bed plate, steel

stay rings, gal

wire

stays cut to
lengths, pulleys,
bolts and fullest

logue is' a book to get hold of at all
costs, and to keep from all would-be

further

borrowers !

No

outlay
necessary.

NO HOLES TO DIC.

ONE MAN'S JOB.

Any intelligent man can assemble and erect a P.R. Mast
in a couple of hours. Our patent Mast being tapered,
it is easy for anyone to raise It from the ground into
position. Ordinary tubular Masts require several
bands and difficult rigging to do this. To help you the
wire rope is sent cut to size-a saving of endless worry.
Imagine sorting out 500 ft. of rope in your back garden I
Minimum
I
The easiest
GUARANTEE
!Money refunded without i
Radius
Mast to
3 ft. 6 in.
I question if not satisfied..1
erect.

PAINTING. Any protective coating applied before
dispatch gets so damaged by the Carriers that it is
essential to paint the Mast before erection. All P.R.
Masts are sent out oxide -finished ready for painting.
One coat of P.R. Colloid covering applied-a 10
minutes' job-to all parts of the Mast when ready to
erect sets dead hard in an hour and protects it against
all weathers.

PRICE OF ACCESSORIES. P.R. Colloid Covering
sufficient for a Mast-with brush, 2/6.
Halyard Log Line-Ryland's patent rot -proof : For 26.ft.
Mast. 1/6.{ 34 -ft., 2/-; 42 -ft., 2/8. Per 100 ft., 3/..

length supplied to make lowering of

A
HIGHLY EFFICIENT AERIAL. P.R. Aerial
is
High Conductivity

Pure Copper

Enamelled Wire-each strand insulated from its neigh.
hour to give the highest signal strength obtainable.
100 ft., 4/3; 50 ft., 2/3.
17 - 25, PATERNOSTER
,L
SQUAREONDON,
E.C.4.
IPP. R.
MASTS
Opposite G.P.O. Tube.
IF YOU USE VALVES it will pay you to write to
us for particulars of the famous 3/6 range of P.R.
valves. Each valve has a written guarantee of life and

LISENIN'S

THREE LATEST
TRIUMPHS
SIX -SIXTY

MULLARD
MASTER 3*

RECEIVER
2 Spade Ends
3 Wander Plugs

8 Wander Plugs
2 Spade Ends

MULLARD
MASTER 5
4 Plugs and Sockets
2 Spade Ends

Altogether the Ediswan valve cata-

erecting instruc

tions.

performance.

fication.

tapering to I
in. A real bar-

The "Super"

14-28

the L.F.680 may with great advantage be used for push-pull ampli-

illustrations of every model of valve
made by this famous firm, it really
does give the purchaser an accurate
idea of what he is buying.
Every valve listed is not only
shown practically life-size; but- there
is a full technical specification with
each, and some general descriptive

or 40/-.

are

SIX SIXTY

regarded as a three -electrode in all
respects. The price is 27s. 6d., and

printed on good paper, with large

ca.

of

AND

standard) works out at the extraordinarily high figure of three. The
electrodes have been so arranged
internally that the valve can be

Midlands, 3/-; elsewhere, 4/-.
Weight 34 lbs. Tivo masts

CD

made

MILLARD MAST1F.R3,1AULIARD MASTER 5,

Steel tubelc tapering. L

tot in. Carriage,London,s/-;

Note.-Double
Aerial easy.

for,'

--covinued from page 243

The Ediswan Valve Catalogue

London, 1/6 ; Mid-

34 Feet hnipo.f

Npecifiedr,
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Write for NEW free booklet.

********************
ic. E&gware Road, London, W.2.

MORE HELP FOR THE

10111=11111

INVENTOR
* Reforming the Patent System.

*

From a Special Correspondent.

*

********************
THE effect of the patent law with
its various " thou shalt nots "
has become far more familiar
to the general public since the introduction of broadcasting than it ever
was before. In the first place, questions of patent -right are naturally of

ELECTRADIX
The accepted Rolls-Royce of

Radio is the great success

DIX-ONEMETER
Highest Possible Grade. Used
in Admiralty, L.C.C., G.P.O.,

and the'Varsities.
Prices: "DIX.ONEMETER7
in case, reading 0-2 m/a. 40
microamps. per div.,
551 -

Our New Catalogue is a Radio Encyclopaedia that
saves you pounds for 4d.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,

218, Upper Thames Street, London, E.G. 4
Telephone: City 019r.

interest to the millions of listeners
who pay royalties for the use of protected circuits, as well as to hundreds
of thousands of home constructors.

In the

second place,

the keen

(Continued on page 245.)
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INVENTOR
-continued, from page 244

wireless

THE NEUTROVERNIA

In these days of Screened Grid Valves

the sensitivity of the modern circuits

cannot always be used to the full
owing to the local station or the
nearest high power station causing
interference.

By connecting the Neutrovernia in series
with your aerial the selectivity of your
receiver can be adjusted exactly to suit the
prevailing conditions.
The Neutrovernia can be used with
perfect efficiency as either a Balancing or
Neutralising Condenser or Capacity
Reaction Control.

Price 5/6

THE
VOLUVERNIA

experimenter has

oppor-

tunities of making useful contributions to the progress of his favourite
hobby, sometimes reaping a reward
in the shape of patent royalties for
doing so. Many important developments in wireless technique have been

made by amateurs working with
practically no other equipment than
is to be found in the wireless den of
most of our readers.
Any organised attempt to reform
the present system of protecting in-

vention so as to bring patent procedure as a whole more closely into
line with modem requirements must
therefore be regarded with sympathetic interest.

Here is a true volume

control, one which does
not create distortion. It
gives you just the volume

Early last year a committee was

you desire and keeps

your reproduction pure
ai all times.

appointed by the British

The" Vol uvernia i yes
perfectly smooth control
from maximum to minimum for Radio Receiver
or Gramophone Ampli-

members were admirably chosen from

Science

Guild with this object in view.

fier.

Price 6,9
Write for

Front all Dealers.

"Components Booklet "C.,"

Its

well-known scientists and lawyers,
together with the representatives of
leading industries, under the chairmanship of Dr. W. H. Eccles, F.R.S.

GAMBRELL RADIO, LTD.

The Main Features

6. Buckingham St., Strand, London, W.C.2.

Following eighteen full meetings
aud four sub -committee meetings, the
committee has now issued its report

REPAIRS

Any make of L.P. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS GUARANTEE

mill each repair:

41- Post free.

Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
Dept. " C"

214, High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S. W.19

in which the more important recommendations are set out below :

NOVELTY.-No patent should be
invalidated by any prior publication more than fifty years old.
This will hardly affect wireless

inventions as a class, though the

COILS for " NEW COSSOR 3"

principle is important.

holders: quick delivery; 225-600, 15!- pair;
900-2,000, IV- pair. These coils really give wonderful
results and are perfectly made, using low -loss formers
and correct to size. Trade supplied If your dealer

consideration which

Guaranteed super -efficiency and ready to fit Cossor

cannot supply, order direct from us. Our name on
the box is a guarantee of perfection in every way.

POSTLETHWAITE

BROS., KINVER, STOURBRIDCE

Coil specialists since 1922.

DARIO Super H.F.
means Super Radio
See page 239.

To All
Advertisers

PLEASE note that communications

concerning

advertising in

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
must be made to

JOHN H. LILE, LTD..

4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4
(Phone: City 7261)

and NOT to the Editorial or Publishing
Offices

The com-

mittee hold the view that the
a

patentee

gives for his patent rights is the
disclosure of an invention not
otherwise known in industry. Fifty
years is roughly the working life of
a skilled workman, so that the rediscovery of an invention not

used within living memory may
fairly be said to be meritorious and
worthy of reward if it can be
worked successfully under modern
conditions.

CHEAPER PATENTS.-The introduction of a special " short term "
patent is recommended in order to
give a cheaper form of protection to
minor, inventions, such as detailed
improvements on existing types of

circuits or component parts, designed, say, to simplify operation or
* Report on the Reform of the British
Patent System, published by the British
Science Guild, price 2s.
(Continued on page 246.)
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YOUR need is selectivity-You want to cut out
yOUR

completely interfering stations, either Local or

Distant, and to receive any station desired.

You can do this in a minute by fitting the Harlie
Wave -Selector between your
ial and Set It
increases volume tool
Whatever Set or. Aerial you may have, the Herne
Wave -Selector will increase its selectivity, range
and volume. You must at least try -out this
wonderful Wave -Selector. Obtain it from your
dealer, or request ns to forward by post C.O.D.
under the conditions of our £100 guarantee.

NO ALTERATION T 0 SET-JUST PLUG

AERIAL INTO SOCKET PROVIDEDFULL PARTICULARS ARE GIVEN.
4` high, 3f` diameter.

In finest grade

black crystalline finish throughout.

2 MODELS SUPPLIED:
(a) Normal Waveband, 200-700 metres.
(b) High Waveband, 700-2000 metres.
Please daft model required when ordering.

£100 GUARANTEE
Money returned In full If the "Hartle"
Wave -Selector proves unsatisfactory, and
is returned to us within 7 days of purchase.

Write to (Dept. E.),

HARLIE BROS.,
Balham Road, Lower Edmonton, N.9
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to cheapen manufacture. The new

" short term " patent should be

issued quickly, and at a low fee,
and is intended to give protection
for a total term of not more than
seven years.

" Resiston" panels are as good as they
They have enormous insulation
properties as well as a fine appearance.

The existing or normal patent

look.

choose " Resiston'
Visit a wireless shop. Ask to see a
" Resiston " panel and note, first, its

would still be available for inventions of greater importance, such
as are often termed master patents.

It sometimes happens that the
demand for the " small improvement " is large while it lasts, though

lustrous polish. So hard, it resists
scratches with ease. No minute cracks
or roughness to harbour dust and invite
leakage. Then examine its colour.
You will appreciate at once how
remarkably free it is from sulphur and
the other adulterants used in " cheap "
ebonite. Its superior quality is obvious. Remembering that everyone
will judge your Set first by its external
appearance, you'll very wisely decide

it quickly falls off. Meanwhile
most of the market has been supplied by " pirates," before the
actual inventor can secure full pro-tection in the ordinary course.

to use a " Resiston " panel.

Germany and has proved very

" Resiston " panels are supplied in
black and also in a mahogany finish.
Either finish possesses the same enormously high insulation properties and
the same beautifully polished surface.

would prevent this form of abuse.
The same facility already exists in
successful in practice.

A NEW PATENT COURT.-It is

on the plate voltage recommended by
the valve manufacturers. Without
an "EliMeter" you are completely in
the dark. The filfam "Elimeter " is
designed specially for this work and
gives accurate dead -beat readings up to

Res. 100.000 ohms. 00/.

220 volts.

troller of the Patent Office power to

Ask your dealer and write for
interesting leaflet What simple

try actions arising out of the in-

decide questions relating to the

a sealed envelope,

squared -up and cut dead to size.

DO you know the current delivered
by your Mains H.T. Eliminator ?
Volume and quality depend entirely

also proposed to give the Compfringement of patent rights, and to

"Resiston" panels come to you like

this-each in

Very Successful
A short-term patent granted
within a few weeks of making
application at the Patent Office

validity of patents. This does not,

of course, affect the right of any

Handsome metal dial. Price UP
meters can show you," to Dept.. W.C.,

arium ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.. LTD..
Bash House, Aldwych, W.0.2.
300 volts

external

res. 35/.

party to go to the High Court, if he
prefers. But patent actions in the
High Court cost a lot of money, and

the intention is simply to provide a

less expensive tribunal to whom
the inventor (or manufacturer) of

Send for new booklet.

modest means can apply in cases of
alleged infringement.
Such issues would only be heard

Please send me, free, a copy of your new

by mutual consent of both parties
concerned, and there would be a

booklet,

definite

" The Panel Makes all

Difference."

the

"W.C" Jan.

limit to the amount of

damages that could be awarded.
The special knowledge and ex-

perience of the Patent Office staff
is such as would ensure a thorough
understanding of the technical
facts involved, and it would appear
reasonable to utilise their services
in this way.
CONCERNING NOVELTY. - As
everyone knows, an invention must
be novel. When a patent application is filed one of the most serious
obstacles the inventor has to face

NAME
ADDRESS

is the search made in the Patent

American Hard Rubber Co Ltd., 13a, Fore St., E.C.2.
6438

(a)

Office to -see whether his invention
(Continued on page 247.)
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500 volts

external
res. 37 6

M.B.

DARIO

This week's best bargain

I

See page 239.
MAKE YOUR OWN HIGH-TENSION
ELIMINATOR AND ALL -POWER UNIT.

RADCROIX

Mains Unit Components.
Guaranteed output 200 volts 30. m/a.

6 Variable Voltages £2 17 9
A.C. Unit
12 Variable Voltages - £3 16 6
'6 Variable Voltages - £1 8 6
D.C. Unit Battery Charger, complete with valves,
15 6
.
charging rate 2 amps Wiring Diagrams free. State A.0. or 1).0.
Prom your dealer or direct from
THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS COMPANY,
103,
Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1.
All -rower A.C. Unit

'telephone: Clorkenwell 5312.
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-continued from page 246

is really new, or whether it has
already been protected by someone
else.

At present this " search for
novelty ' is confined to prior
British patents. If no anticipation

found among former patents
the patent may be granted. Unis

WITH the opening of our

new gramophone saloon,
another extension to our

rapidly -growing business, it is

now possible for all lovers of

music to purchase gramophone records at the same
time as their wireless parts
and accessories.
We have already been ap-

pointed official agents for

oict

CO

zo°?
EO'
ois AsPr
vokuo ptiot4t
t&

and other leading makes, and

hold large stocks for immediate delivery.

Pay a visit to our gramophone saloon, hear
and choose your records in comfort.

fortunately, however, it will have
no force, should the inventor afterwards attempt to claim royalties,
if

it is proved in Court that the

invention was previously described
in some text -book or other technical
publication. In order to remove

this risk as far as possible, the
committee recommend that the

acceptable as a present than a portable

gramophone, a small table grand, or a few
good records ? Or, if they are wireless
enthusiasts, a low-priced portable set, or

some useful adjustments, such as-

Wet High -Tension Battery,
G.E.C. Music Magnet Kit,
Cossor Melody Maker Kit,
New Master 3 Star Kit,
Mullard Portable Five Kit,
Soldometa Soldering Outfit,
Voltmeters,
Ampmeters,
Red Spot Loud -Speaker Unit,
New Lion Amplion Speakers.
If you cannot call, write for our new
gramophone booklet," Sound Waves
from Days," or Wireless booklet,

"Rays from Days," or our Comprehensive Catalogue, post free, 6d.
(free to callers).

(The Best in the West)

18-19, Lis'e St., Leicester Sq., W.C.2.
Regent 0921-0922.
Titles, Westrand, London."
-

-

'CONTINUOUS DEMONSTRATIONS

FP0M

the Terminal can be obtained all

different wording and six coloured
tops for any special uses. By using
coloured flex in conjunction with

Eelex Treble Duty Terminals the
possibility of a wrong or accidental

connection is minimised and you
have the ideal " safety " system of
connections.

to cover all such available literature, in addition to previous patent
specifications.
HELPING THE -POOR INVENTOR.

-Before an inventor can learn how'

he stands as regards novelty, he
must file a complete patent specification and pay stamp fees amounting to £4. If the invention is found

to be not novel, or to have been

TREBLE DUTY

TERMINALS
are nickel -plated and hold securely

spade, plug, pin eye or just plain
wires -41d. each.
only 3d. each.

With plain

anticipated by some other patentee,
then this money is practically
wasted.
The Committee therefore suggest

formal applictition. He would then

be in a better position to decide
whether or not to go on with the
matter.
Such a search would be rendered

a comparatively easy matter-at
least

by

comparison with

the

facilities now available-if duplicate files corresponding with those
used by the official examiners were provided for public use in the
Patent Office library.
As an alternative, in cases where

Spade Plugs, Pins and Eyes as above,
t1

coloured insulated sleeves,

W. each.

EELEX MOISTURE
RETAINING EARTH
The world's finest earth-as it collects
and holds all the available moisture.
As illustrated, with 9 ft. of rubber -

covered wire and connector, 5/6,

postage 9d., or plain earth bowl with
6 ft. copper wire and connector, 5/-,
postage 9d.

the inventor cannot conveniently
visit the Patent Office library,
an official search should be made
for a moderate fee.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION.-It

may easily happen that whilst a

WILL DAY LTD.
Telephone
Telegrams

Treble Duty Terminals are different
and better. 40 indicating tops to

official search should, be extended

that facilities should be given to
enable a poor inventor to make
his own search before filing a
Solve your Xmas present problem by visiting our showrooms. What could be more

Here is another reason why Eelex

9 A.m. -- 7 P.M.

manufacturer'or inventor is puzzling
his brains over some particular

problem, the required solution is
lying hidden away in the Patent
Office files, forgotten by everybody
except the official staff.

In such cases, when the request
is

made, any such information,
(Continued on page 248 )
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Write for the new EELEX gnomes
BOOKLET .Y.64,freeon application.

EASTICK & SONS,
Eelex House,

118, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON,
E.C.1.
'Phone: Clerhenwell 9282-3-4.
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Every constructor knows only too
well the horrible little jobs that come

quite easily by rubbing the blade upon

one's way at times when securing

magnet.

components to panel or baseboard in
awkward places. There is no room
for the hand, so that the screw cannot

The other day I came across what
seems to me the ideal screwdriver for
wireless work. This tool has every
possible good point and not a single
bad one.
The blade is a full in. in width,

should be made available to the

be held between the fingers until it

public, quite apart from any application for a patent. The collected
files of the Patent Office constitute

fiddles in an effort to get the thing

a valuable and unique record of

scientific labour, and ingenuity applied to the practical needs of
The task of quickly
industry.
collecting all the available informa-

tion bearing upon any particular
problem is one that is peculiarly
within the competence of the Patent
Office staff.

AN EMPIRE PATENT.-The proposal to introduce a single patent
having effect throughout the whole

Empire has already been made in
various quarters. The report points

out that whilst the total cost of
securing and maintaining a British
patent for the full term of sixteen

years amounts to £130, the cost

of securing the same protection in
the various Colonies and Protectorates is no less than £1,245.

In view of this exorbitant expense, the Committee recommend
the use of a restricted Empire'patent

to have effect throughout Great
Britain and the Colonies and Protectorates ; they also express the
hope that India and the Dominions
may later see their way to become
parties to a " single -patent " scheme

CHATS AT THE WORKTABLE
--:-continued front Page 204

The Perfect Screwdriver
For a long time I have been

has been " started."

One fiddles and

At last it is fairly over
the hole into which one is hoping to
drive it.
Carefully one applies the screwdriver. There is a lurch to one side
into position.

and the work must begin again !
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.5

of the poles of a permanent

and is so ground that it is a really
good fit for the notches of small B.A.

and wood screws. The handle

is

cylindrical, as the handle of a screw-

driver should be, and the tool

is

11 in. in length over all-I have often
pointed out the advantages of a long
screwdriver.

In addition, it is made of good
steel with just the right temper. Even
as a plain screwdriver, therefore, this

ft

" RADIOTORIAL

one

The history of a word that means much.
" Radiotorial " is rather an unusual

'is

word-but since it was coined nearly
five years ago, by a " P.W." staff man,
it has come to represent the best radio
advice the amateur can get.
Every week in " Popular Wireless "
you will find a selection of radio questions and answers-not a few " faked "
items, but very seldom less than four

just the thing that the wireless

constructor wants. But it is more
than a plain screwdriver.

. A Handy Screwdriver
On the shaft is a sliding sleeve

or five columns of bona fide radio
problems, with comprehensive and
to -the -point " answers.

provided with two spring jaws which
can be pushed out beyond the end of

By reading " Radiothrial " you cannot

fail to get an all-round grasp of radio.
Why not start this' week ? " Radiotodal " alone is worth the threepence
charged every Thursday for a copy of

the blade. A spiral spring placed
round the shaft exercises a fairly
powerful thrust on the sleeve. If an
awkward screw has to be dealt with
the sleeve is pushed -downwards, the

"POPULAR WIRELESS"
The Paper That Never Lets You Down.
E11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111161111117

Hitherto the best method that I
have found in dealing with these

screw is placed so that the blade is

in its nick and the jaws are then

allowed to spring back against 'the
underside of its head.

awkward customers is to make rather

In this way the screw is firmly

large holes for their reception with
a long -handled bradawl and to use
copper -covered steel'screws. With a

gripped and can be inserted without

magnetised screwdriver this scheme is
fairly successful-so long as the
driver retains its magnetism.
That unfortunately is, as a rule, not
very long.. Screwdrivers are not
made of very hard steel ; this com-

the least difficulty into the most
awkward place. As soon as it has
been fairly started, the sleeve is
Given a half turn. This releases the
jaws and the screwdriver is then used
to turn the screw home.
Having given this tool an extended
trial in wireless constructional work,

trying to find a screwdriver with a

naturally comes their way on the
work' bench make them prone to

I can confidently recommend it to
readers as the best screwdriver that
I have yet come across. It is by no

really satisfactory .T attachment
holding screws.

become demagnetised rather rapidly.
They can, of course, be remagnetised

means expensive, considering its usefulness, the price being half-a-crown.

for

bined with the knocking about that
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MET -NICK A .C. VALVES
THE VALVES WITH THE INDIRECTLY -HEATED CATHODES
Why have so many of the leading manufacturers of wireless sets adopted as standard Cosmos
A.C. Valves?
A few reasons are here given indicating that for successful operation of sets
completely from the electric light supply mains these valves are indispensable.

All valves with directly heated cathodes ("Raw"

A.C. Valves as they are called) operate with

hum. This hum even if small, makes them

quite unsuitable as detectors-the most critical
position. Cosmos A.C. Valves do not Hum,
and are suitable for all stages.

By reason of their big cathodes and
great cathode emission, Cosmos A.C.

LONG LIFE

Valves are robust, strong and long-lived.

A valve that emits from the grid, cannot
be used in R.C.C. Sets, nor, if serious, in
transformer coupled Sets.

Grid emission

is a more serious defect than "softness"
and no one would dream of using a "soft"

Cosmos
valve.
grid -emit.

A.C. Valves do not

Cosmos A.C. Valves give great amplification per stage. They are extremely sensitive

and by reason of low impedance values, give
high tone quality of reproduction and
handle power volumes with ease.

Special capping and the use of disc adap-

ADAPTABILITY

tors enable Cosmos A.C. Valves to be
used in existing battery sets without rewiring. The extraordinary good characteristics of these valves however, may render
a slight modification to some circuits
desirable.

The prices of Cosmos A.C. Valves are com-

parable with the prices of ordinary battery
valves. Why use any less satisfactory?
Type ACIR 1 if ow t ir,..
Type ACIG /5 /.

COST NO MORE

Red Spot ) .06 / / ,I.
Green Spot I
(Power Amplification)
(High Amplification)
A.C. Sockets 31 -each and Met -Vick Disc Adaptors 6d.

Eliminators especially designed for these Valves.
Send for Section C.

MET
-WICK
A.C. VALVES
METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD., 155 Charing Cross Rd., LONDON, W.C.2
iii
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"Fhe R.I. & Varley Low Frequency Choke is really
a wonderful product-with several applications, it
possesses the same degree of real efficiency in each
case.

is a really good choke for eliminator
smoothing circuits, both H.T. and L.T. On a load of 100

Firstly, it

wnilliamps it is still a long way from saturation pointit is the only choke, at a popular price, which can be
used for L.T. smoothing where series connected filaments
are used.

As an Output Filter Choke it can he used equally
well after a single power valve or 3 super -power valvew

in parallel.
coupling-which is
For choke -led transformer
becoming increasingly popular-our 28/14 Henries
Choke is ideal.
One has indeed only to refer to the pages of any of the
wireless journals of to -day to realise the extent to which

the R.I. & Varley L.F. Choke is being used by the

28/14 Henries, o; too ma,

26o ohms. D.C. Resistance.

IL 1.

0.

Henries o/roo mkt,
120 CAM'S D.C. Resistance.

1417

£1. 1. 0.

These Chokes have a huge
iron circuit, adequate in.
ductance and Low Resistance.

Technical Experts in this country.
But then, R.I. & Valley are recognised as the manureally high-class Chokes, among which
facturers
mention must be made of our Adjustable Heavy Duly
Choke(E2. 5. 0), or L.T., L.F. Choke (El. 1. 0) and, of
course, our famous Hi -Duplex Wire -Wound 11.F.Choke.

9/6, which is the admitted " Standard " in the British
Isles.

10 -duplex wire wound multi cellular
H.F.
Choke.

9/6

ANTI-MOBO.

The most up-to-date and
essential component on the
market to -day.

9/6

THE MARK OF
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Kingsway House, To3, Kingsway, London, W.G.s.
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